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SAMENVATTING

Omkeringen van de polariteit van het geomagnetische veld in het
geologisch verleden worden wereldwijd geregistreerd in de natuurI ijke remanente magnetisatie (NRM) van stoll ingsgesteenten en sedi
mentaire reeksen. De nauwkeurige en getrouwe reconstructie van deze
reglstratie vormt het fundament van de magnetostratigrafie. De mag
netostratigrafie van Laat Miocene sedimenten op verschillende loka
I iteiten in het Middellandse Zeegebied is het belangrijkste onder
werp van deze dissertatie. De opeenvolging van de perioden met af
wisselend normale en omgekeerde polariteit in het geologisch ver
leden vormt de magnetische tijdschaal.

In het eerste hoofdstuk worden verschi Ilende methoden besproken
om deze magnetische tijdschaal samen te stellen. De eerste methode
bestaat uit het bepalen van zowel de radiometrische oUderdom als de
polarlteit van de NRM van stollingsgesteenten. Magnetlsche tljd
schalen gebaseerd op deze methode zljn slechts betrouwbaar voor
gesteenten met oUderdommen mlnder dan 5 mi Ijoen jaar. Voor hogere
ouderdommen neemt de absolute fout In radiometrische daterlngen
teveel toe. De tweede methode Is gebaseerd op mariene magnetische
anomal ieen patronen. Ervan uitgaande dat spreldlng aan weerszijden
van Mid-oceanische ruggen met een relatlef constante snelheld
verloopt. kan een magnetische tijdschaal geconstrueerd worden door
middel van interpolatle en extrapolatle. Aan de hand van radio
metrische daterlngen en blostratigrafle kan de tljdschaal gecall
breerd worden. De derde methode is gebaseerd op de magnetostrati
grafie. biostratlgrafie en chronostratlgrafie van sedimentaire
opeenvolgingen. bijvoorbeeld diepzee kernen.
In principe is het mogelijk het polariteitspatroon van marlene
sedimenten in secties op het land te correleren met de magnetische
tijdschaal. De voetangels en klemmen van deze laatste methode worden

besproken. In het algemeen vormt echter de magnetostratigrafle een
belangrijk gereedschap voor de stratlgrafie, niet aileen voor cor
relatie doeleinden, maar ook voor relatieve en zelfs absolute
dateringen.

Mariene klel secties van Laat Miocene ouderdom zijn bemonsterd
in Kreta, Sicllie en Noord Italie. Hoofdstuk twee beschrijft de
geologie, I ithologle en biostratigrafie van deze sectles, alsmede de
methode gevolgd blj het bemonsteren. De meeste secties zijn van
Tortonlen en Messlnien ouderdom. Een belangrijke biostratigrafische
datum, het eerste voorkomen van de G. conomiozea groep, kenmerkt de
grens tussen Tortonlen en Messinien in het Mlddellandse Zeegebied en
is als voornaamste biostratigrafisch kenmerk gebruikt.

De laboratorium analyse van de verzamelde monsters wordt bespro
ken in hoofdstuk drle. De karakteristieke remanente magnetisatie
(ChRM) vertegenwoordigt het meest waarschijnlljk de originele depo
sitionele remanente magnetisatle (DRM). Om deze ChRM te bepalen is
het noodzakelijk visceuze en andere secondaire magnetisaties te ver
wijderen door middel van thermische of wisselveld demagnetisatie.
Een nauwkeurige analyse van de demagnetisatie diagrammen en van de
afname curves geeft informatie omtrent de dragers van de remanente
magnetisaties. De resultaten maken het waarschijnlijk dat fijn
korrel ige, vermoedellJk single-domain magnetiet of titanomagnetiet
de belangrijkste drager is van de ChRM. Een geringe en gedeeltelijke
oXidatie van de magnetiet wordt vermoed, met als resultaat een
maghemlet fase van de ChRM die dezelfde richting heeft als de origi
nele magnetiet. Verdere informatie wordt verkregen door de isother
male remanente magnetlsatie (IRM) acquisltie curves en bevestigt de
conclusies op basis van de demagnetlsaties. In het algemeen leveren
de resultaten van de secties op Kreta en In Noord Italie magnetische
polariteits zoneringen op, terwijl daarentegen de resultaten van de
secties op Sicllie te wensen over laten: remagnetisatie ten gevolge
van verwering van de oorspronkel ijke magnetische mineralen heeft een
recente magnetisatie met normale polariteit veroorzaakt.

De magnetostratigrafie van de secties wordt besproken in hoofd
stuk vier. Aile secties van west Kreta kunnen gecorreleerd worden op
basis van hun overlappende polariteltsstratigrafie en hun biostrati
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grafie. De correlatle levert een samengestelde magnetlsche polarl
teitskolom bestaande uit een opeenvolglng van zes polarltelts zones.
De relatleve lengtes van deze zones correleren uitstekend met de
zones van een sectle op centraal Kreta en in mlndere mate met die
van een sectle op oost Kreta. De polarlteltsstratigrafie van Kreta
is gecorreleerd met de magnetische tljdschaal door de corre'latie
coefficlenten te bepalen van het gevonden polarltelts patroon en
iedere mogel ijke opeenvolging van zes polariteitszones van deze
tijdschaal tussen 0 en 15 miljoen Jaar. Van de drle aldus gevonden
mogel ijke correlatles bl ijft er slechts een over als de meest waar
schljnl ijke, op basis van blostratlgraflsche en chronostratlgra
fische randvoorwaarden. Deze correlatie houdt In een ouderdom van
5.6 mi Ijoen jaar voor het eerste verschljnen van de G. conomiozea
groep en dus voor de Tortonlen-Messlnlen grens In het Mlddellandse
Zeegebied.
Dezelfde correlatiemethode toegepast op de resultaten van de Blind
River in nleuw Zeeland (Loutlt en Kennett, 1979) levert een oUderdom
op van 6.1 mlljoen jaar voor het eerste verschljnen van de G. cono

miozea aldaar. Tussen het eerste verschljnen van G. conomiozea In
Nieuw Zeeland en het verschljnen van de G. conomlozea groep In het
Mlddellandse Zeegebied lijkt dus een diachronie van ongeveer 0.4.
mlljoen jaar te bestaan. Tevens worden de ouderdommen van nog twee
biostratigraflsche datums in het Mlddellandse Zeegebled afgeleld;
tens lotte kan geconcludeerd worden dat het begin van de 'Messinian
main evaporitic phase' jonger Is dan 5.3 miljoen Jaar.

Een andere bron van informatle omtrent de dragers van de NRM
wordt verschaft door gesteentemagnetlsche parameters. Deze worden
besproken in hoofdstuk vljf. Ais een standaardprocedure Is de mag
netische susceptiblliteit (X) en de remanente verzadiglngsmagnetl
satie (SIRM) gemeten. De verhoudlng X/SIRM is grotendeels onafhan
kel ijk van de concentratie van de magnetische mlneralen (Hartstra,
1982) en duidt In de meeste sectles op fljnkorrelige (single-domain)
magnet let als de belangrljkste drager van de ChRM. Voor een aantal
secties is tevens de remanente coercltiefkracht bepaald. De gevonden
waarden bevestlgen de conclusles gebaseerd op de X/SIRM ratio;
bovendien werd op deze manier extra Informatle verkregen omtrent het
voorkomen van mlneralen met een hoge coerclvitelt tengevolge van
oxidatie.
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In het laatste hoofdstuk (zes) zijn de rlchtingen van de karak
teristieke remanente magnetisatie geanalyseerd. In het algemeen
blljkt dat de Incllnat/es lager zljn dan de incl inatie van het
axiale geocentrische dipoolveld voor de huldige ligging van Kreta.
Ten gevolge van de vorm en de elgenschappen van de klei mineralen,
zullen de daaraan gekoppelde (verdel ing van) magnetische mineralen
geneigd zijn zich horizontaal uit te richten bij gravitationele
compact Ie, en dus lagere Incllnaties veroorzaken.
Decllnaties wijzen In het algemeen op rotaties van de bemonsterde
locaties tegen de klok in. De gemiddelde decl inatle van een van de
gevonden polariteitszones vertoont een westelljke afwijking ten
opzlchte van de decllnatles van de andere polarlteitszones. Dlt
wordt vermoedelljk veroorzaakt door een afwijkende (regionale ?)
richting van het aardmagneetveld gedurende deze periode.
Een analyse van de magnetlsche susceptibll iteits anisotropie
wijst op een duldel ijk sedimentalr magnetisch maaksel. Kleine, maar
persistente I ineaties zijn vermoedel ijk het gevolg van recente
extensionele tektoniek in het Aegeisch gebied, en niet het gevolg
van deposltlonele factoren.
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SUMMARY

Reversals of the geomagnetic field In the geological past are
recorded globally in the natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of
igneous and sedimentary rock sequences. The accurate and rei iable
reconstruction of this record is the basis of magnetostratigraphy.
The magnetostratigraphy of Late Miocene sediments at several loca
tions in the Mediterranean area Is the main subject of this study.

In the first chapter several methods for determining the polari
ty reversal time scale are discussed. The first method involves com
bining radiometric dating and the magnetic polarity of igneous
rocks. Polarity reversal time scales based on this method are reli
able only for rocks with ages less than 5 mill ion years (Ma) because
of the progressive absolute errors In radiometric dating. The second
method is based on sea-floor magnetic anomaly patterns. If one
assumes a relatively constant spreading rate for the sea-floor. a
polarity time scale can be constructed by Interpolation and extrapo
lation. The time scale can be cal ibrated by radiometric dating and
through biostratigraphic evidence. The third method is based on the
magnetostratigraphy. biostratigraphy and chronostratigraphy of sedi
mentary sequences. e.g. deep-sea piston cores.
In principle. it Is possible to correlate the polarity pattern
of marine sediments in land-based sections to the polarity time
scale. The pitfalls associated with this latter method are discus
sed. In general. however. magnetostratigraphy is an important tool
not only for correlation purposes. but also for relative or even ab
solute dating.

Marine clay sections of Late Miocene age were sampled in Crete.
Sicily and northern Italy. Chapter two describes the geology. litho
logy and biostratigraphy of these sections. as well as the sampling
method. Most sections are of Tortonian and Messinian age. An Impor
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tant biostratigraphic datum, the first occurrence datum (FOD) of the
G. conomiozea group, denotes the Tortonlan-Messinian boundary In the
Mediterranean area and has been used throughout as the major bio
stratigraphic correlation tool.

The laboratory treatment of the samples is discussed In chapter
three. In order to determine the characteristic remanent magnetiza
tion (ChRM), which most probably represents the original depositio
nal remanent magnetization (DRM), it Is necessary to remove viscous
and other secondary remanences by means of alternating field and
thermal demagnetization. A careful analysis of the demagnetization
diagrams and decay curves yields information concerning the carriers
of the remanent magnetizations. The results Indicate that flne
grained, probably single-domain magnetite or titanomagnetite is the main
carrier of the ChRM. There Is evidence that a sl ight and partial
oxidation of the magnetite occurred, resulting in a maghemite phase of
the ChRM which has the same remanence direction as the original
magnetite. Additional Information Is provided by Isothermal remanent
magnetization (IRM) acquisition curves and corroborates the conclusions
derived from the demagnetizations. In general, the results from the
Cretan and northern Italian sections yield reliable magnetic polarity
sequences, whereas the results of the Sicilian sections are less
satisfactory: remagnetization due to weathering of the original magnetic
minerals has caused a recent overprint of normal polarity.

The magnetostratigraphy of the sections Is discussed in chapter
four. All western Cretan sections can be correlated on the basis of
their overlapping magnetostratigraphy and their biostratigraphy. The
correlation yields a composite magnetic polarity stratigraphy con
sisting of six successive and rei iably determined polarity zones.
The relative lengths of these zones correlate excellently with those
of a single central Cretan section and to a lesser extent with those
of an eastern Cretan section. Several other eastern Cretan sections
cannot be correlated with the other sections since they have no
overlap. We correlated the cretan polarity stratigraphy with the
magnetic polarity time scale by determining the correlation coeffi
cients of this sequence and every sequence of sIx polarity zones of
this time scale between 0 and 15 Ma. Three possible correlations are
found, but only one can be regarded as the most probable, on the
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basis of the conditions Imposed by the biostratigraphy and chrono
stratigraphy. This correlation provides an age of 5.6 Ma for the FOD
of the G. conomlozea group and hence for the Tortonlan-Messlnlan
boundary In the Mediterranean area. Following the same correlation
method. the FOD of G. conomlozea In New Zealand can be dated at
approximately 6.1 Ma; hence there seems to be a dlachrony of 0.4 Ma
between the respective FOD·s of this datum.
Furthermore. the approximate ages of two more biostratigraphic
datums In the Mediterranean are derived and a lower age limit of 5.3
Ma can be Inferred for the beginning of the Messinian evaporitic
phase.

Another source of Information concerning the magnetic minerals
of the NRM Is supplied by rock-magnetic parameters. As a standard
procedure the magnetic susceptibility X and the saturation Iso
thermal remanent magnetization (SIRM) were determined. and these are
discussed In chapter five. The ratio X/SIRM Is largely Independent
of the concentratIon of the magnetic minerals and gives an Indica
tion concerning the grain sizes of the magnetic minerals. In most
sections this ratio Is virtually constant and Indicates the presence
of fine-grained (single-domain) magnetite as the main carrier of the
ChRM. For a number of sections the remanent coercive force (Hcr) was
determined. The values of this parameter support the conclusions
based on the X/SIRM ratio; In addition. extra Information concerning
the presence of high coerclvlty minerals due to oxidation was
gained.

The last chapter (six) contains an analysis of the ChRM direc
tions of several of the Cretan sections. In general. Inclinations
are lower than Inclinations of the axial dipole geocentric field at
the present latitude of Crete. Due to the shape and the properties
of the clay minerals. the magnetic minerals carrying the remanence
will tend to align horizontally upon gravitational compaction. thus
causing these low Inclinations. In these sections declinations gene
rally but not always Indicate counter-clockwise rotations of the
locations sampled. These rotations are due to local tectonics rather
than to a rotation of Crete Itself. The mean declination of a parti
cular polarity zone tends to show a westerly offset with respect to
the mean declinations of the other polarity zones. This Is probably
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due to a deviating (regional 1) direction of the geomagnetic field
during this period.
An analysis of the magnetic susceptibility anisotropy in a
number of sections reveals a predominantly depositional magnetic
fabr ic. Small but persistent lineations are thought to be due to a
recent extensional tectonic regime In the Aegean area, and not to
depositional factors.
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chapter one

INTRODUCTION

Reversals of the polarity of the geomagnetic field In the geo
logical past are recorded globally In the natural remanent magneti
zation (NRM) of igneous and sedimentary rocK sequences.
The discovery of polarity reversals of the geomagnetic field is
attributed to Brunhes (1906), who studied the NRM of lavas at two
different locations and found normal polarity NRM's at one and re
versed polarity NRM's at the other. Some twenty years later,
Matuyama (1929) found that recent lavas showed normal polarity,
whereas older lavas showed reversed polarity and he attempted to
date the most recent reversal. Theories concerning self-reversal
mechanisms (e.g. Neel, 1955) delayed the general acceptance of the
field-reversal theory until the sixties. The development of the K/Ar
dating technique enabled Cox et al. (1963a,b) to propose a geomag
netic polarity reversal time scale based on direct paleomagnetic
measurements and K/Ar dates of volcanic rocKs. A more precise
polarity time scale for the last 4.5 Ma was given by Cox (1969).
Major polarity zones were referred to as "polarity epochs" (the
Brunhes, MatuYama, Gauss and Gilbert epochs), in which shorter
"polarity events" occurred, e.g. the normal Jaramillo and Olduvai
events in the Matuyama reversed epoch. A review of the early
development of the radiometrically determined polarity time scale is
given by WatKins (1972). Because of the continual addition of new
data and a revision of the decay constants used In K/Ar dating, this
time scale has been extended, refined and revised many times (e.g.
ManKinen and Dalrymple, 1979). Because the error in K/Ar dating Is
approximately 1-2%, polarity zones older than 5 Ma cannot be dated
rei iably, since the error may become larger than the duration of
individual polarity (sub)zones.
The hypothesis of sea-floor spreading (Hess, 1960) and the exis
tence of polarity reversals were combined by Vine and Matthews
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(1963) into one single theory, and they suggested that sea-floor
magnetic anomalies might be related to geomagnetic polarity rever
sals. The observed sea-floor magnetic anomaly patterns could then be
used to extend the polarity time scale Into the Mesozoic by extrapo
lation. On the assumption of a constant spreading rate, Helrtzler et
al. (1968) used a long magnetic profile In the South Atlantic to
construct such a time scale. The positive and more prominent anomaI ies were numbered from young to old. Numerous additions and
revisions have been made since then and more advanced techniques
have made many refinements possible. The results of the Deep Sea
Drilling Project (DSDP) which combined biostratigraphic and radio
metric data of deep-sea sediments, have confirmed the general vali
dity and accuracy of such time scales. Ness et al. (1980) presented
a comprehensive and critical review of marine magnetic anomaly time
scales. They also constructed a synthesis of previously published
time scales, using two calibration points In addition to the present
and based on direct paleomagnetic and radiometric age determina
tions. recalculated for the new K/Ar decay constants (Manklnen and
Dalrymple, 1979). One calibration point Is the Gauss-Gi Ibert bounda
ry at 3.40 Ma. the other Is the lower boundary of anomaly 5 at 10.30
Ma. They used two more calibration points which were based on bio
stratigraphic evidence and which were essentially Indirect. More
recently. Lowrie and Alvarez (1981) employed eleven cal ibratlon
points, nine of whIch were determined by directly correlating the
combined biostratigraphic and magnetostratigraphic data of Unbrian
sections with the polarity time scale based on sea-floor anomalies.
Indirectly. the absolute ages of biostratigraphic datum-levels (e.g.
such as compiled by Hardenbol and Berggren, 1978) are then assigned
to these cal ibratlon points and the magnetic anomaly time scale is
adjusted.

Whereas lava successions provide an essentially intermittent
record of the polarity reversal pattern of the geomagnetic field.
deep-sea (piston) cores may reveal a continuous record. Combined
biostratigraphic and magnetostratigraphic data can also be obtained
from such cores. Since the top of deep-sea cores always contains the
most recent sediments and hence represents the most recent polarity
zone (Brunhes). it is possible to determine the polarity zones by
simply counting downwards providing there are no hiatuses or gaps.
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If one assumes a fairly constant sedimentation rate, then conti
nuously deposited sediments In those cores can be used to date short
(recent) "events" more precisely than Is the case with volcanic out
crops (Opdyke, 1969). The continuous sedimentation and absence of
hiatuses can be checked by means of biostratigraphy and radiometric
dating, e.g. 14C-datlng, K/Ar dating of volcanic ash layers or fis
sion track dating (see also Opdyke, 1972). If piston cores are long
and have a low sedimentation rate it may be possible to extend the
radiometrically determined polarity reversal sequence and to assign
extrapolated ages to the reversal boundaries. Foster and Opdyke
(1970) used cores RC 12-65 and RC 12-66 from the central Pacific and
arbitrari Iy divided polarity zones and subzones into magnetic
"epochs" and numbered them in order of Increasing age (up to epoch
11 In core RC 12-65).
Biostratigraphic correlations can then be used to extend the rever
sal sequence even further by correlating cores extending to older
sediments. It Is clear, however, that the reliability of the pola
rity zonation may be significantly reduced, due to sedimentary and
faunal uncertainties.

In principle, once the relation between biostratigraphy and mag
netostratigraphy has been established, It should be possible to tie
the polarity pattern of marine sediments from land-based sections to
the polarity time scale. However, if biostratigraphic datum-levels
are diachronous, problems arise. Also, If only or mainly biostrati
graphic data or criteria are used to construct a polarity pattern,
determination of the polarity zones seems superfluous (e.g. Cita and
Ryan, 1973, 1979; Ryan and Flood, 1973; Ryan, 1973; see also Kenneth
and Watkins, 1974).
Further confusion Is introduced when a polarity zonation is given,
but no direct paleomagnetic determinations have been carried out and
this zonation is based only on biostratigraphic correlation with an
existing magnetobiostratigraphlc sequence elsewhere. (e.g. van
Gorsel and Troelstra, 1981).
To avoid circular reasoning it Is therefore extremely Important to
examine carefully the various methods by which the various correla
tions have been made. The most reliable method Is to determine
directly both the biostratigraphy and magnetostratigraphy of a se
quence, either a deep-sea core or a land-based sedimentary section,
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and to correlate this sequence with the polarity time scale which is
based solely on sea-floor anomalies. This latter polarity time scale
can be assumed to represent the most continuous record of the pola
rity history of the geomagnetic field. since the relative constancy
of sea-floor spreading rates has been conclusively demonstrated In
the I inear relationships found in anomaly versus distance plots of
numerous ridge pairs (Ness et al.. 1981). Correlation can then be
done either by counting from the present (=Brunhes chron) downwards
or by recognizing a clear and specific polarity pattern. A good
example of such a "fingerprint" is given by Alvarez et al. (1977)
for the Gubbio section In Italy. where the Cretaceous long normal
zone could easily be recognized. and younger polarity zones could be
establ ished by counting upwards. In such a way biohorizons and bio
zonations can be tied absolutely to the marine magnetic anomaly time
scale and a synchrony or dlachrony of blohorizons can be
demonstra ted.
Such a direct correlation can then provide calibration points if the
absolute ages of biostratigraphic datum-levels. If known and
preferably from the same region. are assigned to the polarity time
scale. It should be emphasized. however. that the ages of biostrati
graphic and magnetic zones (and magnetic anomal ies) ultimately
depend on the extent and accuracy of radiometric dating (LaBrecque
et al .• 1977).

In conjunction with the paleontology and stratigraphy department
of the State University of Utrecht and as part of the International
Geologic Correlation Program (IGCP) project 74/111. "Accuracy in
time", a research was started Into the usefUlness. the potential i
ties and the restrictions of magnetic stratigraphy in land-based
sections of marine sediments In the Mediterranean Area (fig. 1.1).

In the past five years. magnetic polarity stratigraphy of land
based sections has become an important tool for stratigraphic corre
lation and for relative or even absolute dating of sedimentary
sequences. The global and synchronous nature of polarity reversals
can be used to check the synchrony of various geological and bio
stratigraphic boundaries. to correlate marine and non-marine
sequences or it can be used to obtain information about tectonic and
sedimentologic processes (Ensley and Verosub. 1982).
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MEDITERRANEAN AREA

Fig. 1.1 Locations of the regions of interest in the Mediter
ranean area.

There are many pitfalls associated with magnetostratigraphic
methods. which are already used freQuently for correlation purposes.
Each normal and each reversed polarity zone is identical with other
normal and reversed polarity zones and the polarity of the natural
remanent magnetization alone is not a distinguishing feature. When
there Is a high freQuency of polarity changes with respect to the
biostratigraphic zones. recognition of the individual polarity zones
in distributed and restricted outcrops Is almost Impossible.
However. because of differences in the duration of individual pola
rity zones. polarity reversal seQuences can be used for stratigra
phic correlations. provided the (magneto)stratigraphic range is long
enough for a specific polarity pattern (fingerprint) to be recog
nized. Furthermore. there must not have been campi ications in the
sedimentary record (unless they can be estimated or are known) such
as variation in the sedimentation (accumulation) rate. hiatuses.
gaps. faults. erosion. chemical changes. magnetic instability. etc.

Variations in sedimentation rate may alter the original and spe
cific polarity patterns. but the recognition of the pattern will de
pend on the extent of the variations and on the characteristics of
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the pattern.
The effects of faults and hiatuses are evident: parts of the po
larity record may be missing or duplicated. In the massive and non
stratified clays studied in this thesis faults are sometime diffi
cult to recognize due to the near absence of distinctly bedded
layers. Their existence. however. could sometimes clearly be Infer
red from the magnetostratigraphic results. For Instance. the coinci
dence of a biostratigraphic datum-level and a polarity reversal
horizon may often be due to faulting.
Between original deposition and eventual sampling. sediments may
encounter different environments and a range of chemical changes may
occur. causing precipitation or alteration of (magnetic) minerals
(Watkins et al.. 1974). for Instance because of weathering. The ori
ginal magnetization aCQuired during deposition may then have been
overprinted or even superseded by secondary magnetizations of youn
ger (often recent) age. In some cases only distinct lithologic
levels may be found to have a natural remanent magnetization of
secondary origin. thus giving a false polarity pattern.
Not all kinds of sediments are SUited for paleomagnetic research.
Magnetic minerals may be near absent or unstable. I.e. may produce
magnetizations With (geologically) very short relaxation times. The
development of sensitive cryogenic magnetometers has made possible
measurement of weakly magnetized samples. Low Intensities may also
have been caused by oxidation due to weathering of the original mag
netic minerals.
It Is clear that a carefUl analysis and Interpretation of the
magnetic properties Is advisable or even necessary. A thorough ana
lysis of changes In direction and Intensity during systematic demag
netization Is needed (Zljderveld. 1967. 1975) In order to determine
the direction of the characteristic and probably original remanent
magnet Iza t Ion.

For this study marine clay sections of Late Miocene age were
sampled In Crete. Sicily and northern Italy. Crete was chosen be
cause we had detailed Information about the Neogene sedlmentary
tectonic history (Freudenthal. 1969; Meulenkamp. 1969. 1979;
Meulenkamp et al •• 1979) and the biostratigraphy (Slsslngh. 1972;
Zacharlasse. 1975). Initial sampling was focused on two Tortonlan
Messinian clay sections In western Crete (Langerels and Zljderveld.
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1979; Langereis, 1979; Drooger et al.,1979a). Later, more sections
were sampled In western and central Crete (Langerels et al., 1984)
as well as in eastern Crete, In order to check the Initial results,
to eliminate local variations in sedimentation rate, to notice (and
el iminate) the effect of hiatuses or faults and to extend the stra
tigraphic range of the initial polarity reversal seQuences. To check
the Cretan results over a large distance, sections in Sicily and
northern Italy were sampled, which were supposed to contain the
Tortonian-Messinian boundary. This boundary in the Mediterranean Is
currently marked by the first occurrence datum (FOD) of G.

conom/o

zea (d'Onofrio et aI., 1975; Colalongo et al., 1979b).

In addition to the remanence data and the magnetic properties,
the magnetic anisotropy of the susceptibi Ity may yield information
concerning the magnetic fabric of the sediments and reveal some of
their magnetic history since deposition. Sediment transport or water
and/or bottom currents may be reflected in the magnetic fabric
(Rees, 1961, 1965). A fabric which was originally purely sedimentary
may be changed by tectonic activity Into a more or purely tectonic
fabric (Graham, 1966; van den Ende, 1977). Since tectonic activity
and depositional currents may sometimes result in the same magnetic
fabric, it Is sometimes necessary to determine the anisotropy direc
tions over a larger region and to compare these with paleocurrent or
stress directions obtained from indicators other than magnetic ones.

Other correlation data might be provided by changes In the di
rection and the Intensity of the primary natural remanent magnetiza
tion. Such directional changes are either a conseQuence of secular
variation or are due to longer term variations, e.g. 10,000 to
100,000 years (van den Ende, 1977). The secular variation has a
period which is too short to be of stratigraphic value for the clay
seQuences studied. Long-term variations which may be related to
astronomical parameters can be tentatively establ ished in several
sections.

The detai led magnetostratigraphic results from western Crete
were also used to locate accurately polarity reversal horizons,
which were or still are being studied in detail (Valet and Laj,
1981; Valet et al., 1983) In order to test geomagnetic reversal
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models (Hoffman. 1982 and references therein). Because of a fa
vourable sedimentation rate (ca. 4 eml1000 years). detailed records
of transitional remanence directions can be established. Since a
typical geomagnetic reversal takes place in 40-50 em of sediments.
detai led sampl ing Is likely to reveal transitional NRM directions.
The existence of transitional directions can be used to distinguish a
true reversal from a fault or from remagnetized strata. Furthermore.
the lowered Intensity of the geomagnetic field during a polarity tran
sition is reflected in the lower intensities of the natural remanent
magnetization recorded in the sediments. Therefore. a lowered intensity
of the characteristic natural remanent magnetization at or near a pola
rity reversal boundary can be taken as an indication of a true reversal.
provided that magnetic properties indicate no (major) change in the mag
netic minerals at such a boundary. So far. results of detailed studies
of polarity transitions have not indicated that this method Is a practi
cal correlation tool. but they are a major source of information about
the generation of the magnetic field.
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chapter two

THE

SECTIONS

INTRODUCTION

The magnetostratigraphic study presented here was started by
sampl ing two pi lot sections in Late Miocene marine clays on the
island of Crete (Greece), using a large sampl ing interval of 4
metres. One section with a thickness of 150 metres is situated near
the village of Apostoli (Meulenkamp, 1969, 1979a; fig. 2.1) in the
province of Rethymnon, another section with a thickness of 40 metres
near the vi Ilage of Potamida (Freudenthal, 1969) in the province of
Chania (fig. 2.2). Although both sections are assumed to be partial
ly overlapping in time (Meulenkamp, 1979a), the Apostol i section
showed only normal polarities, whereas the Potamida section was
found to embrace at least four polarity zones. Apparently the NRM
in the Apostol i section has been overprinted by normal polarity and
probably (sub)recent magnetizations. Thereupon, attention was fo
cused on section Potamida, which was resampled in detai I. Later,
more sections In simi lar Late Miocene marine clays were sampled in
the neighbourhood of the first Potamida section (fig. 2.2) and in
other parts of western Crete, on central and eastern Crete (fig.
2.1), on Sici Iy (fig. 2.3) and in northern Italy (fig. 2.4).

Initially we were most interested in sections that contained the
first occurrence datum (FOD) of the G. conomiozea group and that
were situated geographically at an increasing distance from the
Potamida section. We wanted to check whether such a datum level
could be followed magnetostratigraphically, both in space and time.
As our study progressed and a positive magnetobiostratigraphic cor
relation could be established in western Crete (Langereis, 1979;
Langereis and Zijderveld, 1979), we sampled sections for the purpose
of extending the stratigraphic range beyond that of the Initial
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sequences and in order to arrive at a detailed geomagnetic polarity
stratigraphy for the upper part of the Mediterranean Upper Miocene
(see also Langerels et aI., 1984). The study reported here Is based
on more than 20 sect Ions.

In western Crete, four sections are located near the village of
Potamida (sections Potamida 1,2,3,4) In the Klssamos district of
Chanla Province. Two sections are located near the vi Ilage of
Kotslana, some 2.5 km to the NE (sections Kotsiana 1,2), one is
located near the vi Ilage of Skouloudhiana, 1.5 km SW of Potamida.
One more is situated near the vi Ilage of Episcopi some 4 km east of
Kotsiana (section Episcopi, together with 'sections' Episcopi
Resampl ing and Episcopl Extension in the same outcrop) and one near
the vi Ilage of Vasi lopoulo, ca. one ki lometer south of Episcopi
(section Vasi lopoulo). The last section In western Crete is located
near the village of Makronas (section Makronas) (fig. 2.2).

In central Crete two sections are located near the vi Ilage of
Kastelli (sections Kastelll 1,2; fig. 2.1). A section near the vil
lage of Apomarma, several ki lometres from the Kastell i sections,
could not be sampled in sufficient detail due to the sediment being
too friable.
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district of eastern Crete

one

near the village of Vasslllki (section Vasslilki)

section
and

was

one

near the village of Makrilia (fig. 2.1).
In the Sitia district of eastern Crete one section was sampled
the monastery of Faneromeni (section Faneromeni) (fig. 2.1).
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In Sici Iy (fig. 2.3) two sections were sampled In the Caltani
setta basin (see also Colalongo et al.. 1979a). one near Stazione di
Falconara (section Falconara) and one on the southern slopes of
Monte Glammoia (section Glammoia). Two more sections were sampled on
the Ragusa platform near the village of Scicli (sections Scicli
South and Scicli West) (fig. 2.3).

In northern Italy (fig. 2.4) one section is located near the
vi Ilage o·f Mussotto just north of Alba In Piemonte (section
Mussotto) and one more near the Village Castellania in the Tortonian
type area (section Castellania). A pilot section has been sampled
near the vIllage of Luzzena (cf. Borsettl et al .• 1975). just south
of Cesena (section Luzzena).

• Milano
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• Torino
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Locations of the northern Ital ian sections.

GEOLOGY AND LITHOLOGY

Crete
The sedimentary history and the structural development of Crete
during the Tortonian and Early Messinian were fundamentally the same
allover the island. Paleogeographic configurations and sedimenta
tion during this period were mainly defined by two major tectonic
events. one in the Early Tortonian and one during the Tortonian
Messinian boundary interval. The accumulation of terrigenous clastic
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deposits in graben-like depressions during the Tortonlan was fol
lowed by an overall submergence and a more calcareous sedimentation
after the transition from the Tortonian to the Messinian

~eulenkamp

et al., 1979).

In western Crete coarse clastic sediments and bioclastic I ime
stones of Tortonian Age unconformably overl ie pre-Neogene rocks.
These deposits accumulated In a narrow strip along the margins of
the subbasins and along and on top of submarine ridges; sediment
transport was mainly in a northward direction

~eulenkamp,

1979a;

Meulenkamp et aI., 1979). The sections used for our study In western
Crete were in open-marine, homogenous blue-grey clays which had
been deposited In the more central parts of those subbasins. The
clays are overlain by shallow marine, alternating homogenous
laminated, beige to whitish marls of Messinian Age (see also van
der Zwaan, 1982).

In central Crete the basal part of the Upper Miocene consists of
a rapidly alternating sequence of marine, brackish and lacustrine
sediments from Early Tortonlan to Tortonlan-Messlnian Age. In the
upper part of this sedimentary sequence sections Kastelll 1 and 2
were sampled. These sections are composed of open-marine, homogenous
and blue-grey clays with some sandy Interbeds. Upwards these clays
are followed by an alternating homogenous-laminated marl succession
of Messinian Age, which In turn is overlain by a thick sequence of
evaporites (Meulenkamp et al., 1979).

In the lerapetra district of eastern Crete the Early Tortonian
tectonic phase caused the formation of a deep-water turbidite basin.
The northern part of this basin was rapidly filled up by fan-I ike
deposits from the north. In the deepest, more southern part of the
basin, sediments with Intercalated turbidites were deposited from a
western source area (Fortuin. 1977). These sediments were sampled In
the Makrilia section and consist of alternating bluish marls/clays
and brownish, generally positively graded sands. In section VasslI iki the sediments consist predominantly of blue to purple marls
clays with only a few turbiditic interbeds, but according to Fortuin
(1977) they are part of the same formation found in section
Makrll ia. The sediments overlying the turbidites are composed of
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yellow-grey, homogenous or laminated marls alternating with sandy
bioclastic limestone, similar to the type of sediments overlying the
western Cretan sections, and according to Fortuin (1977) of
Tortonian to Messinian Age.

In the Sitia district of eastern Crete the Late Miocene sedimen
tary history consists of a predominantly terrigenous clastic sedi
mentation, followed by a mainly calcareous deposition, as observed
in the rest of Crete. In the north-western Sitla district the
terrigenous clastics are mainly restricted to the western margin and
decrease rapidly In thickness to the east; these sediments are of
Tortonian Age (Gradsteln, 1973). In section Faneromenl 45 metres of
these sediments could be sampled, consisting of blue-grey homogenous
marls, which were freQuently silty.

Sici Iy

Sections Falconara and Glammoia are located close to the eastern
border of the Caltanisetta basin. This basin includes central
southern Sicily and rapidly subsided during the Neogene. Large scale
gravity sl iding from the north In the Early to Middle Miocene
resulted in the deposition of the (allochtonous) "argille
scagliose". During the Middle and Late Miocene clastic, open-marine
sediments accumulated. Tectonic Instabi Ilty, Which began already in
the Tortonian, characterized the Tortonlan-Messinian boundary inter
val and resulted In the differentiation of the large Caltanisetta
basin. Sediments changed from clay-marl to diatomite-marl seQuences.
The Messinian is transgressive and fast lateral changes in sediment
thickness suggest tectonic differentiation between rapidly and slow
ly subsiding blocks <Meulenkamp et al., 1981). An overall regression
from north to south In the Caltanisetta basin since Pliocene times
was connected With a rapid subsidence of the more southern area and
an increase of the basin-slope gradient. This caused large scale
gravltysl idlng and Intense folding of parts of Neogene seQuences.
In sections Falconara and Giammoia the "argille scagllose n Is over
lain by blue-grey marls, regularly interbedded With brown, sometimes
laminated clays. These sediments grade into a seQuence of White,
finely laminated diatomites alternating With light-brown marls in
the top of the section (Colalongo et al., 1979a; van der Zwaan,
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1979.

1982~

The sediments are severely fractured because of the

above-mentioned gravity sl iding and show gypsum needles along the
numerous joints.

Sections Scicl i South and Scicli West are located on the Ragusa
platform of SE Sicily. the geological history of which differs from
that of the Caltanlsetta basin. In Early Miocene time mainly carbo
nates and during the Tortonian mainly open-marine marls and clays
were deposited. followed in the Messinian by bioclastic limestones
with locally some evaporites. Basaltic intercalations occur in
Tortonian-Messinian transitional sediments and in the Pliocene I ime
stones (Meulenkamp et al.. 1981).
The lithostratigraphic units in the region of Scicl I differ somewhat
from this general picture. According to diGrande (1975) they are
associated with a single sedimentary cycle of Late Eocene to Late
Miocene Age. Messinian deposits show a mainly marly facies of normal
open-marine environment. not very different from the Tortonlan
deposits. Section Scicli South corresponds to the "Ex Cava A.B.C.D."
described by dlGrande and Romeo (1975). The lower part of the
section consists of blue-grey clayey marls and Is overlain by dis
tinctly bedded I ight-coloured marls. According to dlGrande and Romeo
(1975) the Tortonian-Messinian boundary is present approximately at
the transition between these two sedimentary units. However.
Zachariasse (personal communication) reports the occurrence of the
G. conomiozea group throughout the section. which is therefore

clearly of Messinian Age according to the proposal of d'Onofrio et
al. (1975; see also Colalongo et al.. 1979b). Section Scicli West
was sampled in a still actively exploited claYPit west of Scicli and
consists of homogenous. dark-green clays. interbedded with brown
black Clay levels at irregular intervals. Towards the top of the
section the clay becomes more calcareous and I ight coloured. The
section appeared to be of Serravailian to Early Tortonian Age (fig.
2.5).

Northern Italy
Both the Casteiliana and the Mussotto sections are located in
the Piedmont basin. which Is one of the main depositional areas
forming a single. large basin parallel to the Apennines axis (for a
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general paleogeographic picture, see Borsetti et at. 1975). The
Castellania section Is located In the south-eastern part of the
Tertiary basin of Piedmont in the type area of the Tortonian Stage
(Rio Mazzapiedi; Gianoti, 1953; see also Cita, 1969). The section
runs parallel to the Ripa dello Zolfo section of Colalongo et al.
(1979a). The sedimentary sequence consists of blue-grey clayey marls
overlying sandy marls.
In the western part of the Piedmont basin, the Mussotto section
corresponds to the lower part of the Mussotto section as described
by Sturanl and Sampo (1973; see also d'Onofrio et at., 1975). The
sediments are of Tortonian Age and consist of homogenous and open
marine clays rapidly alternating with laminated marls and clays and
are overlain by mainly si Its and si Ity marls.

The Luzzena section is described by Borsetti et al. (1975) and
is located in the Peradriatic basin, another of the main depositio
nal areas along the Apennines. The section consists essentially of
clays and finely laminated si Its. Sandy layers with a turbiditic
character occur. The section consists of sediments of the post
evaporitic phase (Lago Mare phase in ital ian I iterature) and at the
base of the section gypsum is present, which is (or has been)
Quarried.

B IOSTRAT IGRAPHY

The sections used for designing a detai led polarity stratigraphy
for the Upper Miocene of Crete were selected on the basis of bio
stratigraphic correlations made by Zachariasse (personal communica
tion). Figure 2.5 shows the position of the

sections

sampled for

this study with respect to major biostratigraphic datum levels in
the Mediterranean Upper Miocene.
Intra-Mediterranean biostratigraphic control in the Upper Mio
cene is rather poor, compared to the Middle Miocene and Pliocene.
Commonly three planktonic foraminiferal biohorizons are used to sub
divide the Mediterranean Upper Miocene. The first occurrence
datum (FaD) of N.

acostaensis

corresponds with a level sl ightly

above the base of the Tortonlan and the FaD of G.
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biostratigraphic datum levels in the Late Miocene.

rently used to recognize the base of the Messinian (d'Onofrio et
aI., 1975; Colalongo et aI., 1979). In a strict sense the FaD of
G. conomiozea refers to the first occurrence of G. conomiozea types
in the Mediterranean. If interpreted more broadly, this biostrati
graphic event corresponds to the sudden spreading of left-coi led,
planoconvex, keeled globorotall ids having on the average 4.5
crescent-shaped chambers (Zachariasse, 1979a, 1979b). This group of
globorotaliids is labeled here and earlier as the G. conomiozea
group and includes, in addition to the high-conical G. conomiozea
type, forms such as the low-convex G. miotumida type and the 5-6
chambered G. mediterranea type.
The FaD of the G. conomiozea types, however, fluctuates relative

to the entry level of the calcareous nannoplankton taxon Reticulo
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fenestra rotaria (Theodorldls, 1983) and is either coeval or to a
certain extent younger than the FOD of the G. conomiozea group.
The sudden spreading of the G. conomlozea group in the Mediter
ranean most probably represents a migrational event (Zachariasse,
1979a, 1979b; Wernli, 1980) and constitutes a definite marker level
in Late Miocene Mediterranean biostratigraphy.
The youngest biostratigraphic event In the Mediterranean Upper
Miocene is a shift, from sinistral to dextral, in the coiling of
N. acostaensis; this occurred in the Messinian sometime close to the
beginning of the main evaporitic phase. All sections, with the
exception of section Luzzena. are older than this coi I ing shift.
Generally, keeled globorotal i Ids occur in low frequencies and
are distributed rather discontinuously in the Mediterranean Upper
Miocene. Sinistral assemblages disappear somewhere in the Tortonian
and, following a prolonged per lod of absence of keeled globoro
tal i ids, dextral assemblages reappear in the record. The sinistral
and dextral assemblages have been labeled as G. menardii form 4 and
as G. menardi i form 5, respectively (T jalsma, 1971; Zachar iasse,
1975, 1979a,b). In the Mediterranean this pattern is very consistent
and allows for a sUbdivision of the Upper Tortonlan into a lower
zone with sinistral assemblages, an upper zone with dextral
assemblages and an Intermediate zone In which keeled globorotallids
are absent for a prolonged period.
An abrupt and instantaneous recurrence of sinistral keeled glo
borotali ids above the FOD of G. menardll form 5 was recorded purely
by chance In sections Potamlda 1 and 3 (fig. 2.5). These sinistral
keeled globorotaliids are biometrlcally intermediate between
G. menardll form 4 and G. menardll form 5 and the G. conomlozea
group and occur only in a very I imlted stratigraphic interval of
less than 50 em. Their presence in other sections can therefore
easi Iy be missed due to the often larger (paleontologic) sampling
interval.
Other major biostratigraphic datum levels which were encountered
are, in progressively older sequence, the last occurrence datum
(LOD) of NeogloboQuadrina fa/conarae (Colalongo et aI., 1979a), the
LOD of N. continuosa, the FOD of N. acostaensis and finally. obser
ved

only

latter

in

datum

section Sclcl i West, the LOD of
level

is

only

N. continuosa.
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slightly

older

N.

siakensis.

than

the

FOD

This
of

Finally, it must be pointed out that although we tried to sample
sections gradually extending to older sediments with each older
section overlapping a younger one, a possible overlap could only be
ascertained after studying the biostratigraphy. Unfortunately, It
turned out that there was no overlap between the older sections
(fig. 2.5).

SAMPLING

We sampled the homogenous clays and marly clays of all sections
(generally) with the help of an electric drill, and took oriented
cores of 25 mm diameter and up to 10-12 em long. The power was sup
plied by a portable generator and water from a pressure tank was
used as a coolant. During the first sampling trip a frame was used,
which could be fixed in the clay, since it was assumed that a frame
was needed in the friable clay. Later on, we gave up using a frame
and cores were dr II led by hand.
Generally, four cores were taken at each sampling level and were
marked and oriented with a special orientation device, using an
ordinary compass. The stratigraphic distances between sampling
levels were determined accurately, using vertical (v) and horizontal
(h) distance as well as the azimuth (a) between the successive
sampling levels. If the strike (s) and dip (d) of the strata are
taken into account, the stratigraphic distance (sd) between one
sampl ing level and the next can be calculated according to

sd

v

*

cos (d)

+

h

*

sin (a-s)

*

sin (d)

The method described above yields accurate stratigraphic positions
of the sampl ing levels, also In (parts of) sections where the use of
a tape measure may give rise to large errors (Langereis and
Meulenkamp, 1979). Re-measurlng of various parts of sections
Potamida 1 and 2 showed that earl ier results could be reproduced
within one or two per cent. In several cases a theodolite was used
to determine the stratigraphic thickness of the whole section as a
check on the total of the Inter-sample distances or to measure
larger gaps in the sampling record (e.g. sections Skouloudhlana and
Potamida 4).
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Table 2.1 List of the sections and per section the number of
sampling levels, the number of cores, the stratigraphic length in
metres, the average sampl ing interval in em and the sample code.
Asterisks denote that paleontologic samples have been taken at
every paleomagnetic sampling level, otherwise these samples have
been taken independently and cal ibrated afterwards or sampling
was restricted, for Instance to every five paleomagnetic sampling
levels.
section

cores

length

interval

*
*
*
*

374
219
178
136
117
152
282
186
48
74
72
47

38.90
35.95
24.95
52.95
53.00
20.60
35.90
22.90
6.80
11.50
20.90
37.60

40
52
55
123
135
53
51
49
57
64
116
220

KP
KP 100
KP 200
KB
KS
KO
KH
KE,KL
KE 100
KE 200
KV
KG

66 *
42
106 *
41 *

267
163
405
162

45.80
18.40
126.80
44.40

69
44
112
108

KT
KW
KM
KF

Falconara
Giammola
Scicli West
South 1
South 2

59
67
79 *
23 *
16 *

284
286
237
67
48

71.90
78.70
36.80
10.50
5.90

122
117
47
46
37

SF
SG
SW
SZ
SZ 100

Castellania
Mussotto
Luzzena

95 *
12 *
12 *

285
36
12

116.70
13.60

123
113

1M

levels

Potamida 1
2
3

4
Skouloudhiana
Kotsiana 1
2

Eplscopll&2
Res.
Ext.
Vasi lopoulo
Makronas
Kaste II i
Vass II I k i
Makri I/a
Faneromenl

96
69
45
43
39
39
71
47
12
18
18
16

*
*

*

code

IC
IL

Table 2.1 lists the sampling details of the sections used for
this study. During the first sampling trips the sections were
sampled in considerable detail, e.g. sections Potamida 1 and 2,
sections Kotsiana 1 and 2, sections Episcopi 1 and 2 and section
Vassiliki. This was done so that we could obtain a high enough
resolution for determining the exact length of the polarity zones,
and so that we would not miss short polarity subzones ("events").
On the basis of the results of the pilot sections, we decided to use
a sampl ing distance which would yield a resolution of 10,000 years.
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With some exceptions, later sections were sampled using a wider
spacing, especially when It could be assumed that accumulation rates
were higher, e.g. in sections Makrilia and Makronas. This was mainly
done for reasons of economy in order to be able to sample more
sections, both to validate the polarity zonation already found as
well as to extend the magnetostratigraphy. From the Initial results
(Langereis, 1979) It was known that even if a somewhat wider spacing
was used not too much magnetostratigraphic resolution would be lost.
As has been noted above, initially we were most Interested in
sections containing the FOD of G. conomiozea. In addition to the FOD
of G. conomiozea, we found that the FOD of G. menardi i form 5 and
the FOD of G. menardii form 4 were useful for relative posItioning
of the sample series. However, generally the biostratIgraphy was
not known before, and paleontologic samples were taken as well In
order to be able to determine the approximate position of the sec
tions with respect to one another. In such cases sections were
chosen on the basis of the geology, lithology and the biostrati
graphic data avai lable (Freudenthal, 1969; Meulenkamp, 1969;
Gradstein, 1973; Zachariasse, 1975; Fortuin, 1977). It can be seen
in figure 2.5 that this procedure was not always successful
(sect ions Makr lila, Vassi IIkl, Scicli West, Mussotto).

In the sections Potamida 1 and 2 paleomagnetic samples were
taken at close intervals (table 2.1); paleontologic samples were
taken independently and the sampling levels were calibrated after
wards (Langereis and Meulenkamp, 1979). The sections are on the E
and W side of a N-S running valley respectively, and direct litho
stratigraphic correlation Is not possible. However, thin ferruginous
and sandy layers (1-5 em) are present and a finely bedded clay layer
forms the top of both sections. The magnetostratigraphic results
confirmed the positive correlation of the layers (Langerels, 1979).
The finely bedded clay could be used for direct correlation with
sect ion Potamida 3, which I ies close (100 metres) to the Potamida 2
section and which was sampled In order to extend the magnetostrati
graphy to younger sediments.
Section Potamida 4 is located uphi II and to the east of section
Potamida 1 (at ca. 500 metres) and Is separated from the latter
section by a large N-S fault. We decided to try and sample the blue
grey clays up to the overlying homogenous-laminated, beige to
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whitish marls. Some parts could not be sampled; one such part had a
track running through the section.
Sections Kotsiana 1 and 2 were sampled on the basis of their I i
thology (homogenous clays) and paleontologic samples were taken
every five (paleomagnetic) sampling levels. Section Kotslana 2 was
believed to contain younger sediments than section Kotslana 1 and
lies uphill with respect to the latter section; It Is separated from
the latter section by olive groves. An attempt was made to determine
the stratigraphic distance between the two sections. using a theodo
I ite. A thick sand-layer (80-100 em) In the lower part of section
Kotsiana 1. outcropping at several places In the hillside. served as
a reference point. but theodolite measurements showed that (small
scale) faulting must have taken place between the two sections.
In sections Eplscopl 1 and 2 paleontologic samples were taken at
every fifth paleomagnetic sampling level. On the basis of a thin
ferruginous level It could be shown that both sections overlap; they
were joined to form a single section (the Episcdpi section). In the
upper part of the section the sampling track contained several
joints. We know from experience that the existence of such joints
facilitates weathering of the original magnetic minerals and hence
may cause a secondary and normal polarity overprint (Langerels.
1979; Drooger et al.. 1979b). The upper part of the Episcopi section
was therefore resampled In a parallel sampling track without such
joints (Eplscopi Resampl ing).
We attempted to extend the upper part of the Eplscopl section by
sampling one more parallel track (Eplscopl Extension) In the same
badlands where the other Eplscopl sections were taken. but this
track came stratigraphically not much higher. The top of section
Eplscopi Extension is formed by the remains of an Iron-rich sandy
layer. which must have been thicker than 20-25 em.
Just one ki lometre south of Eplscopi. we sampled section Vasi 10
poulo. The top of the section Is formed by a thick (200 em) and tur
biditic sand layer which forms the slightly Incl ined cover of a
"table hill". The magnetostratigraphic results (chapter 4) show that
this layer is the lateral eQuivalent of the top of the Episcopi
Extension. Moreover. It can be correlated with one of the (thin)
ferruginous levels In the Potamida sections.
Two more sections were sampled in western Crete. The first one
Is section Makronas which was reported to expose the transition from
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the homogenous blue-grey clays to the overlying homogenous
laminated, beige to whitish marls (Spaak, personal communication),
but an interval of 13 metres between the two formations could not be
sampled due to overgrowth and/or sedimentary properties (sandy). The
section contains the youngest sediments sampled in western Crete.
The second one Is section Skouloudhiana and It is located on the
western side of the hi II separating the (N-S running) valleys of
Potamida and Skouloudhiana (sections Potamida 2 and 3 are located on
the eastern side of the hill). This section contains the oldest
sediments sampled in western Crete; the underlying coarse clastic
sediments (mainly sandstones) were not suited for paleomagnetic
sampling. The Skouloudhlana section was sampled in order to extend
the (magneto)stratigraphic range to older sediments. Part of the
section could not be sampled due to the presence of a road and some
small olive groves. The resulting gap In the record has been
accurately measured by means of a theodol ite.

In central Crete the (bio)stratigraphically long-ranging
Kastelli (1) section (see fig. 2.5) Is formed by a deep gUlly In a
hi Iiside, the top of which Is formed by (sandy) limestones, slightly
dipping to the west. Some 250 metres to the south, the sampling of
a parallel and seemingly higher ranging section, Kastel II 2, was
abandoned because stratigraphic control was Impossible due to nume
rous small faults. Except for the lowermost part of the Kastell i
(1) section where Joints with gypsum needles were present, it could
be ascertained on the basis of thin and undisturbed ferruginous
levels, that such small faults were not present in this section. The
sediments in the upper part of the section become more and more
si Ity/sandy, Indicating an increased sedimentation rate, and cannot
be sampled any more from some 20 metres below the (topographic) top
upwards.

In the lerapetra district of eastern Crete section Vasslilki was
sampled at close intervals (table 2.1). Biostratigraphic data (fig.
2.5) indicate that this is the oldest section sampled in Crete but
unfortunately it does not overlap with any of the other sections.
Although younger than section Vassiliki, section Makrllia does
not show an overlap with any of the other sections either (fig.
2.5). Almost 130 metres were sampled; although lithostratigraphl
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cally the longest section on Crete, it may (because of the numerous
and intercalated sands of turbiditic origin) represent a (rela
tively) limited period of time (Fortuln, 1977). Intervals of redepo
sited sediments and slumping also Indicate a much higher sedimenta
tion rate. In the sampled part of the section stratigraphic continu
ity could be establ ished thanks to the clear layering. Sampl ing was
abandoned when faulting became evident higher up in the outcrop (the
badlands just east of the village Makrilla).
In the Sitla region of eastern Crete the biostratigraphlcally
long-ranging Faneromenl section was sampled. It is located some 4 km
along the coast west of Sitla; sampling started at sea-level. The
hard and often si Ity clay shows a I ighter colour at the surface,
indicating weathering to a depth of approximately 5-7

CITl.

We drilled

the longest possible cores (12 em with the available drills) in
order to obtain specimens with (almost) no weathering.

Sections Falconara and Glammoia In the Caltanlsetta basin
(Sicily) show a partial overlap (fig. 2.5); in section Glammoia only
the clay-marl seQuence was sampled, whereas In section Falconara
sampl ing was extended to the diatomite-marl seQuence. Paleontologic
samples were taken independently (see van der Zwaan, 1979, 1982) and
calibrated afterwards. The calibration was facll itated by marks in
serted by the team of paleontologists. In order to try and take
fresh samples, up to 1 metre of weathered surface had to be removed.
The sediments In both sections are jointed and fractured all the way
through, probably because of large scale gravity sliding In the
PI iocene (Meulenkamp et aI., 1981), and gypsum needles have formed
along the numerous joints present throughout the section.
The Scicli sections on the Ragusa platform (Sicily) were sampled
in detail. On the basis of the biostratigraphy section Scicli West
is considered to be by far the oldest section we sampled, and It
does not overlap with any other section in this study. In section
Scicl i South a second and (partly) duplicate set was taken parallel
to the first sampl ing track at a distance of some 100 metres (sec
tion Scicli South 2), since the marly clays appeared less weathered
in that part of outcrop. Due to the topography only a small part of
the total exposed section could be sampled; the upper part was an
almost vertical wall.
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In northern Italy one section was sampled In the Tortonian type
area (section Castellania) and one near Mussotto (section Mussotto).
In section Casteiliana more than 115 metres could be sampled.
However, the scarcity of the fauna and possible reworking suggest a
very rapid sedimentation (Zachariasse, personal communication). No
positive biostratigraphic control Is possible for this section
Only the lowermost part of the Mussotto section (Sturani and
Sampo, 1973) could be sampled. The rest of the section was overgrown
and/or the sediment was too sandy. The sampling spacing Is very
irregular and is dictated by the presence of the somewhat thicker
(more than 5 em) clay-layers which showed an unweathered (i.e. bJue
gray coloured) part in the middle of the layer.

Finally, in the Luzzena section, located In the Peradriatlc
basin Just south of Cesena, fourteen pi lot (oriented) hand-samples
were taken. Since the section Is younger than the Messinian evapo
ritic phase, and all other sections In this study are older than the
Messinian evaporites, there is no overlap with any of the other
sections.
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chapter three

LAB 0 RAT 0 R Y

T REA T MEN T

INTRODUCTION

In the early days of paleomagnetism it was soon real ized that
the total natural remanent magnetization (total NRM) of rocks hardly
ever reflects the primary magnetization aCQuired at the time of for
mation of the rocks. It was found that secondary magnetizations
often disturbed the determination of this original magnetization.
SubseQuently. alternating field and thermal progressive demagnetiza
tion methods were introduced as a standard techniQue to remove
secondary magnetizations (As and Zijderveld. 1958). The analysis of
directional components during systematic progressive demagnetization
has become essential In current paleomagnetic research. The orthogo
nal projection method convnonly known as Zijderveld diagrams
(Zijderveld. 1967. 1975) has proved to be especially useful in the
analysis of multicomponent NRM (Dunlop. 1979) and it has been used
throughout this study.
In recent years it has become increasingly important to identify
the magnetic minerals responsible for remanent magnetization compo
nents. This work is being done in order to obtain a better under
standing of the origin and significance of these remanences
(Zijderveld. 1975). Methods for Identifying these minerals have (or
should) become standard procedure in paleomagnetic research and much
work has been done recently on the magnetic properties of sedimen
tary rocks (e.g. by Lowr Ie and Heller. 1982) and on the rockmagnetic properties of natural iron-titanium oxides. e.g. by Dankers
(1978) and Hartstra (1982a.b.c. 1983) at the paleomagnetic labora
tory in Utrecht.
The identification of the magnetic minerals carrying the natural
remanent magnetization depends upon their coercivity and blocking
temperature characteristics. Which can be derived from demagnetiza
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tion data. Most paleomagnetic studies show only decay curves of the
total Intensity during progressive demagnetization. However, the use
of Zijderveld diagrams permits the decay curves (and thus the coer
civity or blocking temperature spectra) of the various and diffe
rently directed natural magnetization components to be determined
separately. The maximum unblocking temperature, close to the Curle
temperature which is diagnostic for the mineral concerned, can thus
be established and considerably more information concerning the
remanences and their associated magnetic minerals can be obtained
(zijderveld, 1975).
Another useful method Is coercivity spectrum analysis (Dunlop,
1972). The curve representing the Isothermal remanent magnetization
(IRM) aCQuired in progressively higher direct magnetic fields, and
the field at which the saturation IRM (SIRM) is reached (or not
reached) are indicative of or may be diagnostic for the magnetic
mineralogy of the sample. The presence of the most common magnetic
minerals such as magnetite, hematite and goethite, and possibly
maghemite and pyrrhotite, can thus be Inferred (cf. Lowrie and
Heller, 1982).

In sediments the original or primary remanent magnetization has
been produced by mainly detrital magnetic minerals, which already
have a thermal remanent magnetization (TRM) or a chemical remanent
magnetization (CRM). Such a depositional remanence Is aCQuired by
the settl ing and statistical alignment of those magnetic minerals,
either at the time of deposition (depositional remanent magnetiza
tion or DRM) or shortly afterwards (post-depositional remanent mag
netization or pDRM; Irving, 1957).
Chemical changes, including oxidation or reduction of magnetic mine
rals due to diagenesis and weathering, may produce a CRM whose age
I ies between (shortly after) deposition and subrecent times. Such a
secondary CRM may then partly overprint or even replace the original
magnetization.
Generally, the identification of magnetite or tltanomagnetlte as
the carrier of the characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM; see
Zijderveld, 1967) In sediments Is taken as an Indication that this
ChRM represents the primary remanent magnetization. Further indica
tions that the ChRM is of primary origin may be inferred from field
tests such as the reversal test or fold test (Strangway, 1967), from
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the presence of an inclination error (Laj et al., 1982) or from the
decrease In intensity during a polarity transition, provided the
magnetic properties, such as susceptibility and SIRM, indicate that
this decrease is not due to I ithologic factors.
Magnetite In sediments may have a number of origins, but terrigenous
detrital magnetite plays a major role in most marine sediments as the
carrier of the remanence, and is transported either by wind or water.
Magnetite may also have formed authigenically in marine environments
(Henshaw and Merrl', 1980), although Lowrie and Heller (1982) assume
that authigenic magnetite plays a minor role. Biogenic magnetite of
single domain size produced by magnetotactic bacteria may contribute to
the remanence as well (Kirschvink, 1982; Chang and Kirschvink, in
press). Other sources, which can be volcanic, cosmic or hydrothermal,
are bel ieved not to be very common.
Other magnetic minerals that may contribute to natural rema
nences are hematite, maghemite, goethite and pyrrhotite. These min
erals are often of secondary origin and may be the carriers of a
secondary remanence acquired some time between deposition and even
tual sampl ing. Hematite may have a detrital origin or may be formed
diagenetically or because of weathering. Goethite is often a
product of the weathering of Iron minerals; It may also form authi
genically or by precipitation from sea-water. Maghemite may form
dlagenetlcally as a product of maghemlzatlon, i.e. the low
temperature oXidation of magnetite (or titanomagnetite) to maghemite
(see Henshaw and Merrill, 1980).
Finally, part of the magnetite may have very short relaxation times
and hence produce secondary and viscous magnetizations.

TOTAL NATURAL REMANENT MAGNETIZATION

In the present study remanent magnetization measurements were
carried out initially on astatic magnetometers (As, 1960) and on a
JR-3 spinner magnetometer (Jel inek, 1966). Since the acquisition of
a ScT cryogenic magnetometer (Goree and Fuller, 1976) by the paleo
magnetic laboratory Fort Hoofddijk, this was the Instrument that was
generally used to measure the numerous specimens. In order to gain
a first Impression, the total natural remanent magnetization (total
NRM) of one specimen per core was measured and the directions and
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a) Decl ination and incl inatlon of the total NRM vs.

stratigraphic position in section Potamlda 1. Vertical dashed
I ines denote the direction of the geocentric axial dipole field
at the present latitude; gc
5

=

=

FOD of the G. conomiozea group.

FOD of G. menardii form 5. Ferruginous levels are labeled

Fe 1-5; L1 denotes layer of finely bedded clay. b) Intensities
of the total NRM in section Potamida 1. Horizontal dashed lines
indicate intensity decreases corresponding with the ferruginous
levels due to increased weathering close to such layers. A
maximum in the intensities is noted between Fe 2 and Fe 3 (max).
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3.1). A fault (f) is present, causing a doubling of part of the
section. See also fig. 3.1 caption.

intensities of the total NRM were plotted versus the stratigraphic
position. Since the total NRM may represent the resultant vector of
two or more magnetizations, a further analysis Of the total NRM is
necessary to remove possible viscous (laboratory induced) and recent
normal polarity overprinting. Therefore, the Plots Of directions
and intensities of the total NRM allow for preliminary conclusions
only and in view of their limited value, only a few selected exam
ples wi II be shown in order to give a general impression.

The NRM directions of section Potamlda 1 (fig. 3.1a) show that
reversed as well as normal polarity directions are present, but po
lar ity zones cannot be delimited rei iably With these preliminary
data. The NRM Intensities (fig. 3.1b) ranging 1.0

20.0 mAIm, which

is the cormton range for most Cretan sections. A clear maximum In the
NRM intensities between two ferruginous layers, Fe 2 and 3, can be
seen. This correlates with a simi lar intensity maximum In section
Potamida 2 (fig. 3.2), indicating that this is a regional feature.
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In many cases a decrease In Intensity Is found close to the ferrugi
nous layers. Remanent coercive forces and saturation remanences of
the samples (see chapter 5) close to these levels indicate oxidation
of the original magnetic minerals. Since these ferruginous sandy
layers are more permeable than the dense clay, oxidation and the re
sUltant drop In intensity are most probably Induced by weathering.
Not all the data around ferruginous layers show a clear decrease In
intensity. This is due either to the sample having been taken too
far from such a layer or to the fact that the layer was too thin or
discontinuous. The existence of several other levels at which an
intensity decrease is observed might indicate the presence of seve
ral more and unnoticed discontinuous layers. However, It should be
noted that a decrease In Intensity may also be due to a polarity re
versal horizon.

In section Potamida 3 the stratigraphic range could be extended
to some nine metres above the lower layer of finely bedded clay (Ll)
which forms the top of the former Potamida sections. The NRM direc
tions (fig 3.3a) show clearly reversed and normal polarities, and
apparently reversed polarities are present in the very top of the
section. The greater scatter in the upper part of the section cor
responds with lower intensities (fig. 3.3b) approximately from layer
Ll upwards. The Intensity variations are matched by variations In
magnetic susceptlbi I ity and saturation remanence (chapter 5),
suggesting that lithology Is responsible for these lower values. In
the field it was already observed that the clay from one metre below
Ll towards the top is less dense and homogeneous and more sllty
sandy intervals are present, representing a higher accumulation
rate. It Is probable that a higher sedimentation rate Is accompanied
by the deposition of fewer fine-grained magnetic minerals. This
would correspond to the lower intensities observed and to more
scatter in the NRM directions due to more viscous or less stable
magnetization components. In addition, the less dense sediment Is
more susceptible to weathering and hence to the concomitant
oXidation of magnetic minerals. The oxidation results In lower
intensities as well as in lower values of the magnetic susceptl
bi Iity and saturation remanence. The higher remanent coercive forces
observed in the upper part of the Potamida 3 section indicate that
oxidation did indeed take place as well (see chapter 5).
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a) DeclInation and inclination of the NRM vs. stratigra

phic position In section Potamida 3. Fe 3 and L1 correspond with
the same levels In sections Potamlda

and 2; a second layer of

finely bedded clay (L2) Is present. b) Intensities of the total
NRM in section Potamlda 3. Lower intensities in the upper part of
the section correspond with a change in lithology towards less
homogenous clays with more si Itylsandy Intervals. See also fig.
3.1 caption.

The Faneromenl section in eastern Crete Is biostratigraphlcally
long-ranging (fig. 2.5), but NRM directions show appreciably more
scatter in than in the western Cretan sections (fig 3.4a). The
scatter in NRM directions corresponds with lower intensities (fig.
3.4b) ranging 0.05 - 0.50 mAim. Only in the middle part of section
Faneromeni are (mainly reversed) NRM directions well grouped per
sampling level and intensities apprecIably higher, up to 2.0 mAIm.
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shows consistent, reversed polarity directions. b) Intensities
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caption.
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Section Falconara In Sici Iy Is blostratlgraphlcally the longest
ranging section that was sampled. However, for the present latitude
of the locality the NRM directions are scattered around the geo
centric axial dipole field (fig. 3.5a) and intensities are low (fig.
3.5b), ranging 0.10 - 0.50 mAIm. Intensities of the overlying
diatomite-marl seQuence are even lower (0.04 -

0.20 mAIm). This

section is unlikely to yield positive magnetostratigraphic data. The
Giammola section shows a very similar picture; the Scicli sections
on the Ragusa platform show also very low intensities and scattered
directions. Section Scicli West shows Intensities that are the
lowest recorded in the present study, ranging 0.02 -

0.20 mAIm. For

the analysis of the total NRM the specimens have to be demagnetized
and If initial Intensities have such low values, the accuracy level
and the noise level of even the most sensitive magnetometers Is
Quickly reached.

The total NRM intensities of the northern Ital ian sections are
generally somewhat lower than In the average Cretan section, but
higher than in the Sicilian sections.

DEMAGNETIZATION AND IRM ACQUISITION

At least one specimen per sampling level was demagnetized pro
gressively in alternating fields Increased stepwise up to a maximum
of 300 mT (mil II Tesla) peak value. At least one more specimen was
treated thermally by stepwise heating in a non-magnetic furnace up
to temperatures of 600 -

650 oC.

Initially It was assumed that the marine clays could not be
heated without being destroyed and samples were only treated with
alternating magnetic fields. Alternating field demagnetization
clearly revealed the polarity of the characteristic remanent mag
netization (ChRM), but at first the direction of this remanence
could not be determined with sufficient accuracy. It appeared that
disturbing remanences were introduced during treatment In alterna
ting fields higher than 50 mT. This phenomenon is clearly seen In
figure 3.6: the remanence remaining after demagnetization In higher
fields does not decrease to zero, but bypasses the origin of the
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Alternating field (AF) demagnetization of a specimen

from section Potamlda 1. The end points of the changing resultant
remanent magnetization vector are projected on the vertical plane
(open circles) and on the horizontal plane (sol id circles),
having the N-S axis in common. Numbers denote alternating field
in mil I iTesla (mT). A secondary component is removed after treat
ment in fields of 40-50 mT. A characteristic remanent magnetiza
tion component does not decrease towards the origin, but is dis
turbed by a remanence which increases in higher alternating fields.
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Partial AF demagnetization of two specimens from sec

tion Potamida 1. a) The decreasing resultant remanent magnetiza
tion vector bypasses the origin of the axes system because of the
introduction of disturbing remanences in the alternating field.
At the 225 and 300 mT points these disturbing remanences have
been avoided by using a special method (see text). b) Special
method appl ied to al I demagnetization steps.
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vector diagram because of the Increasing influence of the disturbing
remanence in higher fields. This disturbing remanence has been
noted earlier by Zljderveld (1975) and In these clays by Langerels
(1979). Its direction proved to I ie in the plane perpendicular to
the demagnetization coil axis and this fact can be used to prevent
this remanence from interfering with the natural remanence. At each
demagnetization step the specimen is then treated three times with
the same field strength, each time with one of the three orthogonal
components parallel to the coli axis. and after each treatment only
that component is measured. This method. described in more detail
by Langereis (1979). yields good results (see fig. 3.7) and was used
during subsequent alternating field demagnetizations.
It is clear. however. that the application of this method to the
numerous samples from all sections is a labor ious task. Therefore.
pi lot specimens were treated thermally and it was found that pro
gressive thermal demagnetization was not only possible, but it also
gave more consistent results than alternating field demagnetization.
In order to investigate whether the prevention of oxidation by the
addition of argon gas within the furnace had any Influence on the
decay of the natural remanent magnetization of the clay, pairs of
specimens from several cores were heated with and without argon gas
(Langereis. 1979). Since the results were not notably different,
subsequent thermal treatment was performed in air. Originally,
specimens were heated in a laboratory-bui It furnace. but later a
Schonstedt furnace was used for routine heat treatment; this resul
ted in more rapid heating and cool ing cycles specimens (half hour
heating and cooling cycles Instead of half-day cycles).

The general picture, especially for the Cretan sections. that
emerges from the progressive demagnetizations of the samples. both
thermally and In alternating fields. is as follows: a small. viscous
component which is easily removed in low fields or at low tempera
tures and Is randomly directed; a secondary. normal polarity compo
nent with a present-day direction which has Intermediate coercivi
ties and unblocKing temperatures; a characteristic magnetization
component which has high coerclvltles and unblocKing temperatures
typical for magnetite. These various components wi II be described
below In more detai I.
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Viscous component
In most cases the samples contain a small. randomly directed
component. apparently acquired In the laboratory. This viscous com
ponent can generally be removed in a peak field of 5-10 mT or at
temperatures of 80-110 oC (see all examples of demagnetization dia
grams In this chapter).
For Instance in section Eplscopl a relatively strong Viscous
component is present. This Viscous component Is virtually removed
at temperatures higher than 100 oC. Using alternating field demag
netization. however. It appears that the coerclvltles of the viscous
and secondary component overlap (fig. 3.8a).

KE 1 IE
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!
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Fig. 3.8 Alternating field and thermal demagnetization diagrams
of specimens from section Episcopl. The viscous, secondary and
characteristic magnetization components can be more easily dis
tinguished by thermal demagnetization (b), whereas AF demagneti
zation shows a much more gradual change in the respective magne
tization components (a).

This indicates that the magnetic fractions responsible for these two
components have overlapping coercive spectra and more distinct
blocking temperature spectra. The viscous component in this section
has a rather constant direction Instead of being randomly directed.
This need not cause surprise: if samples have similar orientations
due to sampling (drilling) In a straight gully With a constant topo
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graphic dip, a viscous and laboratory-induced magnetization acquired
during storage and with the specimen axis vertical (as is usual) is
I ikely to have more or less the same direction.
In section Makrilia the viscous (and secondary) component In many
samples is often very large with respect to the ChRM (fig. 3.9a).
In part of this section (e.g. KM 31 2A In fig. 3.9b) the total rema
nent magnetization is almost entirely of viscous origin. Almost all
of the NRM is removed after 100 oC and demagnetization With higher
temperatures results only in scatter.

KM 40 2A
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Fig. 3.9

Thermal demagnetization dIagrams of specimens from

section Makrl I la which show a) a large viscous and secondary mag
netization component With respect to the (reversed) characteris
tic component and b) an entirely viscous magnetization.

Secondary component
A secondary normal polarity component can easily be recognized
in samples with a characteristic remanent magnetization of reversed
polarity (figs. 3.10 and 3.11). This secondary component generally
has an Inclination which Is up to 10 or even 15 degrees steeper than
the inclination of the ChRM (figs. 3.6, 3.10b, 3.11). Most probably
this secondary normal polarity component is of (sub}recent origin,
since its average Inclination Is close to the present day Inclina
tion (51 degrees) or the geocentric axial dipole field inclination
(ca. 55 degrees) at the present latitude of the sampling locality.
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Fig. 3.10 Thermal demagnetization dIagrams of specimens from
section section Potamlda 1. The secondary magnetization com
ponent seems to be entirely removed at 200 oe.

From two examples In the lower part of section Potamlda 1 it
would appear that the secondary component Is removed after 200 oC
{fig. 3.10}. However, from other samples In the same section {fig.
3.11b,d} It can be deduced that the secondary component Is only
totally removed at temperatures as high as 500 OC; nevertheless, at
200 oC more than 80% of the secondary remanence is removed. This is
Illustrated more clearly in the decay curves of the thermal demagne
tizations {fig. 3.12b}.
Alternating field demagnetization also clearly reveals the secondary
and magnetization component. The secondary normal polarity compo
nent can be removed entirely by alternating fields up to 100 mT
{figs. 3.lla,c} and a median destructive field of ca. 20 mT can be
deduced from the alternating field decay curves {fig. 3.12a}.

In samples containing a normal polarity ChRM, the secondary com
ponent Is less distinct, but It can sometimes be recognized by a
change in the dIrection of the resultant remanence component during
the demagnetization procedure {figs. 3.13, 3.15}. Since the secon
dary and characteristic magnetization components differ only slight
ly In direction, decay curves for each component separately cannot
be rei iably constructed. From the total thermal decay curve, i.e.
the decay curve of the algebraic sum of the difference vectors be
tween successive steps, it Is clear that two components with diffe
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Fig. 3.11

AF and thermal demagnetization diagrams of specimens

from section Potamlda 1. The secondary magnetization component
seems to be entirely removed at 100 mT (a,c) or at temperatures
as high as 500

°e

(b,d).

KP 77 2A

~--

Fig. 3.12

Decay curves of the AF (a) and thermal (b) demagneti

zations from figure 3.11; the secondary component (2) is only en
tirely removed at 100 mT or at 500

°e.

The thermal decay curve of

the characteristic component shows an initial, sl ight decay (1b)
fol lowed by a rapid decay (1a) at temperatures above 500
49
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Fig. 3.13

AF and thermal demagnetization diagrams of specimens

from section Potamlda 1. Since secondary and characteristic com
ponents al I show normal polarity, it cannot be determined at
which alternating field or temperature the secondary component is
removed.
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Decay curves of the AF Ca) and thermal Cb) demagneti

zations from figure 3.13; for comparison, the total decay curves
of the algebraic sum of the dIfference vectors between successive
steps of the samples from figures 3.11 and 3.12 are shown.
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rent blocking temperature spectra can be Inferred (fig. 3.14b). From
the AF decay curves this is much less evident (fig. 3.14a), but if
these are compared with the total decay curves of the secondary and
characteristic components of e.g. samples KP 44 18 and KP 77 3A
(dashed and dotted lines In fig. 3.14a) It Is apparent that the
curves of the normal and reversed polarity clay specimens are very
similar.
In general, the secondary component shows very similar characte
ristics In almost all Cretan sections (see further examples of
demagnetization diagrams In this chapter). Thermal demagnetization
results In a clear separation of this component from the characte
ristic (original) magnetization, Whereas alternating field demagne
tization shows that the secondary component has overlapping coerci
vities With the viscous component on the one hand and with the
characteristic magnetizations on the other hand (see e.g. the ther
mal and alternating field decay curves: figs. 3.12, 3.14, 3.16).

Characteristic component
A stable and characteristic magnetization component can usually
be determined by thermal demagnetization at temperatures of 500 oC
and higher (figs. 3.11b,d, 3.17b,d and others). Since most of the
characteristic NRM Is removed between temperatures of 500 and 600 oC
the main magnetic minerai carrying the remanence is magnetite. The
residual magnetization remaining at temperatures above 580 oC can be
attributed either to a small amount of hematite or to Insufficiently
accurate calibration of the temperatures (fig. 3.19).
The decay curves of this characteristic component (figs. 3.12b,
3.18b) show an initial small decay between 250 and 350 oC and a
final strong decay at temperatures higher than 500 oC, suggesting
two magnetic phases; these are indicated In the decay curves as lb
and la, respectively. These two magnetic phases are especially
clear when the secondary magnetization component can be separated
from the characteristic magnetization component, as is the case when
the two components have different polarities (see figs. 3.12b,
3.18b. 3.20b). If the secondary and characteristic components have
the same (normal) polarity the Initial magnetic phase (1b) Is
masked, because of the partly overlapping unblocking temperature
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AF and thermal demagnetization diagrams of specimens

from section Potamlda 2. A slight change can be seen between the
secondary and characteristic components both In the AF (In a at
50'mT. in c at 60 mT) and In the thermal demagnetization diagrams
(in b at 150-200 0C. In d at 400 0C).

KP 125 18

~

Fig. 3.16

Decay curves of the AF (a) and thermal (b) demagneti

zations from figure 3.15; the initial decrease of the characte
ristic component (1b) can tentatively be recognized in the
thermal decay curve of specimen KP 124 28. In both specimens the
rapid decay at temperatures above 500
52

°c (1a) is eVident.
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Fig. 3.17

AF and thermal demagnetization diagrams of specimens

from section Potamlda 2.
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Decay curves of the AF (a) and thermal (b) demagneti

zations from figure 3.17; the Initial decay C1b) of the characte
ristic component is somewhat more pronounced than in figure 3.12.
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spectra of the secondary component and the initial magnetic phase of
the characteristic component (figs. 3.14b, 3.16b). Nevertheless,
the presence of this phase is sometimes still clearly indicated in
such cases (fig. 3.20a).
The features described here are strongly connected to the magnetiza
tions as found In the homogenous and dense clays. If the clays are
less dense. for instance in the top of section Potamlda 3. viscous
magnetizations arise at temperatures higher than ca. 500 oC (figs.
3.21b.d; see also fig. 3.22b). Although the demagnetization diagram
shows more scatter than In the previous examples. the polarity of
the characteristic magnetization can be recognized unambiguouSly.
The low temperature magnetic phase (1b) of the characteristic
remanent magnetization is sometimes more pronounced: compare for
instance figures 3.12b (Potamlda 1) and 3.20b (Potamlda 3) With
figure 3.18b. (section Potamida 2). This relatively pronounced decay
agrees with the fact that section Potamlda 2 is an outcrop consis
ting of gullies Which are In places covered With scrub and a crust
of weathered clay. This would point to more severe weathering In
this section, possibly causing oXidation (maghemizatlon) of the ori
ginal magnetic minerals (magnetite).

Origin of the characteristic remanent magnetization
The ChRM in the clays Is most probably a DRM carried by detri
tal magnetite grains already having a TRM. From the decay curves it
can be seen that the ChRM unblocks at high temperatures and close to
the Curie temperature of magnetite (578 OC). Since the blocking
temperature increases with decreasing grain-size (Neel, 1955). the
decay curves suggest that a very fine-grained magnetite Is the
carrier of the ChRM (cf. Hartstra. 1983). The small and initial
decay of the characteristic remanent magnetization component (1b)
may be due to the presence of some maghemite. Maghemlte may form as
a result of low-temperature oxidation of magnetite. e.g. following
burial (diagenesis) or because of weathering. It is metastable and
reverts to hematite at temperatures higher than 200-350 oC.
The characteristic component can be removed by alternating
fields up to 200 mT (see the figures shown so far) and has a median
destructive field of 80-100 mT (see the alternating field decay
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Fig. 3.19

Thermal demagnetization diagrams of specimens from

section Potamida 3.

Fig. 3.20

Decay curves of the thermal demagnetizations from

figure 3.19; the initial decay (1b) of the characteristic component
can also be Inferred from the decay curve of the algebraic sum of
the two components of KP 206 4A.

curves). The high coercivltles support the conclusion from the
thermal demagnetization data that very fine-grained magnetite is the
main magnetic carrier of the ChRM. In the alternating field decay
curves of the characteristic component two distinct magnetic phases,
such as can be seen In the thermal decay curves, are not apparent
(figs. 3.12, 3.14, 3.16, 3.18). Since maghemlte has coerclvlties
very similar to those of magnetite, the coercive spectra of the two
magnetic phases would Indeed overlap, resulting In decay curves as
shown.
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Fig. 3.21

AF and thermal demagnetization diagrams of specimens

from section Potamlda 3. Although the demagnetization results
are more scattered than In the Potamlda 1 and 2 sections, the
polarity can be determined unambiguously. The magnetization
becomes disturbed at temperatures above 500

Fig. 3.22

°e.

Decay curves of the AF (a) and thermal (b) demagneti

zations from figure 3.21.
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Fig. 3.23

Isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) acquisition

curves from section Potamlda 1. Generally some 90% of the satura
tion IRM (SIRM) Is reached at 300 mT, Indicating that the main
magnetic minerai Is flne=gralned magnetite. In specimens KP 82 4C
and KP 90 4C a high coerclvlty minerai Is present.

A further indication that the main magnetic carrier of the ChRM
is magnetite is provided by the IRM acquisition curves (fig. 3.23).
Generally. most of the SIRM (or rather the IRM acquired In a field
of 2 Tesla. the maximum obtainable field in our laboratory) Is ac
Quired at 300 mT (ca. 90%); the majority of the specimens are satu
rated in fields of 1-2 Tesla. Some exceptions are found In the top
of section Potamlda 1 (KP 82 4C and especially KP 90 4C in fig.
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3.23). where the steady Increase In IRM intensity in higher magnetic
fields up to 2 T clearly indicates the presence of a high coercivity
mineral (hematite). Since the top of the section consists of more
si Ity and less dense clay. weathering may occur more easi Iy. resul
ting in oxidation of the magnetic minerals.

- - - - - - - - 091

Fig. 3.24

Low temperature cycle of the SIRM of a specimen from

section Potamida 1. The high ratio of original and regenerated
magnetization indicate that most of the IRM is carried by single
domain magnetite (cf. Hartstra. 1982c).

An example of a low temperature cycle of the SIRM of a specimen
from section Potamlda 1 shows clear evidence of the presence of very
fine-grained. probably single domain magnetite (fig. 3.24). Upon
cool ing. only a small part of the remanence is lost (13%) and re
heating results in a partial regeneration of the lost remanence. In
the case of single domain magnetite there is no loss in remanence
upon cool ing down below its transition point (-155 oC). whereas for
mUlti-domain grains the remanence wi II decrease strongly (Kobayashi
et al.. 1975; Danl<ers. 1978). Therefore. the curve of figure 3.24
indicates that a major part of the SIRM is carried by very fine
grained. single domain magnetite. The ratio of the remanence at 

196 oC and the original remanence (0.87) and the ratio of the re
generated remanence and the original remanence (0.91) support this
assumption (cf. Hartstra. 1983).
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Two magnetic phases of the ChRM

The initial decay (1b) and the final decay (1a) of the characte
ristic remanent magnetization as shown In the thermal decay curves
indicate two different magnetic phases. As has been noted above,
this could be a maghemite and a magnetite phase,

respectlve~y.

The

maghemite phase could have been formed In an Initial stage following
burial (diagenetic maghemite) or it may have been formed as a low
temperature oxidation "skin" around magnetite grains due to weathe
ring.
If the maghemlte has been formed shortly after deposition It
wi II probably aCQuire a magnetization with the same polarity (and
direction) as the magnetization resulting from the alignment of the
magnetite grains, except perhaps close to a polarity reversal. In
the latter case the direction of the maghemlte will depend on the
time at which It was formed after deposItion. If this Is longer than
the duration of a polarity reversal (say 5,000 -

10,000 years), the

maghemite will have a polarity opposite to that of the magnetite.
Alternatively, if the maghemlte results from weathering, It may form
a "maghemite skin" which would probably aCQuire a chemical remanent
magnetization (CRM) with the same direction as the remanence carried
by the magnetite grains, since the magnetic field at the surface of
the magnetite grains Is stronger than the geomagnetic field by more
than one order of magnitude. The latter theory would explain the
greater initial decay (of the maghemlte phase, 1b) In sections which
have been exposed to more intensive weathering. However, the experi
ments of Johnson and Merrill (1972, 1973) may Indicate that an al
ternative mechanism Is responsible for the same observation. Their
results show that the original dIrection of the ChRM remains the
same when a single domain magnetite grain is completely oxidIzed to
single domain maghemite, even in the presence of an external magne
tic field, whereas this external field dominates In the case of mag
hemization of mUlti-domain grains, thus yielding a chemical remanent
magnetization Which Is (or may be) different from the original rema
nence of the magnetite. This might be explained by a positive ex
change coup ling between maghem I te and magnet I te Ins i ng I e-doma i n
grains, whereas the presence of domain walls In multi-domain grains
yields an effective decoupllng (Henshaw and Merrill, 1980).
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Secondary versus characterIstIc compOnent
The first (lb) and second (1a) magnetic phase can generally not
be recognized In the coerclvlty spectrum of the ChRM since they lar
gely overlap. The coerclvlty spectrum of the secondary component in
turn overlaps the coerclvltles of the ChRM, resulting in a major
overprint by the secondary component close to a polarity transition
or where weathering occurs (e.g. fig. 3.25a). It is clear from fig.
3.25b that thermal demagnetization on the other hand results in a
clear separation of the normal secondary and the reversed characte
ristic component. The above described phenomenon Is frequently ob
served and In sections Potamlda 1 and 2, for Instance, the original
polarIty zone boundaries had to be slightly adjusted When thermal
demagnetization data became available.
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Fig. 3.25 AF and thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens
from the top of section Kotslana 2. A major overprint by the
secondary component because of weathering cannot be separated by
AF demagnetization because of overlapping coercivlties (a).
Thermal demagnetization on the other hand results In a clear
separation of the secondary and characteristic components (b).

Usually the secondary component decays Quickly up to 200 oC;
after heating up to 200 oC some 80% of the secondary component has
decayed and the remaining 20% decays slowly up to 400-500 oC. After
200 oC the low temperature magnetic phase (lb) of the ChRM decays up
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to ca. 350 oC, followed by the high temperature phase (la), which
decays rapidly at temperatures higher than 500 oC. At a polarity
transition the ChRM Is smaller due to the decreased aligning geomag
netic field and the secondary component (unblocking totally at tem
peratures up to 400-500 oC; cf. figs. 3.12, 3.18, 3.20) predominates
the (low temperature magnetic phase (lb) of the) ChRM until ca. 400
500 oC. After that the (high temperature magnetic phase (la) of the)
ChRM starts unblocking rapidly at temperatures higher than 500 oC.
In places where weathering has taken place the same happens, but
this time due to a larger secondary component rather than to a
smaller ChRM.
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a) Synthetic demagnetizations diagrams (only the pro

Jection on the vertical plane Is shown) In which the ratio
secondary/characteristic component

Is (a) 1:2, (b) 1:1, (c) 2:1

and (d) 4:1; the Inclination difference Is taken at 15 degrees.
b) Corresponding decay curves for secondary and characteristic
components. Stippled I ines denote the individual decay curves
for the low (lb) and high (la) temperature magnetic phases of the
characteristic component. For further explanation see text.

In figure 3.26a four types of synthetic demagnetization diagrams
pare shown, in which the ratio secondary/characteristic component
Changes from 1:2 to 4:1. The corresponding decay curves are shown in
figure 3.26b. It is assumed that at 200 oC 80% of the secondary com
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ponent has decayed, and that the remaining 20% is decaying linearly
to zero at 450 oC. Furthermore, It Is assumed that between 200 and
500 oC 30% of the characteristic component decays, mainly due to the
decay of the low temperature phase. The remaining 70% decays between
500 and 600 oC. These values are based on the real values as deter
mined from the demagnetization diagrams. Although this Is a simpli
fication, It can be shown that the resulting synthetic demagnetiza
tion diagrams closely resemble the observed diagrams. Some examples
wIll be discussed below; one has already been shown In figure 3.25b
which corresponds to type 4 from figure 3.26a.
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Thermal demagnetizations dia

grams of specimens below, close to and
above a polarity reversal horizon In
section Skouloudhiana. The secondary
component Is relatively larger than the

KE 21f:l 3B
up/'"

characteristic component close to this
horizon.
Fig. 3.28

Thermal demagnetizations dia

gram of a specimen from section Eplscopl
Extension, taken close to the top of the
section, which is Intensively weathered.
Nevertheless, the characteristic rema
nence has clearly reversed polarity.
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Figure 3.27 shows some demagnetization diagrams of samples
below, close to and above a polarity reversal horizon In section
Skouloudhiana. The secondary normal polarity component has approxi
mately the same intensity in all samples, but It is relatively
larger with respect to the Intensity of the ChRM which is lower
close to the polarity reversal horizon. The demagnetization diagram
of KS 16 3C (fig. 3.27a) corresponds closely to type 1, and that of
KS 17 18 (fig. 3.27b) to (an even more advanced) type 4 of figure
3.26a.
Another example of these types can be seen In section Episcopi
Extension, where reversed polarities are present In the top of the
section. From the demagnetization diagram it could be inferred that
sample KE 215 38 (fig. 3.28) is either close to a polarity transi
tion or close to the top of the section. Indeed, this sample was
taken close to the top, where Intensive weather ing had taken place
and numerous joints with tan-coloured clay were present. In addi
tion, the sample was taken close to a polarity reversal horizon.
Nevertheless It can be seen that the ChRM has a clearly reversed
polarity, although a direction cannot be determined reliably. The
temperatures needed to reveal the presence of the reversed, charac
teristic component are even higher than shown In the example denoted
as type 4 in figure 3.26a.
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Fig. 3.29

Thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens from

section Vasifopoulo. Sample KV 18 Is taken close to the top of
the section, whereas sample KV 17 is taken well away from it.
Specimen KV 18 3 closely resembles type 4 of fig. 3.27.
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In section Vasi lopoulo, close to the Eplscopi sections, very
simi lar characteristics are seen In the demagnetization diagrams.
Figure 3.29 shows a sample well away from the top, containing a
relatively small secondary component (KV 17 3A) as well as a sample
taken ca. 50 em below the thick, sandy turbidite layer which forms
the top of the section (KV 18 3). The latter sample again shows a
relatively large secondary component, while a major directional
change occurs at temperatures higher than 500 oe. Sample KV 17 3A
corresponds to type 1, whereas sample KV 18 corresponds to type 4 of
fig. 3.26a.
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AF and thermal demagnetizations diagrams Of specimens

from section Kastel I I. Sample KT 46 Is taken close to the top of
a polarity reversal horizon and KT 56 Is taken close to the top
of the section: AF demagnetization does clearly fal I to reveal
the characteristic component, whereas thermal demagnetizations
does not, despite the very large normal overprint.
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The Kastelll section Illustrates clearly the phenomena observed
at polarity transitions and weathered parts (see fig. 3.30). For
instance. in the demagnetization diagrams close to the transition
near or at KT 46 or at the top of the section (KT 56)' alternating
field demagnetization falls to show the characteristic component.
whereas thermai demagnetization clearly reveals this component. A
major directional change Is only observed at higher temperatures
(400-500 oC); It can be seen that KT 46 and 56 correspond to type 4
of fig. 3.26a Alternating field demagnetization does not succeed in
separating the normal and reversed components. Apparently processes
that have played a role in this section are the same as or similar
to those observed in the western Cretan sections.

The various components In the Individual sections
So far the various characteristics of the total natural remanent
magnetization have been discussed. Below. the Individual sections
wi II be discussed shortly With some emphasis on the features des
cribed above.

Examples of demagnetization diagrams of samples from section
Potamida 1 have already been extensively shown In figures 3.10-3.14.
as well as IRM acquisition curves (fig. 3.23) and an example of a
low temperature cycle (fig. 3.24).

Examples for section Potamida 2 are shown in figures 3.15-3.18.
The decay curves show that the Initial decay (lb) of the characte
ristic component is somewhat more pronounced than in section
Potamida 1 and may even be inferred from samples with a normal pola
rity ChRM (see fig. 3.16b).

In section Potamlda 3 the decay of the secondary component as
well as the initial (lb) and final (la) decay of the characteristic
component can clearly be recognized in the thermal decay curves.
(fig. 3.20). not only In the samples with a reversed polarity ChRM.
but also in samples With a normal polarity ChRM. The ChRM seems to
unblock at temperatures appreciably higher than 600 oC. Although the
presence of some hematite cannot be excluded. this is more probably
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due to Insufficiently accurate cal ibratlon of the temperatures.
In the top of section Potamida 3 the clay Is less dense and con
tains more sandy Intervals. Intensities are much lower and demagne
tization data are less consistent (fig. 3.21). Apart from a viscous
remanent magnetization (VRM) which Is removed at 100 oC. sample KP
245 does not seem to contain a secondary normal polarity component
such as that seen In the previous samples. The thermal decay curve
is rather similar to the curves for sections Potamida 1 and 2.
however. and the two magnet ic phases (1b and la) can be recogn ized
tentatively (fig. 3.22). This Is not the case for sample KP 240.
which seems to contain a single component. seemingly unblocking at
500-550 oC. The thermal decay curve suggests less fine-grained
magnetite. which is not surprising considering the lithology of the
upper part of the Potamlda 3 section. I.e. less fine-grained (more
silty) sediments. Although the directions of the ChRM in the upper
part of this section cannot be determined accurately. the polarities
are unambiguous.

The IRM acquisition curves of samples from sections Potamida 2
and 3 are shown In figure 3.31. The lowest two samples from section
Potamlda 2 have been shown to be remagnetlzed due to weathering
along numerous Joints (Langerels. 1979; Drooger et al.. 1979b) and
the IRM acquisition curve of the lowermost sample (KP 101 in fig.
3.31a) does indeed suggest the presence of hematite: In a magnetic
field up to 300 mT. less than 70% of the maximum IRM is acquired.
whereas In other samples this Is approximately 90%. For the major
part of the section It can be Inferred that the main magnetic
carrier is magnetite.
The same applies to the lower part of section Potamida 3 (KP 201-220
in fig. 3.31b): approximately 90% of the SIRM Is acquired at 300 mT.
the maximum coerclvlty for (single domain) magnetite. In the upper
part of section Potamida 3 a greater amount of a high coercivlty
minerai Is present (KP 229-245 in fig. 3.31b). Since the less dense
clay in the upper part of the section facll itates weathering. the
resulting oxidation may form a high coercivlty mineral such as
hematite (or goethite: see for Instance the initial decrease upon
heating to 100 oC of KP 245 4A In figure 3.21).
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IRM acquisition curves of specimens from section

Potamida 2 (KP 101 - 154) and from section Potamida 3 (KP 201 
245). See also text and see caption to figure 3.23
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Thermal demagnetizations diagrams from section

Potamida 4, below, close to and above a polarity reversal
horizon, approximately at the level of KB 22. Note the
relatively large secondary component In specimen KB 22 3A.

Figure 3.32 shows some examples of thermal demagnetizations from
section Potamida 4. There Is a sl ight but distinct directional
change of the characteristic remanent magnetization at 500-525 oC,
both in the normal and reversed polarity ChRM. This can be seen most
clear Iy in the decl inatlon Of these components; the change In direc
tion can be explained by a secondary normal polarity component with
a mainly northern declination and only unblocking totally at ap
proximately 500 oC. Its strong usual initial decrease at 150-200 oC
(see for instance figures 3.12, 3.18, 3.20) may be masked In the
demagnetization diagrams of KB 12 3A and KB 16 3A by a somewhat
harder viscous component.
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Fig. 3.33 Thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens from
section Skouloudhiana; see also figure 3.27

Some examples below. close to and above a polarity transition in
section Skouloudhiana have been shown in fig. 3.27. In sample KS 19
38 (fig. 3.27c) no dIrectional change Is observed between the secon
dary and characteristic component. both having a normal polarity. In
most other samples. however. a sl ight change can be detected at tem
peratures of 500-525 oC (fig. 3.33).
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AF and thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens

from section Kotslana 1. Due to low NRM Intensities. directions
of the characteristic remanent magnetization cannot rei lably be
determined, but (in this case reversed) polarities can be esta
b I ished re I Iab Iy .
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The NRM intensities in section Kotslana 1 are substantially
lower than in the other western Cretan sections. Directions of the
ChRM cannot be determined reliably, but polarities can be establis
hed unambiguously throughout the section, except in the lowermost
part below a thick sand layer (see also chapter 4). The example
shown in figure 3.34 clearly shows a reversed polarity of the cha
racteristic component, although the demagnetization diagram shows
considerable scatter. Unblocking alternating fields are much lower
than in the former sections: in fields higher than 40-50 mT the ChRM
Is removed entirely and at temperatures higher than 500 oC the mag
netization generally becomes viscous. The carrier of the ChRM may be
a "softer" magnetic mineral, e.g. less fine-grained and multi-domain
magnetite or tltanomagnetlte (cf. Dankers, 1978).
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AF and thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens

from section Kotslana 2. A relatively large Intensity secondary
component can be recognized, resembl ing type 3 of figure 3.26

Section Kotslana 2, on the other hand, shows characteristics
very simi lar to those of the previous sections. A rather large
intensity secondary normal polarity component can be recognized In a
type 2 demagnetization diagram and the characteristic component has
coercivitles and unblocking temperatures suggesting fine-grained
(probably single-domain) magnetite (fig. 3.35).

Section Makronas was sampled partly In the open marine clays
Identical to those of the former sections and partly in the overly
ing beige-whitish, homogenous-laminated marls. From prel iminary
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Thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens from

section Makronas. Samples from the lower part of the section
(e.g. KG 5 2A) show clearly a reversed polarity characteristic
remanent magnetization, probably carried by hematite (a). In the
middle and upper part of the section results are more ambiguous
(e.g. KG 9 2A), but sti I I suggest reversed polarities of the
characteristic remanent magnetization (b). See also text.

results it was assumed that the overlying formation contained only a
secondary normal overprint. From figure 3.36 It can be seen that
careful and detailed thermal analysis shows that a predominant sec
ondary component Is Indeed present, but a reversed characteristic
component can st III be recogn ized. The lower part of the sect Ion may
correspond with the uppermost part of the Potamlda 3 section but an
overlap cannot be proved. The clay Is correspondingly less dense,
and numerous sandy intervals occur. An example from the lower part
(KG 5 2A in fig. 3.36) shows that a reversed ChRM is revealed at
temperatures higher than 600 oC. Although the results are largely
scattered, the demagnetization steps up till 690 oC indicate that
the carrier of the ChRM is hematite. Samples from the marl seQuence
of the middle and upper part of the section have been carefully
measured, even taking account of (and correcting for) the sample
holder of the cryogenic magnetometer. Although Intensities at tem
peratures higher than 200 oC are In the order of 0.020 mAIm (the
sample holder has an Intensity of 0.003 -

0.005 mAIm, the noise

level is ca. 0.001 mAIm), a reversed ChRM can be Inferred (fig.
3.36b).
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Thermal demagnetizations diagrams from section Kas

tel Ii. Declinations of the characteristic remanent magnetization
deviate strongly from N-S, by some 40 degrees.
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Thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens from

section Kastel I i below and above a polarity reversal horizon
(between KT 42 and KT 43).

The Kastelli section in central Crete shows in general demagne
tization characteristics similar to those of the sections in western
Crete. In the lower-middle part of the section (fig. 3.37) the sec
ondary normal polarity component is small compared with the charac
teristic component, which in this section has the highest Intensi
ties observed in Crete. A very slight directional change at 530 oC
indicates that the secondary component only unblocks totally at such
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temperatures. A small viscous component disturbs the secondary com
ponent in its turn and is removed at ca. 150 oC. The characteristic
component seems to show a gradual change In the temperatures at
which it totally unblocks. from more than 620 oC in KT 28 to 590 oC
in KT 36. This could be due to a gradual change of the magnetic
mineralogy. but a small temperature gradient In the furnace could
also have been the case.
Examples of demagnetization diagrams below and above a polarity
transition occurring between sampling level 42 and 43 are shown in
figure 3.38. Although a directional change between secondary and
characteristic component Is generally observed at 300 oC. sample KT
44 3A (fig. 3.38c) shows that the secondary component only unblocks
totally at temperatures of ca. 500 oC. The ChRM directions deviate
strongly from N-S. more than in the sections in western Crete and UP
to some 40 degrees.
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Fig. 3.39

Thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens from

section Vassillki.

Section Vassiliki is older than any other section In Crete and
there is no overlap according to the biostratigraphy (fig. 2.5).
Routine demagnetizations were carried out and show that levels with
normal normal as well as reversed characteristic remanent magnetiza
tions are present (fig. 3.39). Demagnetization shows characteristics
similar to those of the younger sediments. except that the secondary
component is only removed totally at 5500C. Some hematite appears
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to be present, In view of the temperatures needed to remove the ChRM
(up to 650 oC). The demagnetization diagram of KW 27 1 (fig. 3.39b)
closely resembles a type 2 rather than a type 1 demagnetization (cf.
fig. 3.26a).
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Thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens from

section Makri I ia. Often the magnetization becomes viscous at
temperatures of 400

°c or higher. See also figure 3.9

Sec.tlon Makrilla, though younger than section Vasslliki is older
than the other Cretan sections and again there is no overlap (fig.
2.5). The I ithology of the section suggests rapid sedimentation and
because of numerous turbiditic (and non-I ithlfied) sand layers
weathering may easi Iy occur. The demagnetization results are rather
mixed: natural remanent magnetizations are encountered which consist
of a single, viscous component (fig. 3.9b). A large viscous com
ponent is always present, both In specimens With a reversed polarity
ChRM (fig. 3.9a) and in specimens with a (probably) normal polarity
ChRM (fig. 3.40). Often the magnetization becomes highly viscous at
temperatures higher than 400 oC (fig. 3.40a». Important parts of
the section contain magnetizations of which the polarity cannot be
determined reliably.

Section Faneromenl in the Sitia district of eastern Crete has a
biostratigraphic range similar to that of the Kastelli section In
central Crete (fig. 2.5) and should therefore produce the same mag
netostratigraphic results as found for western and central Crete.
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Fig. 3.41 AF demagnetizations diagrams of three specimens from
the same core in section Faneromenl. The A - specimen is least
weathered and furthest from the surface of the outcrop; the
direction of the magnetization Is neither normal nor reversed,
whereas the more weathered specimens (8 and C) show a normal
polarity magnetization and higher total NRM intensities.

Unfortunately, the demagnetization results are generally not very
encouraging. The longest possible cores were drilled In order to try
and obtain fresh (unweathered) specImens. All specimens have been
demagnetized from a number of cores; an example is shown In figure
3.41. The fresh, unweathered specimen (the A specimen) has a low
initial intensity (.12 mAIm), whereas the specimens closer to the
surface of the outcrop have Increasingly higher Intensities (.46 and
1.84 mAIm for the Band oC specimen, respectively). Apparently the
intensity increases with an Increasing amount of weathering due to
the aCQuisition of a CRM. The magnetization of the fresh (or least
weathered) specimen can only resist alternating fields up to 25 mT,
after which the magnetization becomes erratic (fig. 3.41a). The
direction of the magnetizatIon Is neither normal nor reversed,
having an easterly declination and a slightly negative Inclination.
The magnetization may be viscous and laboratory induced, since at
7.5 mT most of the remanence Is removed. The weathered specimens
show magnetizations with coerclvltles up to 300 mT and have a normal
polarity, almost certainly of (sub)recent origin (fig. 3.41b, c).
In the middle part of the section NRM Intensities are apprecia
bly higher and a clearly reversed polarity ChRM Is present. Both
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Thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens from

the middle-upper part of section Faneromenl. Reversed polarity
ChRM Is clearly present, except In sample KF 42 2A which shows
only viscous magnetizations.
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IRM acqUisition curves of specimens from section

Faneromenl. Except in sample KF 40 28, most of the SIRM (80-90%)
Is acqUired In a

field

of 100 mT, Indicating that large-grained

(multi-domain) magnetite is the carrier of the IRM.
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below and above the FOD of the G. conomlozea group In this section
reversed polarities are present (fig. 3.42a,c), whereas close to
this datum only viscous magnetizations can be found (fig. 3.42b).
The IRM aCQuisition curves (fig. 3.43) Indicate the presence of
magnetite as the main carrier of the remanence; only In sample KF 40
2B does there seem to be a small amount of hematite. It appears
that, except in the middle part of the section with higher NRM
intensities, the magnetic mineralogy (of the least weathered
specimens) often yields viscous (laboratory Induced) magnetizations,
suggesting that large grained, mUlti-domain magnetite Is the
predominant iron oxide. This Is corroborated by the shape of the IRM
aCQUisition curves and the remanent aCQuisition coercive force, I.e.
the .fleld needed to magnetize a specimen to half its SIRM (cf.
Hartstra, 1982b).

In general the results of the Cretan sections Indicate that the
characteristic magnetizatIons are of primary origin. The main mag
netic carrier of the ChRM has been shown to be magnetite, most pro
bably very fine grained and of single domain size. The average ChRM
has an Inclination which Is lower than the inclination of the geo
centric aXial dipole field at the present latitude of Crete, Whereas
the secondary normal polarity magnetization generally has an average
incl inatlon close to the latter value. This supports the (sub)recent
origin of the secondary magnetization, which consists probably of a
chemical remanence aCQuired during the Brunhes chron. The lower in
clination of the ChRM may be due to an inclination error (King,
1955), which has been freQuently observed In magnetizations of depo
sitional origin. Valet and LaJ (1981) note that the lower Inclina
tion of these clays may be due to compaction of the sediment,
although they do not elaborate on the mechanism involved. LaJ et al.
(1982) argue that both explanations suggest that the ChRM has been
aCQuired at an early stage and support Its primary origin. Further
support for the primary origin of the ChRM Is provided by the tran
sitional directions and lowered intensities occurring at or close to
polarity reversal horizons. Having established the primary origin of
the characteristic remanent magnetization, It can be Inferred that
the polarities of the ChRM accurately reflect the polarity of the
geomagnetic field at the time of deposition.
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Whereas the results of the Cretan sections yield reliable mag
netostratigraphic seQuences, the results of the Sicilian sections
are less satisfactory.

Section Falconara has a stratigraphic range encompassing most
Cretan sections, but nevertheless only normal polarity magnetiza
tions are found. Intensities of the total NRM are generally very low
(see fig. 3.5) and very often a large component Is removed by hea
ting up to 100 oC, Indicating either a large viscous magnetization
or a secondary magnetization resulting from a (sub)recently aCQuired
CRM which Is carried by goethite. After removal of the Viscous c.Q.
goethite component the Intensities decrease Quickly to 0.020 mAIm
or lower (fig. 3.44). Demagnetization at higher temperatures results
in scatter or In a normal polarity remanent magnetization.
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Thermal demagnetization diagrams of specimens from

section Falconara. showing only normal polarity magnetizations
throughout the section. Often a large component Is removed by
heating up to 100 °C. possibly due to the presence of goethite.
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IRM acquisition curves of specimens from section

Falconara. indicating the presence of both a low coerclvity
mineral and a high coerclvlty mineraI (goethite or hematite).

Furthermore, IRM acquisition curves (fig. 3.45) not only Indicate
the presence of a low coerclvlty mineral {magnetite or maghemlte}.
but also indicate very clearly the presence of a high coerclvity
mineral. The shape of the curve may Indicate the presence of
goethite: it Is initially flat and rises steeply at fields higher
than 0.5 Tesla. Lowrie and Heller {1981} show similar curves. indi
cating goethite as the magnetic mineral carrying the IRM, but they
note that these curves are often Indistinguishable from hematite.
Also, both goethite and hematite may be present.
It Is obvious that the whole section has been remagnetlzed due to
weathering, Which caused oxidation of the original magnetic mine
rals. Section Giammola shows very similar results.

In section Scicli South 1 results are rather mixed. In the
lowermost part of the section reversed polarities can be inferred
from the demagnetization diagrams (fig. 3.46). A Viscous component
is removed at temperatures of 100 oC; demagnetization at higher
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AF and thermal demagnetizations dIagrams of specimens

from the lower part of section Sclcl I South 1. A viscous compo
nent Is removed at fields of 10 mT or 100 °c; a reversed polarity
component can clearly be recognized in the thermal demagneti
zatIons diagrams.
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IRM acquisition curves of specimens from section

Scicl I South 1, reveal ing the presence of both low and high
coercivlty minerals.
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temperatures reveals the presence of a reversed polarity ChRM.
whereas results from alternating field demagnetization are less
conclusive (fig. 3.46a). A major part of this section. however.
shows considerable normal polarity overprinting and polarities
cannot be establ ished unambiguously. The IRM acquisition curves of
section Scicli South 1 reveal the presence of various magnetic
minerals (fig. 3.47). In the lowermost sample (SZ 1 2A) hematite is
the predominant minerai. whereas in the remaining samples magnetite
appears to be present. as shown by the Initial curve. as well as
goethite and/or hematite.
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Fig. 3.48 AF and thermal demagnetizations diagrams of specimens
from section Scicli South 2. In the lower part of the section
(e.g. SZ 101) polarities of the characteristic remanence are
clearly reversed, in the middle-upper part (e.g. SZ 113, 116)
results are not conclusive due to extreme low intensities.
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A parallel sampling track, section Sclcl I South 2, has been
sampled close to the original track, since the clay looked less
weathered. Results are correspondingly slightly better. In the lower
part of this section, which corresponds to the lower part of the
former section, both alternating field and thermal demagnetization
reveal the presence of a reversed polarity ChRM (fig. 3.48a,b). In
the middle and upper part of the section, however, intensities
become extremely low after demagnetization at temperatures higher
than 200 oC (fig. 3.48c.d). It cannot be ascertained Whether only a
normal polarity magnetization is present or whether a reversed pola
rity magnetization Is masked because the accuracy level of the mag
netometer has been reached. The magnetization vector of sample
SZ 113 2 (fig. 3.48c) seems to bypass the origin, pointing to a
reversed polarity, but Intensities are down to 0.010 mAim and no
rei iable conclusions can be made. The IRM acquisition curves indi
cate mainly the presence of magnetite (fig. 3.49); goethite andlor
hematite appear not to be as dominant as in the former section
cf. figure 3.47).
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IRM acquisition curves of specimens from section

Scicli South 2. The magnetic minerals responsible for the IRM
are mainly large-grained (multi-domain) magnetite.

Section Scicli West shows demagnetization diagrams all of Which
are simi lar throughout the section; some examples are shown In
figure 3.50. After heating to 100 oC a large. Viscous magnetization
component is removed and at higher temperatures magnetizations are
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revealed with predominantly northwest declinations and Inclinations
which are positive or near zero. Intensities are again extremely low
and generally less than 0.010 or 0.020 mAIm after heating to 100 oe.
The IRM acquisition curves (fig. 3.51) Indicate that the main mag
netic mineral Is magnetite; practically no higher coerclvlty minerai
is present. The magnetizations found In this section may be entirely
due to a viscous remanence carried by a low coerclvlty minerai such
as (large grained) magnetite.
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The Mussotto section In northern Italy shows both normal as well
as reversed polarities (fig. 3.52). A large variation of the coer
clvlties may be the result of the variable lithology of the section
(see chapter two). A very large viscous component Is present Which
in several samples Is removed In fields of 5 mT: the total NRM in
sample 1M 2 2A. for Instance. has an Initial intensity of 13.2 mAIm.
which decreases to 1.6 mAIm at 5 mT. This first step has therefore
been omitted from the diagram (fig. 3.52a).

IM 6 lA

Fig. 3.52

AF demagnetizations

diagrams of specimens from
section Mussotto. An extremely
large viscous component Is
present In specImen 1M 2 2A,
Which decreases from 13.2 mAIm
at 0 mT to 1.6 mAIm at 5 mT.

unlu Itl InA/m

Section Castellanla near the Rio Mazzapledl In the Tortonian
type area shows normal as well as reversed polarity ChRM's. A
viscous component Is removed after 100 oC and a secondary component
is removed after heating up to temperatures of 200-300 oC. The
characteristic component often becomes viscous after 350-400 oC
(fig. 3.53). but its polarity. though not its direction. can be
determined reliably. The lithology of the section Is rather
constant. which Is reflected In the similar behaviour of the mag
netizations during thermal demagnetization (see fig. 3.53).

In the Luzzena section only pilot samples were taken. The
section consists of post-evaporitic sediments. Whereas all other
sections In Crete, Sicily and northern Italy consist of pre
evaporitic deposits. All pilot samples throughout this section show
clearly reversed polarities. although directions of the ChRM show a
large variation (fig. 3.54). This may be due to the fact that parts
of the section have rotated due to graVity sliding (frana).
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chapter four

MAGNETOSTRAT IGRAPHY

INTRODUCTioN

The characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM) directions of
at least two specimens per sampling level were determined and are
plotted as the declination and the Inclination versus the strati
graphic position. In general ChRM directions vary by less than ca. 5
degrees per sampling level in most Cretan sections. Largest diffe
rences occur In the top part of the sections and close to lithologic
discontinuities such as ferruginous levels, sandy layers or layers
of finely bedded clay. These differences are thought to be induced
by weathering processes causing a (partial) overprint by a secondary
remanence due to oXidation. Such a secondary magnetization is often
relatively large with respect to the characteristic remanent mag
netization, the direction of which Is then more difficult to deter
mine with accuracy. The polarity of such a ChRM can nevertheless be
derived reliably from the demagnetization diagrams (see chapter 3).

It has been established that the characteristic remanent mag
netizations are of primary origin and hence the polarities reflect
the polarity of the geomagnetic field at the time of deposition. If
the remanence consists of a mainly viscous magnetization or if the
magnetic properties Indicate a secondary origin, remanence direc
tions have either not been plotted or It Is indicated that the po
larity may not reflect the original polarity.

In general, Incl inations of the ChRM are shallower than the in
clination of the geocentric axial dipole field for the present lati
tude of the local itles. Deviations in the declination of the ChRM
from the geocentric axial dipole field are recorded as well, up to
ca. 40 degrees In section Kastell!. A more detailed discussion of
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the ChRM directions together with the anisotropy of susceptibility
wi II be given in chapter 6. In the current chapter we shall be con
cerned with the polarity results and the ensuing pOlarity patterns
of the sections. The established polarity zones are labeled with a
letter and a sign, which denotes normal (+) or reversed (-) polari
ties and this label refers to the position of the polarity zone In
the resulting composite polarIty sequence determined for western
Crete. Polarity zone A- Is the oldest complete polarity zone encoun
tered which can rei iably be correlated in more than one section,
polarity zone F+ is the youngest.

POTAMIDA 1
CbRM-directions
Ll~

Fig. 4.1

Decl inatlon and Inclination of the ChRM in section

Potam Ida 1. BIaclc (wh i te) Interva Is represent norma I (reversed)
polarities. Dashed lines Indicate declination and Inclination of
the geocentric axial dipole field for the present latitude of the
locality. Polarity zones are labeled with a letter; the sign denotes
normal

(+)

group; 5

or reversed (-) polarity; gc - FOD of the G. conomlozea
FOD Of G. menardll form 5; Fe - ferruginous layer; L 

layer of finely bedded clay.
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MAGNETOSTRATIGRAPHIC RESULTS

The ChRM directions of section Potamlda 1 are shown In figure
4.1. The section appears to contain four polarity zones. A conspi
cuously long. reversed polarity zone (C-) In the lower part of the
section. containing the FOD of G. menardll form 5. Is followed up
wards by polarity zones D+. E- and F+. The FOD of the G. conomlozea
group occurs In the reversed polarity zone E-. Only the lengths of
polarity zones D+ and E- are well defined. whereas the lengths of
zones C- and F+ are uncertain because their lower and upper reversal
boundaries were not recorded.

The same four polarity zones can be recognized in section
Potamlda 2 (fig. 4.2) on the basis of magnetostratigraphic. litho
stratigraphic and biostratigraphic eVidence. The lengths of polarity
zones D+ and E- are the same in sections Potamida 1 and 2. The
positions of the ferruginous levels Fe 3 In zone E- and of Fe 4 in
the lower part of F + and of the blostrat igraphlc datum levels (the
FOD's of G. conomlozea In zone E- and of G. menardll form 5 in zone
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ChRM-directions
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C-) are further evidence for a positive magnetostratigraphic corre
lation. Faulting caused a doubling in the polarity pattern of
section Potamida 2 (Langereis. 1979; see also figure 4.2).

Section Potamida 3 was sampled In order to try and establish the
upper boundary of polarity zone F+. A relatively thick (10-15 em)
ferruginous level (Fe 3) and a layer of finely bedded clay (L 1)
could be used to correlate this section unambiguously to section
Potamida 2. As is shown In figure 4.3. the lower reversed polarity
zone found in section Potamlda 3 contains the FOD of the
G. conomlozea group and can be correlated with polarity zone E-.
Since the uppermost part of section Potamida 3 shows reversed
polarities. the upper reversal boundary of polarity zone F+ can
indeed be establ ished and its length can be determined. The (part
of) polarity zone following F+ (i.e. G-) represents the youngest
magnetostratigraphic unit recorded In western Crete.

l

POTAMIDA 3
ChRM-direeti~~
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Potamida 3. See also fig. 4.1 caption.

By sampling section Potamlda 4 a polarity stratigraphy olQer
than the upper boundary of zone F+ was recorded. The reversed
polarity zone in the lower half of section Potamida 4 Is relatively
very long and contaIns the FOD of G. menardlJ form 5; It Is there
fore polarity zone C- (fig. 4.4). Although based on a single
sampling level only. normal polarIty at the base of the section may
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indicate that Potamlda 4 contains the lower boundary of polarity
zone C-. The true thickness of zone C-. however, Is uncertain In
this section due to possible faulting In the Interval corresponding
to the upper gap In the sample record (upper shaded area In fig.
4.4). The thickness of polarity zone E- Is notably reduced relative
to that measured In the other Potamlda sections. Moreover, the FOD
of the G. conomlozea group coincides exactly with the boundary
between polarity zones E- and F+; this position Is anomalous rela
tive to Its position In the other sections and strongly points to
the presence of a fault. On revisiting the section we Indeed found
that polarity zone E- Is tectonically reduced In thickness due to
faulting.
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LOD of G. menardil form 4. See also fig. 4.1 caption.

Section Skouloudhiana contains the oldest Tortonlan clays we
could sample In NW Crete, which was the reason this section was
chosen; the underlying formation consists mainly of sands and is not
suited for paleomagnetic sampl ing.
The presence of the LOD of G.

menardil form 4 indicates that section

Skouloudhiana extends to much older levels than do the Potamida
sections. As shown in figure 4.4, the upper reversed polarity zone
is characteristically long and contains the FOD of G.

menardll

form 5: therefore It correlates to polarity zone C-. The lower
reversal boundary of zone C- Is documented, as well as the boun
daries of two older polarity zones, B+ and A-. The latter zone (A-)
contains the LOD of G.
the LOD of G.

menardil form 4. The biostratigraphy between

menardii form 4 and the FOD of G. menardli form 5 is

characterized by an absence of keeled globorotaliids. Downwards, at
least two more polarity zones occur, but the long non-exposed inter
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val below polar Ity zone A- does not rule out the possibi I ity that
more polarity reversals are present than the ones recorded in the
lower part of section Skouloudhlana.

Section Kotslana 1 shows three distinct polarity zones as shown
in figure 4.6. In the upper part of the reversed polarity zone and
in the upper normal polarity zone no keeled globorotali ids have been
found. The FOD of G.

menard;; form 4 is recorded in the lower normal

polarity zone, but considering the scarce number of paleontologic
samples taken in this section (at every fifth paleomagnetic sampling
level), the positIon of the LOD of G.

menardil form 4 in the

Skouloudhlana section is certainly more reliable. It is therefore
very likely that the actual LOD of G.

menard11 form 4 Is somewhat

younger than the observed LOD in section Kotsiana 1. Together with
the noted absence of keeled globorotaliids In the upper part (half)
of the section, this suggest that the reversed polarity zone corres
ponds to zone A- and hence the upper normal polarity zone to zone
B+. The lower part of the section contains magnetizations which may
have a viscous origin, the majority of which show Indeterminate
polarities; only the lowermost level shows clearly reversed magneti
zations. Nevertheless, no distinct polarity is assigned to this
lower part.

I
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ChRM directions
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Section Kotslana 2 Is younger than section Kotslana 1 (see also
figure 2.5) and the magnetostratigraphic results confIrm that there
Is no overlap between the two sections. The sectIon contains the
characteristically long reversed polarity zone which contains the
FOD of G. menardll form 5 and hence correlates to polarity zone C
(fig. 4.7). The lower reversal boundary of C- is not recorded; this
zone Is followed upwards by polarity zones D+ and E-. the latter
contaIning the FOD of the G. conomlozea group.

The results of the Eplscopi section show that the famll iar long
polarity zone C- Is present In this section as well. The upper part
of section Eplscopl was resampled. since a small fault disturbed the
original sampling track. In this part both normal and reversed pola
rities are derived from thermal demagnetization and no distinct po
larIty can be assigned (fig. 4.8).
In a parallel sampling track In the same outcrop. Eplscopi
Resampllng. no faulting occurs and the results show unambiguous
polarities (fig. 4.9a).
In the same badlands close to the Ep/scopl section. section Episcopi
Extension was sampled in order to try and establish the upper rever
sal boundary of polarity zone D+. Indeed. the upper part clearly
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shows reversed polarities (fig. 4.9b) and zone 0+ is completely
defined. The top of the section consists of the remnants of a sandy,
ferruginous level with a thickness of at least 20 em.
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VASILOPOULO
ChRM-direclions
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The same polarity zones encountered In the Eplscopl sections can
be found In the nearby section Vasllopoulo (fig. 4.10). Apparently
the accumulation rate In section Vasllopoulo Is somewhat higher.
since polarity zone 0+ is longer than the corresponding zone in
section Episcopi Extension. The sandy layer. which forms the top of
section Vasi lopoulo. has a thickness of ca. 2 metres and from the
established magnetostratigraphy It can be concluded that this layer
corresponds to the sandy layer at the top of Eplscopl Extension. The
position of this layer In polarity zone E- strongly suggests that It
is identical to the ferruginous layer Fe 3 In the Potamlda 1. 2 and
3 sections. Furthermore. the position of the ferruginous level Just
below the polarity transition from polarity zone C- to 0+ similarly
indicates that this level correlates to Fe 2 In the Potamlda 1
section.

The Makronas section is the youngest section sampled In western
Crete and contains the transition from the clays of the former
sections to the overlying homogenous-laminated marls. The contact
between the successive formations Is partly covered and no samples
could be taken. The clays In the lower half of the section are silty
and contain numerous sandy layers. Although the section consists of
some

40 metres of sediments. Including a gap of 13 metres. It

most

probably represents only a limited amount of time. since the lithol
ogy

suggests a rapid sedimentation. In general. Intensities of
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the

ChRM

are

extremely low and ChRM directions

cannot

be

determined

reliably. From the demagnetization diagrams (see chapter 3) reversed
polarities
figure

are

suggested. A tentative Interpretation is

4.11: the section Is assumed to contain (part

of)

shown
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polarity

zone G-.
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Makronas. See also fig. 4.1 caption.

Some nIne polarIty reversals were recorded in section Kastell i
In central Crete (fig. 4.12). Both biostratlgraphically and magneto
stratigraphically. section Kastelll can be correlated with the
western Cretan sections and allows the polarity zones In section
Kastelll to be labeled In terms of the western Cretan polarity
succession. As shown In figure 4.12 polarity zones A- through G- are
recognizable in this section: the familiar long polarity zone C- Is
again present. following two short polarity zones. A- and B+. simi
lar to the situation In western Crete (section Skouloudhlana).
Furthermore. the various biostratigraphic datum levels occur In the
corresponding (reversed) polarity zones. The polarity zones below
zone A- cannot be correlated with those in western Crete. or more
specifically. with those in section Skouloudhiana. due to the non
exposed Interval In the latter section.
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ChRM-direetions
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In addition.

due to lImited stratIgraphic control It Is not certaIn

whether the polarIty sequence below polarity zone A- Is correct or
not. From polarity zone A- upwards (1Itho)stratlgraphlc control was
possIble thanks to (uninterrupted) thIn ferruginous levels. whereas
the lower part of the sectIon Is covered by a crust of (weathered)
clay. Moreover. the lowermost part of the section contains gypsum
needles along numerous joInts. Some faultIng can therefore not be
ruled out (cf. chapter twO). The sedIments overlying the Kastelli
section are not suitable for paleomagnetic analysis due to theIr
predominantly silty and sandy lithology. and no samples could be
drilled.
The samples of the topmost part of the section show a large secon
dary component and only thermal demagnetization reveals the reversed
polarity ChRM (cf. chapter 3). The lithology of the overlying sedi
ments furthermore suggests a higher sedimentation rate. sImilar to
the top of the Potamida 3 section and especially to the lower part
of the Makronas section.
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ChRM-directions
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In the lerapetra district of eastern Crete two sections have
been sampled which are older than all other Cretan sections (cf.
fig. 2.5). In section VassJlikl three polarity zones can be
recognized (fig. 4.13). Although the lower part of the section
contains several distinctly sandy layers, the homogenous clays
suggest a rather constant sedimentation rate.

In section Makrilia, which is younger than section Vassilikl and
older than the other Cretan sections, results are rather equivocal
often due to viscous or secondary remanences. A tentative Interpre
tation of the polarity zonation Is given In figure 4.14. Several
reversed polarity zones are present, but the section shows predomi
nantly normal polarities. Since no sections of similar age have been
sampled, the polarity zonation cannot be validated. Furthermore, the
section contains numerous sandy turbidites as well as layers where
slumping has taken place. This suggests rapid sedimentation and pos
sibly rapid changes in the accumulation rate, which may yield a
false polarity pattern.

In the Sitia district of eastern Crete the biostratigraphically
long-ranging Faneromeni section has been sampled. As shown In figure
4.15 reSUlts are rather ambiguous. In the central part the characte
ristically long, reversed pOlarity zone can be recognized, which
correlates most probably with polarity zone C-, although the FaD of
G.

menard II form 5 seems to occur in the normal polarity zone D+. It

should be noted that polarity zone B+ Is based upon a single
sampling level with sufficiently reliable ChRM directions, and Its
length is therefore not accurate. The length of polarity zone D+ on
the other hand, is more accurately defined (fig. 4.15).
No reliable polarities could be derived In the lowermost part of the
section around the FaD of the G.

conomfozea group and In the upper

part of the section. It is not certain whether or not the LaD of
G.

menardii form 4 occurs In a reversed polarity zone, although a

sampling level just below this datum shows an Intermediate ChRM
direction. Below this level some normal polarity levels are present.
Below and above the FaD of the G.

conomfozea group reversed polarity

characteristic remanent magnetizations are present (see preVious
chapter). and reversed polarities could be derived in the top of the
section as well. In general. several of the characteristic features
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seen In western and central Crete can be observed: the short Inter
vals of reversed (A-) and normal polarities (8+) followed by a
character Istlcally long Interval (C-) closely resemble the corres
ponding seQuence In western Crete and Kastelli. If It is furthermore
assumed that the Indeterminate polarities around the G. conomiozea
datum were orIginally of reversed polarity and the indeterminate
interval in the top of the section of normal polarity. then the
picture is complete. especially In combination with the positions of
the LOD of G. menardi I form 4 and the FOD of the G. conomlozea
group. The anomalous position of the FOD of G. menardi i form 5 is
obviously due to the fact that the relevant fauna in lower sampl ing
levels was not observed. Originally the FOD of G. menardil form 5
was observed even higher. On the basis of the magnetostratigraphic
results. the paleontologic samples were re-examined. resulting in
the present position of this first occurrence datum. On this basis
the polarity zonation. consistIng of polarity zones A- through G-,
is proposed In figure 4.15.
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The results of section Falconara In southern Sici Iy are unam
biguous: considering the appreciable time-span as eVidenced by the
biostratigraphic results In combination with the western Cretan
results, it Is clear that the normal polarities are due to remag
netization of the original remanence (chapter 3). The remanence
directions without correction for the bedding tilt are scattered
around the geocentric axial dipole field for the present latitude of
the section (fig. 4.16), whereas bedding ti It correction results in
a significant deviation from this field direction. This Indicates
that the remanence observed was acquired (sub)recently, after the
ti Iting of the section. Since demagnetization of a number of speci
mens throughout the Giammoia section yielded the same results as In
the Falconara section, we refrained from demagnetizing specimens
from each sampling level in this section.
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For section Scicli South too. results are rather disappointing.
The demagnetization results from the lower part of the section Indi
cate that reversed polarities are present. while the top of the
section shows Indeterminate polarities (fig. 4.17). Part of this
"indeterminate polarity zone" Is probably reversed. as shown by the
results of the parallel Scicli South 2 section: the top of each
section consists of the same sandy layer. but in Scicli South 1
reversed polarities are only present up to 5 metres below the sandy
layer (Fe). whereas in Scicli South 2 reversed polarities are clear
ly present up to 2 metres below this same level. Since these
sections are younger than the FOD of the G. conom/ozea group. but
close to the shift In coiling of N. acostaens/s. the reversed pola
rity zone represents polarity zone G- from the Cretan sections.

SCICLI south 2
ChRM directions
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In section Scicli West no polarity zonation could be determined
(fig. 4.18). Furthermore, this section Is by far the oldest section
we sampled and there Is no (biostratigraphic) overlap with any of
the other sections. ChRM directions show predominantly northwesterly
directions and both negative and positive Incl inations, as if these
had been randomly generated.

The Mussotto section in the Piedmont basin In northern Italy
shows three polarity zones (fig. 4.19), none of which can be relia
bly correlated With any of the Cretan sections. The section is older
than the LOD of G.

menardi i

form 4, but how much older In terms of

polarity zones Is not sure.

The Castellania section in the Rio Mazzapiedi area shows Clearly
reversed polarities in the middle and upper part of the section. In
the middle part a zone with Indeterminate polarities is found, which
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may be due to a secondary overprint (fig. 4.20). Unfortunately, the
section contains no firm biostratigraphic datum levels due to the
meagre faunal content. Furthermore, the existing fauna may have been
reworked and Indicates a very rapid accumulation rate (Zacharlasse,
personal communication). Therefore. no correlation can be establis
hed with the Cretan sections either.

The pi lot samples throughout the Luzzena section show only
reversed polarities. Because of the large sampling interval It
cannot be concluded that normal polarities are not present, but
probable reworking of the fauna (Borsettl et al., 1975) and a very
high sedimentation rate suggest that the whole sectIon represents a
single, reversed polarity zone. Since the sediments In this section
are deposited during the post-evaporitic phase, which Is called
"Lago Mare" In Italian literature and Is close to the Mlocene
Pliocene boundary, the reversed polarities may represent the lower
reversed polar ity (sub}zone of the Gilbert chronozone.

MAGNETOBIOSTRATIGRAPHY FOR THE UPPER MIOCENE OF CRETE

Figure 4.21 shows the position of the western Cretan sections
arranged relative to the base of polarity zone E-. When corrected
for a small fault In the upper part of section Potamlda 2
(Langereis, 1979; Drooger et al., 1979b) the polarity reversal
seQuence of this section correlates excellently with the seQuences
in sections Potamlda 1 and 3. Section Potamida 3 Is the only section
in western Crete where a part of polarity zone G- Is revealed, apart
from section Makronas which Is probably totally reversed. The upper
part of section Potamida 4 is corrected for the observed fault and a
possible correction for faulting In the lower part Is shown.

Fig. 4.21

Position of all western Cretan sections relative to

selected polarity reversal horizons.
have been corrected for faulting.

Sections Potamlda 2 and 4

The composite polarity stratI

graphy for western Crete Is given In the column furthest to the
right.

For the composite column the lengths of the polarity

zones of section Skouloudhiana have been normalized to the ave
rage sedimentation rate of the other sections. See next page.
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In sections Potamlda 1,2 and 3 the FaD of the G. conomlozea
group Is recorded approximately In the middle of polarity zone E-.
The anomalous position of the FaD of the G. conomlozea group at the
boundary of polarity zones E- and F+ In section Potamlda 4 Is
related to a fault. This clearly Illustrates that If a blohorlzon
coincides with a "polarity reversal horlzon-, then a hiatus or fault
has probably occurred.

The FaD of G. menardli form 5 occurs In polarity zone C- In all
western Cretan sections. Since section Potamida 1 has been sampled
and studied In most detail, both magnetostratlgraphlcally as well as
biostratigraphlcally, Its relative position Is probably most relia
bly determined In this section. Moreover, In section Potamlda 1 It
is absolutely certain that no faulting has occurred, since the stra
tigraphic continUity can be checked by means of the undisturbed
layering of more and less Indurated clays and of the ferruginous
levels. Only in section Kotslana 2 does the entry of G. menardli
form 5 seem to be found somewhat earlier; this may be due to some
small scale faulting and/or to a slightly higher accumulation rate.

A sudden and Instantaneous re-appearance of sinistrally keeled
globorotalilds above the FaD of G. menard/l form 5 Is recorded only
in polarity zone D+ of sections Potamlda 1 and 3. Since the strati
graphic Interval In which this occurs Is small (cf. Zacharlasse,
1979) and since the (paleontologiC) sampling distance Is generally
three to four times the sampling distance used In sections Potamlda
1 and 3, the re-appearance has probably been missed In the sampling
records of the other sections.

The LaD of G. menardll form 4 Is recorded In section Skoulou
dhiana, where it falls within polarity zone A-, and in section
Kotslana 1, where It has only been recorded In the normal polarity
zone below A-, probably because the restricted paleontologic sam
pi ing In this section.

On the basis of the reversal sequences of the overlapping wes
tern Cretan sections a composite polarity stratigraphy Is construc
ted in such a way that the lengths are normalized to a uniform accu
mUlation rate. If this is done correctly, the relative lengths of
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the successive polarity zones provide us with a polarity pattern
which displays the relative time durations of the Individual zones
and which can be used for correlation with the magnetic polarity
time scale based on sea-floor anomalies. In fact, It Is hardly
necessary, as we shall see, to normal ize the lengths of the polarity
zones encountered In the western Cretan sequences.

From figure 4.21 it can be seen that sections Potamida 1, 2 and
3 have polarity zone E- In common, the thickness of which appears t
be Identical In all sections. The same holds for zone 0+ In sections
Potamlda 1, 2 and 4, Kotslana 2, Eplscopl and Vasllopoulo, sugges
ting an almost equal sedimentation rate In these sections.

The length of polarity zone F+ can only by established In
section Potamlda 3. Because the lithology of the upper part of this
section, which Is more silty/sandy than the underlying clays, indi
cates a higher accumulation rate, the length of zone F+ Is probably
somewhat exaggerated relative to the length of the older polarity
zones. Since it Is not known by which factor the length of this zone
must be adjusted, the lengths of the upper three polarity zones 0+,
E- and F+ of the composite column correspond to their actual mea
sured lengths in the western Cretan sections.

Section Skouloudhlana Is the only section In which the length of
zone C- can be determined. The length, however, Is notably shorter
than the minimum length of this zone In sections Potamida 1 and
Kotslana 2. This probably IndIcates that the average accumulation
rate In section Skouloudhlana has been lower than in the other
sections.
Therefore, polarity zone C- of section Skouloudhlana has to be
'stretched' by at least a factor of 1.2 so that It becomes adjusted
to the accumulation rate of the other sections.
On the other hand, this adjustment factor has a maXimum value of
1.3, since otherwise polarity zone 0+ in section Skouloudhiana would
become longer than Its length In the other sections. The average
correction factor used here to normalize the lengths of the polarity
zones In section Skouloudhlana Is thus fixed at 1.25. The same accu
mulation rate correction has of course been applied to the other
polarity zones of this section.
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As shown In figure 4.22, the relative lengths of the six polarity
zones A- to F+ of section Kastelll correlate excellently with the
corresponding six polarity zones of the composite section of western
Crete. The same holds for the posItion of the various blohorlzons
relative to the polarity sequence of the two regions. The lithology
of the zone F+ In section Kastelll Indicates a somewhat higher

Fig. 4.22

Correlation of the composite column of western

Cre~e,

section Kastel I i and section Faneromeni. The lengths of the
polarity zones of the latter two sections have been normalized to
the average accumulation rate of the western Cretan sequence,
both by a factor of 1.95; gc - FOD of the G. conomlozea group.
5 - FOD of G. menardll form 5, 4 - LOD of G. menardll form 4.
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accumulation rate, similar to section Potamlda 3, and hence the
relative length of polarity zone F+ Is somewhat exaggerated In both
polarity sequences. Apparently the accumulation rates In western
and central Crete have varied slightly In much the same way.
Meulenkamp et al. (1979) noted already that the sedimentary history
and structural development of Crete during the Tortonlan and Early
Messinian were fundamentally the same allover the island. The
present magnetostratigraphic results show that this Is also true in
appreciable detail. Correlation between the polarity patterns below
the succession of six polarity zones Is doubtful due to the non
exposed Interval In western Crete on the one hand, and due to the
uncertain stratigraphic continuity below polarity zone A- In section
Kastelll on the other hand.

The upper six polarity zones of the composite column In western
Crete have a total thickness of 56.5 metres, Whereas those In section
Kastelll have a thickness of 29 metres, Indicating that the average
sedimentation rate In the latter section has been a factor of 1.95
less. In fig. 4.22 the polarity zones of the section Kastelll are
adjusted by the same factor of 1.95 In order to facilitate compari
son With the composite column of western Crete.

The polarity zonation of section Faneromenl correlates well with
the western and central Cretan results With respect to several
characteristics (fig. 4.22). The long reversed polarity zone C- can
easily be recognized as well as the shorter polarity zones B+ below
It and D+ above It. The LOD of G.

menardll form 4 may occur In a

reversed polarity zone as Is the case In the other polarity reversal
sequences, but the lower boundary of polarity zone A- Is not certain
due to the Indeterminate polarities In the lower part of the
section.
The FOD of the G.

conomlozea group probably occurs In a reversed

polarity zone, since both below and beneath this datum reversed
ChRM's could be determined. Polarity zone F+ seems to be relatively
short with respect to western crete and Kastelll, even If Indeter
minate polarities In the upper part are normal. The top of the
Faneromenl section Is reversed and correlates with polarity zone G-;
the lower reversal boundary of this zone cannot be determined
either, due to indeterminate polarities In that part of the section.
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The polarity reversal sequence of the Faneromenl section In
figure 4.22 Is shown on the same scale as that of the Kastelll
section. Although the total length of the upper six polarity Inter
vals in section Faneromeni is not known. exactly the proposed corre
lation of figure 4.22 suggests that the sedimentation rate has been
approximately the same as In the Kastelli section.

In general. the relative lengths (the pattern) of the succes
sive polarity zones in central Crete and the relative lengths of
zone B+. C- and D+ In eastern Crete compare well with those In
western Crete suggesting that the sedimentation rates In those
regions did not vary greatly or In the same way as allover the area
of Crete. An odd coincidence Is that the three blohorlzons occur in
the successive reversed polarity zones, with the exception of the
FOD of five in section Faneromenl.

Minor variations In the position of blohorlzons relative to the
polarity patterns are believed to have been caused by factors such
as differences In the distance between samples. by minor fluctua
tions in the sedimentation rate and/or by minor faults. The
influence of these factors separately Is difficult to ascertain. A
more general approach shows that the combined Influence of these
factors results In a correlation coefficient between the polarity
patterns of western and central Crete of 0.999. which Infers a 99')(,
significant correlation.

Since the sampling (table 2.1) In the Cretan sections was
detailed. it Is not very likely that one or more polarity zones have
been missed. This can be Illustrated by some simple calculations.
The average duration of a polarity zone during the Tertiary Is ap
proximately .225 Ma; this duration Is of the order of .200-.210 Ma
for the last 10 Ma. The average sampling Interval for most western
sections is of the order of 40-60 em and for the Kastelll section
70-80 em. Taking an average duration of 0.2 Ma for a polarity zone
during the last 10 Ma, the upper six polarity zones of both the
upper six polarity zones of both western and central Crete represent
a time interval of the order of 1.2 Ma. This amounts to an average
sedimentation rate of 4.7 em/l000 years for the western Cretan
sections and of 2.4 em/l000 years for central Crete (and eastern
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Crete). An average sampling Interval of 50 em In western Crete then
represents a time Interval of ca. 10,000-11,000 years, and a
sampling Interval of 70-80 em In central Crete an Interval of ca.
30,000 years. Since the minimum recorded duration of Late Miocene
polarity (sUb)zones Is approximately 0.05 Ma, this high resolution
virtually rUles out the possibility that polarity (sub)zones have
been missed. Since a polarity reversal takes place In ca. 8,000
10,000 years, the theoretically shortest possible duration of a
polarity (sub)zone Is approximately 20,000 years. The maximum
resolution In sea-floor anomaly studIes Is ca. 30,000-40,000 years,
and hence the shortest possible polarity zones could be missed in
anomaly profiles. "Tiny wiggles" on anomaly profiles (see also
LaBrecQue et al., 1977) may be due to such short duration reversals
(or to excursions of the geomagnetic field) or to geomagnetic Inten
sity fluctuations, either real or artificial (e.g. due to screening
of the magnetization: cf. Hartstra, 1982c). However, the sampling
(time) Interval of 10,000-11,000 years In western Crete should even
be able to record such short polarity zones. It certainly gives a
fair chance of recording transitional directions and Indeed, In many
sections such directions have been recorded (see figs. 4.1-4.15).

CORRELATION WITH THE MAGNETIC POLARITY TIME SCALE

Now that a composite polarity stratigraphy for western Crete and
a well correlated polarity stratigraphy for central Crete have been
established, the next Important step Is to correlate these seQuences
to a recent magnetic polarity time scale (Lowrie and Alvarez, 1981).
So that this can be done, it is necessary for the accumulation rates
to have been essentially uniform and (more or less) constant in both
reversal seQuences.
The unIformity of the accumulation rate Is conclusively demonstrated
by the correlation of the western Cretan sections, showing a near
eQuality of the relative lengths of the polarity zones, and by the
positive and significant correlation between the composite western
Cretan seQuence and section Kastelll, showing the same polarity
pattern. The constancy of the accumulation rate Is based on the
homogeneity of the massive clays In general and on the stable flo
ral/faunal patterns (Drooger et al., 1979a). Moreover, the uniform
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grain-size distribution Inferred from the rock-magnetic properties
(chapter 5) yields additional evidence for a fairly constant accumu
lation rate. Only In the top parts of the sequences stUdied. I.e. In
zone F+. Is a slightly higher accumUlation rate suggested on the
basis of the lithology. as well as on the basis Of the magnetic pro
perties. All evidence together allows us to assume that the observed
polarity patterns In the western Cretan and Kastelll sections close
ly reflect the polarity pattern of the geomagnetic field.

For a correct correlation an undisturbed magnetic signal Is es
sential. I.e. a doubling or a lack of polarity zones may lead to
erroneous conclusions. Therefore. the possibility of faUlts Is con
sidered carefully and whenever the existence of faUlts are substan
tiated. they are indicated and corrected for (fig. 4.21).
Furthermore. It was realized that using the c.ges of the biostrati
graphic datum levels. as far as these are reliably known In litera
ture. may lead to circular reasoning. I.e. the correlations tend to
be made to fit previously established results Instead of using an
independent approach.

The method employed here to correlate the observed polarity
patterns of western and central Crete with the polarIty time scale
Is based on a statistical comparison with every possible sequence of
six successIve polarity zones during a certain time-Interval. This
Is done by calculating the correlation coefficIents of the tlme
duration patterns of the polarity time scale and of the length
patterns of the Cretan sequences.
We determined the correlation coefficients for all possible cor
relations between 0 and 15 Ma. which allows for ample time both
before and after the Late Miocene. Since the western Cretan sequence
and sect ion Kastelll represent one and the same signa I we are most
interested In the correlations which show the highest correlation
coefficient for both sequences together. Figure 4.23 shows that In
that case only three correlations appear at the 97.5" level; ,conse
Quently the age of the FOD of the G.

conomlozea

group In the middle

of polarity zone E- has corresponding values of 3.1, 5.6 and 11.7
Ma. The fact that over a period of 15 Ma only three probable corre
lations are found. Implies that a most probable correlation can be
established. provided that two other possible correlations can be
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Fig. 4.23

Correlation coefficients of the pattern of lengths of

polarity zones A- through F+ of the western Cretan composite
section (solid line) and of the Kastel I i section (dashed line)
and the pattern of time-duration of each succession of six pola
rity zones between recent and 15.1 Ma of the magnetic polarity
time scale.

For the correlations that show highest coefficients

for both Cretan sequences together we give the corresponding ages
of the FOD of the G. conomlozea group.

conclusively el imlnated. This Implies that radiometric control on
the Cretan polarity stratigraphy Is needed to determine the correct
correlation. Since no direct radiometric measurements are available,
indIrect radlometr Ic control will have to be provided by the age
range of the FOD of G. conomlozea, preferably established In the
Mediterranean area.
On Aeglna (Greece) a Lower Pliocene planktonic foraminiferal
association has been dated radiometrically at 4.4 +- 0.2 Ma (Benda et
al., 1979); this Indicates that the FOD of the G. conomlozea group
in the Mediterranean Is definitely older.
Radiometric dating of volcanic rocks In southern Spain (Van Couve
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ring et al., 1976) and in Morocco (Arias et aI., 1976) indicate a
lower age I imlt of about 7.0 Ma for the FOD of the G. conomlozea
group.

Therefore, the Cretan polarity patterns can be realistically
correlated with the polarity time scale over a time-Interval which
corresponds with an age for the FOD of the G. conomlozea group of
between approximately 4.4 and 7.0 Ma. The most probable correlation
corresponds therefore with an age of 5.33 Ma for the upper reversal
boundary of polarity zone F+ and with an age of approximately 5.6 Ma
for the FOD of the G. conomlozea group, which is well within the
real istic time-interval for this datum. It may be assumed that the
relative lengths of polarity zones based on sea-floor anomal ies are
more or less correct, but there may be cumulative errors in the ages
of reversal boundaries because of the large Interpolation time used
to obtain these ages (Harrison et al., 1979). However, since
polar ity reversals younger than 3.40 Ma (the Gauss-Gi Ibert boundary,
used as a cal ibration point for sea-floor anomaly time scales) have
been
accurately dated by means of K/Ar methods (see also Manklnen and
Dalrymple, 1979) the cumulative errors for polarity reversals In the
Late Miocene are negligible. A more direct estimate of the errors
involved can be made as follows. In general, individual K/Ar
age determinations have an error of about 1%, but Inter-laboratory
measurements suggest an error of up to 2% for K/Ar ages (Harrison et
al., 1979). The reversal boundary of the Gauss and Gi Ibert
chronozones has been accurately established at 3.40 + 0.07 Ma and is
based on multiple polarity and K/Ar age determinations (Mankinen and
Dalrymple, 1979). The lower reversal boundary of anomaly 5
(chronozone 9) has been established at 10.30 + 0.30 Ma (Harrison et
al., 1979) on the basis of their Icelandic data. The error In the
age determinations between 5 and 7 Ma derived from the errors In the
K/Ar age determinations is then approximately 0.15 Ma.
It should be stressed that the accuracy of the ages established
for the polarity reversals between 3.40 and 10.30 Ma does neither
depend on the accuracy of the determination of sea-floor anomaly
boundaries nor on the relative constancy of sea-floor spreading. The
determination of the exact ages depends ultimately on the extent and
accuracy of radiometric dating and the direct calibration of these
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ages to the magnetic polarity time scale based on sea-floor anoma
lies. which In Its turn can be refined by high-precision techniques.
The exact ages are not as relevant as the fact that the most
appropriate correlation of the Cretan polarity sequences Is the one
by which the Cretan succession of six polarity zones corresponds to
polarity chronozones 5 (anomaly 3A) and 6. and by which the FOD of
the G.

conomlozea group occurs In the middle of the reversed pola

rity subchronozone of chronozone 5 (the reversed "event" of "epoch"
5 in older literature) (see fig. 4.25).
This correlation yields a accumulation rate of 4.2 em/l000 years In
the western Cretan sectIon and of 2.2 em/l000 years In section
Kasteili.

correlation with the polarity time scale
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lengths of eight polarity zones In the New Zealand Blind River
section (Kennett and Watkins, 1974) and the pattern of time
duration of each succession of eight polarity zones between
recent and 15.1 Ma of the magnetic polarity time scale. For the
significant correlations we give the correspondIng age of the
evolutionary FOD of G. conomlozea.
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In Italy. As the sudden spreading of the G. conomlozea group most
probably represents a migrational event (Zacharlasse, 1979a, 1979b;
Wernl i, 1980), an Intra-Mediterranean time-lag of such an extent
seems highly unlikely.
Another objection to calibrating the FOD of the G. conomlozea
group to polarity chronozone 8 is that the non-evolutionary begin
ning of G. conomiozea morphotypes in the Mediterranean would amply
antedate their evolutionary appearance in the Pacific (Loutit and
Kennett. 1979). This latter argument, however. may be Invalid if
Scott (1980) Is right asserting that the Mediterranean G. conomlozea
group is not related to the New Zealand taxon.
Radiometric ages for the FOD of G. conomlozea (Van Couvering et
al.. 1976; Arias et al., 1976) indicate that this biohorizon is
definitely younger than is suggested by calibrating this event close
to the boundary of polarity chronozones 8 and 7.
All evidence together Indicates that the polarity reversal
sequences measured by Nagakawa et al. (1974, 1975) in Tortonian
Messinian transitional strata of northern Italy are Incorrectly
assigned to polarity chronozones 8 and 7. Evidently these polarity
sequences represent a younger magnetic signal.

An age of 5.6 Ma for the FOD of the G. conomlozea group In the
Mediterranean. however. does not match with the reported age-range
of 6.0-7.0 Ma (Ryan et al., 1974; Van Couverlng et aI., 1976; Arias
et aI., 1976).
Radiometric ages most directly related to the FOD of the
G. conomlozea group are provided by Arias et al. (1976). In the
Izarorene section In Morocco these authors dated several tUff layers
from an interval sl ightly below the FOD of G. conomlozea. Radio
metric dating thus provides a maximum age for this biostratigraphic
event. However. the range of radiometric ages for individual tUff
layers Is very large, varying between 5.6 + 0.3 (sic) and 7.1 + 0.4
Ma for the K/Ar dating and between 6.3 + 1.1 and 6.8 + 0.6 Ma for
the fission track dating. Therefore a maximum age for the FOD of
G. conomiozea In Morocco, ranging from 5.6 + 0.3 to 7.1 + 0.4 Ma, is
not necessarily in conflict with an Inferred age of 5.6 Ma for the
FOD of the G. conomiozea group In Crete.
In southern Spain marine sediments with Intercalated volcanic
lava flows. dated at 6.9 Ma. contain planktonic foraminiferal asso
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ciations which predate the FaD of G. conomlozea and which are of
presumably Late Tortonian Age (Van Couverlng et al., 1976). These
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Fig. 4.25 Late Miocene biostratigraphic events, magnetic pola
rity zones and chronostratigraphic units in the Mediterranean and
in New Zealand and their calibration to the magnetic polarity
time scale.

marine sediments are overlain by continental deposits containing a
mammalian fauna (Librille fauna) correlatable with the mammalian
fauna level VI at Crevi lIente, which In turn correlates with mar Ine
sediments containing G. conomlozea (de Bruljn et al., 1975). Thus
the FaD of G. conomiozea can only Indirectly be calibrated to this
radiometric age of 6.9 Ma, which gives at best a maximum age deter
mination for this event.
The age of 6.3 Ma for the FaD of G. conomlozea In the Mediterra
nean, given by Ryan et al. (1974), Is based on the re-Interpretatlon
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of the paleomagnetic data from the Blind River section In New
Zealand (Kennett and Watkins, 1974) and on the assumption that the
New Zealand FaD of G. conomlozea Is time-eQuivalent with the Medi
terranean FaD of G. conomlozea. Although the re-interpreted magnetic
correlation for the Blind River is generally accepted, Ryan et al.
did not place the FaD of G. conomlozea In accordance with the ori
ginal data of Kennett and Watkins (1974). If it were positioned cor
rectly, the FaD of G. conomlozea would occur In the younger reversed
interval of polarity chronozone 6 with an extrapolated age of ca.
6.1 Ma (Loutit and Kennett, 1979; this paper, fig. 4.25).

The results of the present study demonstrate that the diachrony
between the New Zealand FaD of G. conomlozea and the FaD of the
G. conomiozea group In the Mediterranean Is 0.4 Ma. This need not be
surprising, considering the widely different paleo-oceanographic
histories. In fact, it would be more surprisIng If the evolution of
fauna in separate, antitropical distribution areas had been absolu
tely synchronous. The diachrony between both biohorizons might be
ascribed to the different nature of their corresponding events, the
one in New Zealand being evolutionary and the one in the Mediterra
nean being migrational.

AGE OF THE TORTONIAN-MESSINIAN BOUNDARY AND THE MAIN EVAPORITIC
PHASE

Unfortunately no reliable magnetoblostratigraphlc data are
available to determine the degree of synchrony of the FaD of the
G. conomiozea group In the Mediterranean.
Section Falconara contains the recently proposed boundary stra
totype for the Tortonlan-Messinlan boundary as denoted by the FaD of
G. conomiozea (Colalongo et aI., 1979b), but from this study it has
become clear that the entire section shows only recent, normal pola
rity magnetizations that are due to a secondary CRM.
Section CasteJlania on the other hand contains no reliable bio
stratigraphic datum levels due to a meagre faunal content and pos
sible reworking. The upper part of the Mussotto section as sampled
by d'Onofrio et al. (1975) Is reported to contain the FaD of the
G. conomiozea group, but only the lower part of the section Is
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sUited for paleomagnetic sampling. The latter part, which we sam
pled, is definitely older than the LOD of G. menard/i form 4 and
hence this latter datum cannot be compared with the Cretan results.
Evidence for the supposed tIme equivalence of the Mediterranean
FOD of the G. conomlozea group, however, has been provided recently
by a refined calcareous nannoplankton stratigraphy (Theodorldis,
1983): both in Crete and in Sicily the FOD of the G. conomiozea
group nearly coincides with the entry level of Ret/culofenestra

rotaria. In addition, the FOD of the G. conomlozea group In the
Falconara section (Zachariasse and Spaak, 1983) coincides with the
level proposed as the physIcal reference point for the Tortonlan
Messinian boundary (Colalongo et aI., 1979b). Therefore, this boun
dary must have an age of 5.6 Ma.

Since the youngest sediments Incorporated In our study reach
into the Gilbert chronozone (fig. 4.25) and antedate the abrupt
coi I ing change in N. acostaensis, the latter event must be younger
than the base of the Gilbert chronozone Whose age is fixed at 5.3 Ma
(Lowrie and Alvarez, 1981). In the Mediterranean the abrupt colling
change In neogloboquadrlnids occurs at a level slightly below the
main evaporitic phase (Zacharlasse, 1975; Colalongo et aI., 1979),
Which means that the Messinian evaporitic body has a lower age limit
of about 5.3 Ma.

The age of the Miocene-Pliocene boundary Is commonly fixed at
about 5.0 Ma and Is based on the calibration of multiple biostrati
graphic criteria to the magnetic polarity time scale (Berggren,
1973; Clta and Gartner, 1973; Berggren and Van Couverlng, 1974), all
of which are dubious as far as the Mediterranean is concerned.
Commonly, the base of the Mediterranean PI iocene Is recognized on
the basis of the sedimentary expression of the post-Messinian
flooding and must certainly be older than 4.4

of-

0.2 Ma according to

Benda et al. (1979) and Is probably older than 4.7 Ma according to
the radiometric age of the supposedly Lower PI iocene Orclatlco
trachyte In Tuscany (Sell I, 1970). Whatever the precise age of the
base of the Pliocene In the Mediterranean may be, it Is evident that
the new age of 5.6 Ma for the Tortonian-Messlnlan boundary severely
reduces the time-span of the Messinian.
Adopting the age of 5.0 Ma for the Miocene-Pliocene boundary
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would Imply that the evaporites and post-evaporitic Lago Mare sedi
ments were deposited over some 300.000 years. Given the thickness of
more than 1000 metres for the Messinian evaporitic body In the cen
tral parts of the Mediterranean basins (e.g. Leenhardt. 1973; Sell I.
1973; Mu Ider. 1973; Hsu et a I.. 1977) the evapor I tes must have accu
mUlated at rates of more than 3 metres per 1000 years.
Accumulation rates of this order of magnitude are known for
anhydrites and halites precipitated In the central parts of Permian
concentration basins (Rlchter-Bernburg. 1953) as well as for gypsum
growth In recent salinas (Dronkert. 1977).

CONCLUS IONS

The ages given In this chapter for the FOD of the G. conomlozea
group and hence the Tortonlan-Messlnlan boundary. as well as the
ages for the FOD of G. menardll form 5. the LOD of G. menardll
form 4 (see fig. 4.25) and the lower age limit for the Messinian
evaporitic body. are the most exact determined so far In the Medi
terranean area.
Further adjustments and revisions because of new K/Ar ages and
magnetic anomaly boundaries may alter these ages slightly. although
probably not significantly. Essentially. the value and val idlty of
magnetostratigraphy as a tool for absolute age determinations.
although depending on the accuracy and extent of K/Ar age deter
minations and sea-floor-anomalies. Is conclusively demonstrated.

In using this tool. several things must be considered. A suc
cessful correlation depends on the number of polarity reversals as
well as on the specific polarity pattern (fingerprint): more pola
rity reversals and more specific patterns reduce the number of pos
sible correlations. Also one has to be able to estimate or know the
(variations In) accumulation rates and to know that hiatuses are
absent or can be corrected for. In this respect. It Is noteworthy
that a slight reduction in the length of polarity zone F+ - which Is
Justified on the basis of the lithology - would Improve the correla
tion (fig. 4.25). Furthermore. If the correlation is not unique. It
Is essential that the age-range of the sampled series can be del i
mited. If possible by direct (radiometric) age determination.
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Indirect age control may be provided by biostratigraphic control,
but It should be emphasized that such age determinations must be
tied to biostratigraphic datum levels from the same area. Neglecting
this last constraint might easi Iy lead to circular reasoning. For
instance, the FOD of G.

conomlozea has been observed In chronozone 6

in New Zealand, therefore one might conclude that polarity zone Ein Crete represents chronozone 6 as well (cf. Ryan et aI., 1974).
This study, however, has demonstrated that dlachrony of this datum
is more I ikely than synchrony.
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chapter five

SO M E

ROCK-MAGNETIC

PAR A MET E R S

INTRODUCTION

Rock-magnetic parameters are an important source of information
about the magnetic minerals and hence the primary or secondary ori
gin of the natural remanent magnetization components. Among the many
rock-magnet ic parameters (and rat los of these parameters) three have
come Into common use. These Involve the Initial susceptibility X,
the saturation Isothermal remanent magnetization (SIRM) and the
anhysteretlc remanent magnetization (ARM). In addition, the (rema
nent) hysteresis loop parameters are generally taken as useful Indi
cators.

A change In the concentration and In the nature of magnetic
minerals throughout a section (or core) will be reflected In changes
in X, SIRM and (remanent) hysteresis loop parameters. Hence, these
parameters and several parameter ratios can be used as mineralogical
and grain-size Indicators. The susceptibility appears to be the
least sensitive Indicator, while the saturation remanence (SIRM) for
(tltano}magnetltes shows an appreciable, gradual Intensity decrease
with Increasing grain-size (Dankers, 1978; Hartstra, 1982b). Neither
X nor SIRM Is a useful grain-size Indicator by Itself, however, for
each Is dependent on the concentration of the magnetic mlneral(s} In
a sediment as well. Lanser (1980) argued that for not too large con
centrations of magnetite the ratio X/SIRM wll I be Independent of
this concentration and termed It the "grain-size ratio". This ratio
increases with Increasing grain-size. It should be pointed out,
however, that the term grain-size ratio only applies if the magnetic
minerai consists of predominantly the same (tltano}magnetite.
Changes In mineralogy influence this ratio considerably: e.g. hema
tites show values of 0.002 - 0.006 • 10-3 m/A virtually independent
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of grain-size (Dankers, 1978), whereas magnetites have values
ranging 0.050 -

1.000 • 10-3 m/A depending on grain-size (Hartstra,

1982b). The ratio is not very sensitive to variations In grain-sizes
smaller than 5 um; for (titano)magnetltes and (tltano)maghemltes it
appears to converge to a value of 0.020 -

0.060 • 10-3 mIA, whereas

for grain-sizes from 10 to more than 150 um It rapidly Increases to
a value of 1.000 • 10-3 m/A (Dankers, 1978; Hartstra, 1982b).

The remanent coercive force Hcr (or Br) can be determined from
the remanent hysteresis curve. A saturation IRM Is given In a direct
field and an anti-parallel IRM Is then progressively built up to
saturation. The field required to reduce the Initial SIRM to zero Is
the remanent coercive force. In the paleomagnetic laboratory 'Fort
Hoofddijk' we can reach a maximum direct field of 2 Tesla. There
fore, In the present stUdy saturation Is often not reached for hema
tite or goethite. The remanent coercive force Is largely Independent
of the concentration of magnetic material and since the Hcr-values
for magnetite and hematite are generally different it may serve as a
magnetic mineralogy indicator. Both for magnetite and hematite Hcr
decreases with Increasing grain-size; for magnetite from ca. 40-60
mT for grains less than 5 um to ca. 10 mT for multi-domain grains.
Values for hematite are 150-200 mT for grains less than 5 um and
decrease to ca. 50 mT (Dankers, 1978; Hartstra, 1982b).

The X/SIRM ratio and Hcr together yield useful Information con
cerning the magnetic mineralogy and the grain-size Involved. Conside
ring the low values of the X/SIRM ratio for hematite, the contribu
tion of hematite to this ratio Is negligible If magnetite, especial
ly of multi-domain size, Is present: ca. 0.050 • 10-3 m/A for
single-domain magnetite up to 1.000 • 10-3 m/A for multi-domain
magnetite, whereas hematite has values of 0.002 - 0.006 • 10-3 m/A.
Generally, a higher X/SIRM ratio can therefore be taken as an Indi
cation of coarser magnetite. Coarsening of the magnetite reSUlts at
the same time in a lower Hcr value.
However, a coarsening of the magnetite Is usually accompanied by
a coarsening of the sediment Itself, Which Is then more susceptible
to weathering, resulting in the production of hematite or goethite.
In the case of single-domain magnetite, Its (S)IRM dominates the
S(IRM) of hematite to such an extent that even If hematite Is
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present the Hcr measured is that of magnetite. In the case of mUlti
domain magnetite, Its (S)lRM Is stili higher than the (S)IRM of
hematite, but the Influence of hematite will become noticeable In
the (higher) Hcr values, depending, of course, on the concentration
of hematite. Hence, a coarsening of the magnetite generally results
in a higher X/SIRM ratio and In lower Hcr values If hematite Is not
present, but In higher Hcr values If hematite (or goethite) is
present e.g. because of weathering. The latter is generally observed
in the Cretan sections, especially In the Potamida sections and
section Kastelll, where a coarsening of the sediment Indicates a
higher accumulation rate towards the top of those sections. Usually
the X/SIRM ratio In the Cretan sections has values of 0.050 - 0.100

*

10-3 mIA, Indicating very fine grained magnetite, whereas the top

of the sections show values of 0.200 -

0.400

*

10-3 mIA, typical for

pseudo single domain to multi-domain magnetite (cf. Hartstra,
1982b).

A

feature that is frequently observed is a sl ightly

higher

X/SIRM

ratio at places where weathering has taken place. The X/SIRM ratio then
has values of 0.10 -

0.20

*

10-3 m/A. Such places are further charac

terized by a (very) small ChRM component relative to the secondary nor
mal polarity magnetization component (see also fig. 3.27 and the discus
sion In chapter three). Usually, the (single domain) magnetite respon
sible for the ChRM dominates the X and SIRM and hence their ratio. If
the ChRM component Is very small, the magnetic minerals carrying the
secondary component (less fine grained magnetite and maghemite) wi II
determine the X/SIRM ratio, which Is then somewhat higher.
Although strictly not a rock-magnetic parameter in the usual sense,
the ChRM intensities may serve as a useful indicator in combination with
other parameters. Since total NRM Intensities may represent the vecto
rial resultant of two or more magnetizations they cannot be used for
correlation purposes. It Is therefore more practical to compare the
intensities of the characteristic remanent magnetization, or rather the
Intensities of the NRM after (entire or maJor) removal of viscous and
secondary magnetizations. Due to overlapping blocking temperature or
coerclvity spectra, that part of the ChRM that survives the treatment
necessary to remove the viscous and secondary remanence component is
then also removed. The low temperature and soft part of the ChRM is
necessarily removed as well.
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In the case of the Cretan section the intensities of the NRM after
treatment with 50 mT or 200 oC were used (cf. chapter three). for the
Falconara section the total NRM Intensities and the Intensities after
treatment with 100 oC are shown. Both X and SIRM have been determined
for all sections discussed In this chapter. whereas the Hcr Is deter
mined only for the Potamlda sections. the Skouloudhlana section and the
Falconara section.

THE POTAMIDA AND SKOULOUDHIANA SECTIONS

The ChRM Intensities of section Potamlda 1 are shown In figure 5.1a.
In general. Intensity fluctuations are matched by similar corresponding
fluctuations both In X and SIRM (fig. 5.1b). suggesting that small vari
ations In the concentration or nature of the magnetic minerals are res
ponsible. A decrease In ChRM Intensities can be seen at polarity rever
sal hor Izons and frequently close to ferruginous levels. The polarity
transition from D+ to E- shows a decrease in intensity. whereas the mag
netic properties do not change; this suggests that the lower Intensity
of the ChRM Is due to a lower geomagnetic field at the time of deposi
tion (see also Valet and LaJ. 1981). Close to the polarity transitions
from polarity zone C- to D+ and from E- to F+. however. ferruginous
levels are present (Fe 2 and Fe 4. respectively). Therefore It Is not
certain whether the decrease In the Intensities should be ascribed to
the polarity transition. to the presence of a ferruginous level or to a
combination of both.
Although both X and SIRM show relatively large fluctuations. their
ratio is rather constant for a major part of the section and lies In the
range 0.05 -

0.08 • 10-3 m/A. Indicating very fine grained magnetite as

the magnetic mineral (Hartstra. 1982b). This strongly supports the the
view that the magnetic minerai responsible for the ChRM can be deter
mined on the basis of the thermal demagnetizations. IRM acquisition
curves and the low temperature treatment. i.e. very fine grained. single
domain magnetite. Similarly. the remanent coercive forces are rather
constant throughout most of the sections. Indicating very fine grained
magnetite as well. except close to ferruginous levels and In the top of
the section. The constant X/SIRM ratio and the constant remanent coer
cive forces furthermore Indicate a constant and uniform grain-size dis
tribution. most probably due to an almost constant accumulation rate.
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Fig. 5.1 a) NRM intensities after treatment with an alternating
field of 50 mT and with a temperature of 200

°c

in section Pota

mlda 1. Solid lines connect average Intensities per level; dashed
lines Indicate lowered intensity related to ferruginous levels
(Fe) or a layer of finely bedded clay (L); polarity reversal
horizons (T) often show corresponding lower Intensities. These
Intensities

closely represent the intensities of the ChRM (see

text). The polarity zonation and lithostratigraphic Information
are shown for (chronostratigraphic) comparison. b) Susceptibility
X. saturation IRM (SIRM), X/SIRM ratio and remanent coercive
force Her versus stratigraphic distance In section Potamlda 1.
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It should be noted that the ChRM Intensities. X and SIRM decrease
towards the top of the section. approximately from Fe 4 upwards. whereas
the X/SIRM ratio and Hcr Increase. This X/SIRM ratio Indicates a coar
sening of the magnetite grains and at the same time the higher Hcr
values Indicate more Intensive oXidation due to weathering because the
sediment becomes less homogenous and more silty.

The ChRM Intensities In section Potamlda 2 (fig. 5.2a) are somewhat
difficult to compare with those of section Potamlda 1 because of the
fault In the upper part of the section. Nevertheless. the same features
can be recognized as In section Potamlda 1. At the polarity transition
from polarity zone

D+ to E- the rock-magnetic properties remain rather

constant (fig. 5.2b). but an appreciable decrease In Intensity Is found.
Although ferruginous levels Fe 2 and Fe 5 have not been observed In
section Potamida 2. the presence of these levels Is Indicated. especial
ly by the remanent coerclvltles (fig. 5.2b). Two more such (posSibly
discontinuoUs) Fe-levels can be Inferred. one above Fe 3 and one above
the assumed Fe 2. on the basis of higher Hcr values. The latter can be
recognized In section Potamlda 1 as well (fig. 5.1b) by the higher Hcr
values.
The X/SIRM ratio Is somewhat higher than In the previous section. but
generally well within the range 0.06 -

0.10

*

10-3 m/A. except close to

some Fe levels and In the upper part of the section above Fe 4. which
agrees with the results of the Potamlda 1 section.
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2. See also fig. 5.1 caption.

A change In the rock-magnetic parameters due to a lithologic change
and possibly the resulting Increased weathering can be most clearly ob
served In Potamlda 3. The ChRM intensities show a considerable decrease
in the upper part of the section, starting In the lower part of polarity
zone F+ (fig. 5.3a) and corresponding with a similar decrease at the
identical stratigraphic positions In the Potamlda 1 and 2 sections. This
change Is reflected In the rock-magnetic parameters: both the X/SIRM
ratio and the Hcr show a considerable Increase (fig. 5.3b) and indicate
a coarsening of the magnetite and the presence of hematite due to
weathering. This Is also In agreement with the IRM aCQuisition curves
shown In fig. 3.38b.

The same feature can be recognized In the Potamlda 4 section and
again at the same stratigraphic position (fig. 5.4a,b): the upper
part of the section, correlating with the upper parts of the former
sections, again shows lower ChRM Intensities and corresponding rock
magnetic properties. The major part of the section above the larger
non-exposed Interval, however, shows constant magnetic properties
similar to those found In the former sections, and points to a con
stant grain-size dIstribution and hence a constant accumulation rate.
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In the lowermost part some very high Hcr values are found. Indicating
increased weathering and oxidation. but reversed polarities can sti II be
established. In the lower part of polarity zone C- in the Potamida 4
section. between the two non exposed intervals (fig. 5.4). the ChRM
intensities are lower than in the upper part of polarity zone C- and in
polarity zones 0+ and E-.

Similar changes occur In the Skouloudhlana section: In the lower
part of polarity zone C- lower ChRM intensities can be seen as well
as a level With appreciably higher Intensities (fig. 5.5a.b) This
level may correspond to the same feature In Potamida 4. The ferru
ginous and somewhat thicker. sandy level in section SkoUloudhlana.
approximately one metre above the levels showing Increased intensi
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ties. has not been observed In section Potamida 4. so there is no
hard evidence that the higher intensities are from one and the same
stratigraphic level.
The higher values of the X/SIRM ratio in the Skouloudhiana section
combined with the lower values of Her below polarity zone A- indi
cate a coarser grain-size of magnetite and possibly a somewhat
higher accumulation rate. Apparently the somewhat coarser grain-size
is not accompanied by increased weathering and the formation of
hematite (I.e. higher Her values). This fits in with the observation
that the clay In this part of the section is homogenous and permits
no weathering. whereas the lithologic change in the top of the
Potamida sections Is distinctly visible.

It has become clear that the ChRM intensities and rock-magnetic
properties of the Potamlda sections and the Skouloudhiana section
can be correlated rather well with respect to chronostratigraphical
Iy corresponding levels. as can be deduced from the polarity zona
tion. The general constancy of remanent coercive forces and X/SIRM
ratios reflects the rather homogeneous composition of the magnetic
mineralogy. This in turn corresponds with the homogeneity of the
open-marine clays and also Indicates that a more or less constant
accumulation rate can be assumed. except in the upper part of the
sections (polarity zones F+ and G-. e.g. In sections Potamida 3 and
4). where the lithology as well as the rock-magnetic properties
indicate a somewhat higher accumulation rate. Simi (arly. the mag
netic properties below polarity zone A- suggest a somewhat coarser
grain-size and probably a slightly higher accumulation rate. It Is
important to notice that the constant accumulation rate over the
upper six polarity zones. A- through to F+. proposed in chapter 4.
Is corroborated by the results in this chapter. It is clear that if
the accumulation rate In the upper part of polarity zone F+ were to
be somewhat reduced. the correlation with the polarity time scale
would show an even better fit than it does already (see chapter 4).

The largest interruptions in the relative constancy of the mag
netic properties are found close to the ferruginous levels (see
figs. 5.1-5.5). These interruptions are due to oXidation of the mag
netic minerals close to these levels. since these levels are more
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permeable than the dense clay and facilitate weathering. It should
be noted that close to some levels there Is a drastic change In mag
netic properties (e.g. in section Potamida 2. fig. 5.2) whereas
close to others there are no such changes. This Is due to the vary
ing distance of the samples from these levels and depends on whether
or not the samples were taken within their "sphere of Influenceu.
Moreover. because of the sometimes discontinuous and very thin
nature (seams) of the ferruginous levels (Drooger et al .• 1979b)
presumably not all of them have been observed In the field. For
instance. Fe 5 has not been observed In section Potamlda 2 and 3.
but at the corresponding stratigraphic level an appropriate change
in the magnetic properties can be observed. especially In section
Potamida 2 (cf. figs. 5.1. 5.3). Similarly. an unnoticed ferruginous
level may exist. for example. some two metres above Fe 2 In sections
Potamida 1 and 2. as Indicated by the somewhat higher Hcr values at
this level (figs. 5.1. 5.2).

THE KOTSIANA SECTIONS

The ChRM Intensities of section Kotslana 1 are more than an
order of magnitude less than those In the other western Cretan
sections (fig. 5.6a). The same applies to both the Initial suscepti
bi Iity and the Intensity of the saturation remanence (fig. 5.6b).
Both follow closely changes In the Intensity of the ChRM. Indicating
that a sl ightly and relatively higher concentration of magnetic
minerals Is responsible for the higher Intensity values. The X/SIRM
ratio Is appreciably higher than In the other sections and Indicates
a coarser grained magnetic mineralogy (cf. Hartstra. 1982b). Below
the thick sand layer In the lower part of the section. the X/SIRM
ratio Is ca. 1.0 • 10-3 m/A. corresponding with large-grained.
mUlti-domain magnetite. This is In agreement With the vIscous mag
netizations found In this part of the section. Where no rei iable
polarities could be determined.
The higher X/SIRM ratio Is most probably related to a higher
accumulation rate. The relatively greater length of polarity zone A
in section Kotslana 1 With respect to the same zone In section Skou
loudhlana (see fig. 4.22) also points to a higher accumulation rate.
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ratio In section Kotslana 1. See also fig. 5.1 caption.

The characteristics of section Kotsiana 2 are similar to those
of the Potamlda and Skouloudhlana sections. The ChRM Intensities are
of the same order of magnitude (fig. 5.7a) and the changes therein
correspond with changes In X and SIRM (fig. 5.7b). The X/SIRM ratio
Is remarkably constant except at a level which may correspond to
level Fe 3. Just below the FOD of the G.

conom/ozea group, and at a

level a few metres below this "Fe 3". At the base of the section the
X/SIRM ratio Is somewhat higher due to slightly Increased weathe
ring. Jointing has been observed In this part of the section. A
slightly higher X/SIRM ratio Is observed In the topmost levels, con
curring with a relatively large secondary component (cf. fig. 3.32).
In general, the constant X/SIRM ratio Is of the same order as in
the Potamlda sections and reflects a constant magnetic mineralogy
resulting from a more or less continuous and uniform accumulation rate.
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section Kotslana 2. b) Susceptlbl I Ity. saturation IRM and X/SIRM
ratio in section Kotslana 2. See also fig. 5.1 captIon.

THE EPISCOPI AND VASILOPOULO SECTIONS

The Episcopl section (fig. 5.8) shows In general the same
characteristics as observed In the Potamlda section, Skouloudhlana
and Kotslana 2 sections: changes In ChRM Intensities correspond with
changes in X and SIRM, and the X/SIRM ratio Is again of the same
order as in those sections, showing an almost constant value. Only
in the upper part of section Eplscopl Is the zone of Indeterminate
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polarities reflected In the (lower) ChRM intensities (fig. 5.8a) and
in the magnetic properties (fig. 5.8b):

both X and SIRM show lower

values, and their ratio Is higher than normal. This zone Is charact
er ized by Joints close to a small fault with a throw of 85 em.
Therefore the upper part of section Eplscopi was resampled from the
ferruginous level upwards. This resampled part (Eplscopl Resampllng,
fig. 5.9) shows no Indeterminate polarities and the X/SIRM ratio In
particular Indicates a constant magnetic mineralogy, except in the
topmost levels which are taken close to the topographic top of the
section.
The outcrop of section Eplscopi Extension Is somewhat weathered
due to a number of joints and this shows up in the ChRM IntensIties
and the magnetic properties (fig. 5.9). The X/SIRM ratio Is less
constant than in section Eplscopl and Eplscopi Resampling; the upper
part of the section shows clearly the effects of increased weathe
ring as observed In the field from the numerous Joints and often
tan-coloured clay. Furthermore, the demagnetization diagrams from
the upper part of the section show a relatively very large secondary
magnetization component (see fig. 3.34), which is probably due to
oxidation of the fine-grained magnetite carrying the ChRM.
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The Vasllopoulo section shows magnetic characteristics very
similar to those of the Eplscop/ section. Samples close to the fer
ruginous level show a decrease In Intensity (fig. 5.10a) correspon
ding with a decrease both In X and in SIRM (fig. 5.10b). Below the
FOD of G.

menardil form 5 ChRM intensities and magnetic properties

reveal the presence of another Fe-level (fig. 5.10) at the same
stratigraphic position as In section Ep/scopl (fig. 5.8), which
indicates that this Is one and the same Fe level.

THE KASTELLJ SECTION

The Kastelll section in central Crete shows ChRM Intensities of
ca. 10-3 AIm in the lower part of the section, and of ca. 10-2 AIm
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in the middle part , which decreases to less than 10-3 AIm towards
the top of the section (fig. 5.11a). These values are of the same
order as in the western Cretan sections. The SIRM values are In the
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range of 6-12 AIm (in polarity zones C-, D+ and E-) whereas

those

e.g. in section Potamida 1 are In the range of 2-7 AIm in the cor
responding polarity zones. This could be connected with the fact
that the accumulation rate In the Kastelll section is lower by
almost a factor of two, e.g. due to a relatively lower carbonate
production whi Ie the terrigenous input of detrital magnetite remains
the same. This would produce a increased concentration of magnetite
and hence higher ChRM and SIRM intensities.
The X/SIRM ratio in the middle part of the section (fig. 5.11b) has
similar values as in the western Cretan sections, In the range of
0.050 -

0.100

*

10-3 m/A. This ratio increases towards the top of

the section from polarity zone F+ upwards, which can be correlated
with a simi lar change In western Crete (sections Potamida 3 and 4,
figs. 5.3 and 5.4). This again reflects the Increased accumulation
rate as found In the western Cretan sections, corresponding With
coarser grained magnetite as the carrier of the remanence. In the
lower part the X/SIRM ratio Increases as well, from polarity zones
B+ and A- downwards; this Increase is also observed in section
Skouloudhlana and at simi lar chronostratigraphic levels, I.e. With
respect to the same polarity zones.

THE FALCONARA SECTION

In figure 5.12a the Intensities of the total NRM and of the NRM
after heating to 100 oC of section Falconara (Sicily) are shown.
Generally some 20-40% of the total NRM survives heating to 100 oC
except in the middle part of the section and except at some Irre
gular levels. The fact that only 20-40% of the total NRM remains
supports the eXistence of a goethite component, as already Indicated
by the demagnetization results and the IRM acquisition curves (figs.
3.50, 3.51). The marls of the diatomite-marl sequence in the top of
the section show intensities that are one order of magnitude lower
than in the clays and marls In the part below and throughout this
sequence only 20% of the total NRM remains after heating to 100 oC.
The low and constant coercive forces (40 mT) of these mar Is suggest,
in combination with the IRM acquisition curves (see e.g. SF 50 lA in
fig. 3.51; see also fig. 3.50f) that large-grained, mUlti-domain
magnetite Is the carrier of the predominantly viscous magnetization.
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The change in lithology is apparent both In

the intensities and in the rock magnetic parameters (and especi
ally In the Hcr values).
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The susceptibility appears to have a rather constant and low
value throughout the section. The maximum IRM
reached in most cases -

saturation is not

varies more strongly and is much lower than

in the Cretan sections (fig. 5.12b). Since susceptibi Iity values are
rather constant. the values of the X/SIRM ratio are proportional to
the reciprocal of the maximum SIRM values. This X/SIRM ratio is
generally higher than 0.5 • 10-3 m/A and goes as high as 5.0 • 10-3
m/A (fig. 5.12b). Magnetites generally show values less than 1.0 •
10-3 m/A (Hartstra. 1962b) and hematites show values of 2-6 • 10-6
m/A and are largely independent of grain-size (Dankers. 1976).
Typical values for goethite are not known. However. values for the
X/SIRM ratio in the Falconara section may not reflect changes In
magnetic mineralogy reliably since saturation Is not often reached.
Especially in the case of goethite. the IRM acquired In a field of 2
T is probably only a part of its SIRM; hence the ratio X/IRM(2T) is
in fact determined. and this ratio Is greater than the actual X/SIRM
ratio.
Remanent coercive forces have rather constant values (fig.
5.12b) of ca. 40 mT in the diatomite-marl top of the section (as
discussed above). but the clays show strongly varying Hcr values:
predominantly high values of ca. 750 mT even With levels showing
values higher than 1000 mT In the middle part of the section. Values
alternating between 50-150 mT on the one hand and between 400-700 mT
on the other hand are found In the lower part of the section.
Generally. the Hcr values Indicate a highly variable magnetic mine
ralogy; this is also Indicated by the results inferred from the IRM
acquisition curves (fig. 3.45). This variable magnetic mineralogy
corresponds only partly With the lithology of the section.
In the upper part the magnetic properties are rather constant for
all sample levels and for all samples from the same level which reflect
the uniform appearance of the I ight-brown marls alternating with
diatomites. The magnetic properties of the middle and especially the
lower part of the section correspond less With the I ithology but
are more I ikely to be governed by the extent of oxidation (weathering) of
individual specimens and depend on the distance from a Joint;
magnetic properties of specimens even from the same core may differ
widely.
It is clear that Intensive fracturing and Jointing in the Falconara
section has caused Intensive weathering. resulting in a complex magnetic
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mineralogy which carries various types of secondary remanences, all of
which have a normal and recent polarity.

CONCLUSIONS

There are many rock-magnetic parameters that can be determined
In order to gain Insight In the magnetic properties of the studied
marine clays from Crete and SiCily.
The X/SIRM ratio appears to be very useful, since It depends on the
grain-size of the magnetic minerals and hence is a direct estimate
of the grain-size variations and thus most probably of the varia
tions of the accumulation rate. It Is Important to know any such
variations If one wants to correlate polarity reversal sequences
with the polarity time scale solely on the basis of the polarity
patterns, and not on existing (biostratigraphic) correlations. The
latter method inevitably leads to circular reasoning.
A considerable advantage of the X/SIRM ratio is that It Is easily
and Quickly determined; the latter applies to a lesser extent to the
remanent coercive force Her. However, It may be necessary to deter
mine also the Her to give additional Information on the magnetic
mineral content, since the X/SIRM ratio may not be conclusive.

In the Cretan sections It has been established that In general
the studied rock-magnetic parameters are very constant; consequently
the accumulation rates have been very constant and thus the correla
tions with the polarity time scale based on sea-floor anomalies are
valid.
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chapter six

NRM DIRECTIONS AND ANISOTROPY

INTRODUCT ION

In the present study the emphasis has been on the magneto
stratigraphy of part of the Upper Miocene in the Mediterranean.
The detai led analysis of the total natural remanent magnetization
(chapter 3) has shown that the the characteristic remanent magneti
zation directions are of primary origin, particularly those of the
western Cretan sections and of section Kastelll In central Crete.
The polarities of the ChRM in those sections thus represent the
polarity of the geomagnetic field at the time of deposition and have
made It possible to determine accurately polarity zones which can be
used for a magnetostratigraphic correlation (chapter 4). The fact
that the polarity reversal sequences studied display identical, cor
relatable patterns In the different sections emphasizes the primary
origin of the ChRM.

The detai led analysis of the total NRM has yielded not only the
polarity but also the direction of the ChRM. Since the sections have
been sampled In appreciable detail It Is therefore possible to cal
culate an accurate and reliable mean direction per polarity zone.
The establ ished magnetostratigraphic correlation makes It possible
to determine whether and to what extent changes in these mean direc
tions occur, both geographically as well as chronostratlgraphically.
With thermal demagnetization one can clearly separate the secon
dary and primary magnetization component whereas with alternating
field (AF) demagnetization this is not always possible (cf. chapter
3). Since, moreover, thermal demagnetization produces more consis
tent results than AF demagnetization, only ChRM directions derived
from thermal demagnetization have been used for the directional
studies. Furthermore, directions derived from demagnetization dia
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grams which showed appreciable scatter or viscous remanences at
higher temperatures - mostly close to a polarity reversal horizon or
in the top of a section -

or which did not show a I inear decrease to

the origin have not been used. The determination of ChRM directions
is based on fitting a line through more than three and up to eight
points on the demagnetization diagram. Including the origin.

In addition to the ChRM directions. we have also determined the
(low field) anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility throughout a num
ber of sections.
The orientation of the magnetic grains determines the magnetic
fabric of a sediment which is reflected In the anisotropy of the
magnetic susceptibility. The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility
may therefore yield Information concerning the magnetic fabric of a
sediment and hence about processes which have played a role during
or after deposition. Furthermore. tectonic stress may affect the
original sedimentary fabric and cause an overprint of tectonic
fabr ic (e.g. van den Ende. 1977).

DRM AND ANISOTROPY

A number of factors Influence the process by which magnetic
grains are arranged In a sediment. both during and after deposition
of those grains. resulting In a depositional remanent magnetization
(DRM) and an anisotropy of susceptibility. Three types of forces are
of importance In setting and aligning the magnetic grains: the geo
magnetic field acting on the remanent or Induced magnetization of
the grains. hydrodynamic forces such as depositional or bottom cur
rents rotating the grains and gravitational forces producing the
deposition of the grains.
There are several forces which randomize the alignment of magnetic
minerals (see King and Rees. 1966); Brownian movement Is the most
important of these.

The relative importance of gravitational. hydrodynamic and mag
netic forces with respect to the grain-size of the magnetic minerals
imposes restr Ict Ions on the effect of these forces. For a more
detai led analysis of the subject. the reader Is referred to articles
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by King and Rees (1966) and Rees and Woodall (1975). In surrrnary, It
appears that Brownian movement tends to randomize (magnetic) grains
of less than 1 um and Its Influence Increases with decreasing graln
size: for grains smaller than 0.1 um Its randomizing effect may be
greater than the effects of the orienting forces. Magnetic forces
(the ambient geomagnetic field) are of paramount importance In
orienting grains less than ca. 10 um. For larger grains, gravita
tional forces may (partly) overcome magnetic forces and wi II produce
a tendency to foliation. Therefore, gravitational forces acting on
the grains during setting may give rise to an 'Incl ination error'
and/or a 'bedding error' (King, 1955; King and Rees, 1966). Hydro
dynamic forces Increase relative to magnetic forces with Increasing
grain-size and are of the same order of magnitude for grains larger
than 100 um. For grains smaller than 10 um hydrodynamic forces are
less than magnetic forces by more than one order of magnitude (cf.
Rees and WOOdall, 1975).

It should be noted that magnetic grains giving rise to suscepti
bility anisotropy are not necessarily the same as those responsible
for the DRM (represented by the ChRM as determined In this stUdy).
The work of e.g. Rees (1961) suggests that the two may be treated
Independently. Hence, the DRM may have recorded reliably the geomag
netic field at the time of deposition, while at the same time the
anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility may be a useful Indicator of
paleocurrent directions.
Gener a II y I t i s assumed that the DRM res Ides I n sma II (magne
tite) grains, whereas the larger grains are responsible for the
susceptibility anisotropy. This Is In keeping With the observations
made on laboratory-deposited sediments (Rees, 1961) that hydro
dynamic forces generally deflect remanence directions by less than
approximately 15 degrees from the magnetic field direction, whereas
directions of the axis of maximum susceptibility may be deflected as
much as 60 degrees and more. The experiments of Bressler and Elston
(1980) on silts and fine sands also shoW deflections of the rema
nence directions of less than 10 degrees due to hydrodynamic forces.

Although It is usually assumed that DRM and susceptibility ani
sotropy reside In grains of different size, it should be noted that
anisotropy may also arise from the distinct distribution of small
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grains. A possible mechanism Involved Is post-depositional gravita
tional compaction which produces a magnetic foliation parallel to.
or a minimum susceptlbll Ity perpendicular to the bedding plane.
Gravitational compaction Is In fact a form of deformation with the
compression axis vertical and It Is known that strong tectonic
deformation produces a minimum susceptibility direction parallel to
the shortening direction (Graham. 1966). while the remanence direc
tions remain undisturbed (van den Ende. 1977).

The nature of the Cretan sediments (clays) Indicates that com
paction has most certainly taken place. The carriers of the ChRM In
the Cretan sections consist of very fine grained (single domain)
magnetite (cf. chapter 3. 5). Furthermore. the results given In
chapter 5 show that the X/SIRM ratio that was determined results
mainly from (possibly less) fine grained magnetite (Hartstra.
1982b). Therefore It seems likely that the susceptibility anisotropy
In the Cretan sections Is due to the distribution of these smaller
grains rather than due to larger (multi-domain) grains.

ChRM DIRECTIONS

The ChRM directions of six sections - Potamlda 1. 3. 4. Skoulou
dhiana. Kotslana 2 and Kastell I - were established. The ChRM direc
tions of other sections were not used for several reasons. One
reason is that the directions did not satisfy the reliability crite
ria. e.g. the demagnetization results of section Kotslana 1 showed
considerable scatter (fig. 4.5). Another reason Is that the direc
tions showed unwanted bias towards specific sample levels (or parts
of the section) which yield good results. whereas other levels or
parts of the same section did not meet the directional criteria
(e.g. section Eplscopi). Therefor the ChRM directions will not
rei iably represent possible changes In the direction of the geo
magnetic field (or directional changes due to the sedlmentary
tectonic history) throughout a polarity zone or a section.
When the mean direction per polarity zone Is being determined the
specimens are given unit weight. The mean declinations (D) and
inclinations (I) are listed In table 6.1 together with the precision
parameter (k). the angle of confidence (a95) and the sum of the
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unit vectors per specimen (R) according to Fisher (1953). In figure
6.1 the ChRM directions per section are shown together with the mean
declination per polarity zone. All directions have been corrected
for bedding tilt.

Table 6.1 Mean directions of the Individual polarity zones In
the six sections studied In this chapter. The number of specimens
Is given (N), as wei I as the mean declination (D), the mean
Inclination (I), the precision parameter (k), the cone of confi
dence at the 95% level (a95) and the sum of the unit vectors (R).
Furthermore, It Is Indicated whether or not an direction of a
polarity zone has a common true mean direction (ctmd) with
polarity zone D+.
sect Ion
Potamlda

Potamlda 3
Potamlda 4

N

c
D+
E
F+
D+
E
F+

c

D+
E
F+
Skouloudhlana A
B+

c
D+
Kotslana 2

c
D+
E

Kaste II i

A
B+

c
D+
E
F+

D

k

a95

R

ctmd
no

28
12
10
6
8
13
7
22
15
4
7
3
5
14
9
25
10
4

188.3
354.8
189.5
6.0
349.1
180.5
2.6
168.3
329.4
167.0
341.0
159.4
346.3
163.7
327.4
166.0
339.5
164.4

-45.0
49.3
-43.3
49.1
37.0
-39.6
41.0
-45.8
41.4
-48.1
32.6
-43.6
44.8
-46.2
37.9
-36.1
43.0
-42.1

109
106
149
111
118
157
76
93
62
253
89
287
121
55
120
117
120
242

2.6
4.2
4.0
6.4
5.1
3.3
7.0
3.2
4.9
5.8
6.4
7.3
7.0
5.4
4.7
2.7
4.4
5.9

27.75
11.90
9.94
5.95
7.94
12.92
6.92
21.77
14.77
3.99
6.93
2.99
4.97
13.76
8.93
24.80
9.93
3.99

yes

8
2
22
6
6
8

126.0
313.9
126.7
310.0
124.3
318.8

-37.8
33.1
-38.7
43.2
-36.1
43.3
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3.4

7.97

yes

209
90
209
92

2.2
7.1
4.6
5.8

21.90
5.94
5.98
7.92

yes

no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

no
yes

One notices Immediately that the mean declinations of the
reversed polarity zones (A-, C-, E-) In the western Cretan sections
are antlparallel with respect to the mean decllnatlon(s) of polarity
zone(s) B+ and/or F+ within the limits determined by the cone of
confidence of the mean directions (cf.table 6.1). The same applies
for the mean Inclinations of the normal and reversed polarity zones,
with the exception of zone F+ in section Potamlda 4.
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Potamida 1

Skouloudhmna.

Fig. 6.1

Potamida 3

Pota.mida 4

Kotsla.na 2

Kastelli

Equal area projection of ChRM directions of sections

Potamlda 1, 3.4, Skouloudhlana. Kotslana 2 and Kastel II. Open
(solid) diamonds denote ChRM directions from polarity zone A
(8+). open (solid) triangles those from C- (0+) and open (solid)
circles those from E- (F+). The mean declination per polarity
zone Is Indicated by solid lines.

This Is Illustrated even more clearly In figure 6.2 In which the
mean directions of the reversed polarity zones have been Inverted In
order to facilitate comparison, and In which the cones of confidence
of the polarity zones are shown. Furthermore, It appears that In all
sections the mean declination of pOlarity zone 0+ has a distinct
westerly offset with respect to the mean declination of polarity
zones B+ and F+ (fig. 6.1) and In the western Cretan sections also
with respect to the (Inverted) mean declinations Of the reversed
polarity zones.
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Potamida

I

Potamida 3

Potamida 4

N

N

~.

F.

E
F+

v,'

"
,

•

;

"\

I

Kotsiana 2

Skouloudhiana

KasteUi
N

Fig. 6.2

Equal area projection of the mean ChRM directions per

polarity zone, together with their circle of confidence (aSS)'
Solid lines represent the mean declinatIon of polarity zone 0+
and the mean declination of al I other polarity zones together,
respectively. Only In section Kastel I I do solid lines represent
the mean declination of polarity zone 0+ and the mean declination
of polarity zones B+ and F+ together; the dashed I ine denotes the
mean decl inatlon of A-, C- and E- together.

A more exact discrimination of mean directions drawn from Fisher
(1953) distributions via several conditional or approximate tests Is
given by McFadden and Lowes (19B1). Testing the hypothesis that two
populations (With a common precision parameter) share a common true
mean direction (ctmd) for the results of the Cretan sections gives
some more Information about the significance of the mean directions
of the polarity zones. If two populations do not share a common pre
cision parameter, an approximate test may be used <McFadden and
Lowes, 19B1), but this appeared to be hardly necessary for the
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Table 6.2 Mean directions of a II specimens outside polarity zone
D+. Reversed directions have been Inverted. specimens are given
unit weight. Only for section Kastel I i have the mean directions
of a II reversed (Inverted) and all normal specimens (minus those
of D+) been listed separately. See also table 6.1 caption.
section
Potamida

N

c-

D+
a II
Potamida 3
D+
Potamida 4
a II
D+
Sl<oUloudhlana a II
D+
Kotslana 2
a II
D+
Kaste I I I

nor
rev
a II
D+

D

I<

a95

R

ctmd
no

44
12
20
8
33
15
22
9
29
10

8.3
354.8
1.2
349.1
346.3
329.4
343.7
327.4
345.8
339.5

45.2
49.3
40.1
37.0
43.4
41.4
45.5
37.9
36.9
43.0

114
106
119
118
66
62
73
120
118
120

2.0
4.2
3.0
5.1
3.1
4.9
3.6
4.7
2.5
4.4

43.62
11.90
19.84
7.94
32.51
14.77
21.71
8.93
28.76
9.93

10
36
46

317.7
306.1
308.5
310.0

41.3
38.1
38.8
43.2

82
222
120
90

5.4
1.6
1.9
7.1

9.98
35.84
45.63
5.94

6

no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes

Cretan populations. It appears that all polarity zones In In each of
the sections (except for zone 0+) share a ctmd (with the exception
of F+ In Potamlda 4; see also fig. 6.2). In other words. normal and
reversed directions are anti-parallel within statistical limits.
This emphasizes the fact that secondary (normal) magnetizations have
been totally removed and that the ChRM directions have been deter
mined correctly.

The mean direction (md) of 0+ has been tested for a ctmd With
the md's of the other polarity zones In the same section. To this
end the md of the reversed polarity zones have been Inverted. Only
in section Potamlda 1 does the md of 0+ share a ctmd with the md of
F+ and in section Kotslana 2 with the md of E- (table 6.1; see also
fig.

6.n.

merely because of the limited number of specimens and the

resulting larger a95. In all other cases In the western Cretan sec
tions there Is no ctmd of 0+ with the md's of other polarity zones.
either of normal or reversed polarity. On the other hand. the md's
of the polarity zones other than 0+ show a ctmd In each western
Cretan section (with the exception of F+ In section Potamlda 4 due
to its low Inclination). One Is therefore Justified In comparing per
section the md of 0+ with the md of the Individual specimens from
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all other polar Ity zones together. It then appears that In the wes
tern Cretan sections the md of 0+ does not share a ctmd with these
md's; this Implies that the observation that polarity zone 0+ shows
a significant westerly offset Is substantiated by the statistical
tests.

Section Kastelll shows a somewhat different picture (figs. 6.1.
6.2). Reversed directions are not anti-parallel to the normal direc
tions; this result differs from the western Cretan results.
The mean declination of polarity zone 0+ shows a westerly offset
with respect to the mean declination of polarity zones B+ and F+
together. but not with respect to the (Inverted) mean declination of
the reversed polarity zones (dashed line In fig. 6.2). The md of 0+
shares a ctmd with the polarity zones A-. C- and F+, but not with
zone E- (the md of B+ Is based only on two directions and no test
has been done on a ctmd of this polarity zone with 0+ (see table
6.1). If we follow the same procedure as In the western Cretan sec
tions and compare the md of 0+ with the md of the Individual speci
mens of all polarity zones together. we find that the md of 0+ does
share a ctmd with the md of all other specimens (table 6.2).

In addition to the generally observed declination offset of the
mean of 0+ some other Interesting features can be seen In the Cretan
sections (figs. 6.1. 6.2). The mean declinatIon Is different for
every section. The declinations of section Potamlda 1 Imply a slight
clockwise rotation of 8.3 + 2.0 degrees. whereas the results of
section Potamlda 3 do not deviate significantly from N-S: 1.2 + 3.0
degrees. The declinations of sections of Potamlda 4. Skouloudhlana
and Kotslana 2 all show a clearly recognIzable anti-clockwise rota
tion of approximately 15 degrees. Section Kastelll shows the largest
rotation found In Crete: more than 40 degrees. A general picture of
the Cretan ChRM directions Is gIven In figure 6.3 In which the mean
directions of all polarity zones are shown.

The mean Inclination Is consistently lower than the Inclination
of the geocentric axial dipole field (55 degrees) for the present
latitude of Crete. ranging from 35 to approximately 50 degrees and
corresponds with an average 'Inclination error' of ca. 15 degrees.
There Is no consistent pattern with respect to polarity; for In
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Polarity zones

B+ C- D+ E-- F+
<>.6.6.0.

A~

N

P.

Sk.t':-n

~.

P3
PI

K)

PI

f§)

Kt

Fig. 6.3

Equal area projection of the mean ChRM directions per

polarity zone of all sections. P1,3,4 - Potamlda 1,3,4; Sk
Skouloudhlana; K2 - Kotslana 2; Kt - Kastel I I. See also fig. 6.1
caption.

stance In section Potamlda 1 the Inclinations of the reversed pola
rity zones seem to be somewhat shallower, but the difference Is not
significant: polarity zones E- , C- and F+ share a ctmd. A ctmd Is
found for a II po I ar I ty zones except D+ I n a II sect Ions with the
exception of zone F+ In sectIon Potamlda 4. This zone shows an
inclination as low as 33 degrees and It has no ctmd with the other
polarity zones In thIs section.
Only In sectIon Potamlda 4 Is there a significant difference
between the Inclination of polarity zone F+ and those of the other
polarity zones In the section. The mean Inclination of F+ Is as low
as 33 degrees, much lower than Is usually observed (cf. table 6.1).
It should be remembered that a fault was observed In the upper part
of section Potamlda 4, resulting In a 'shortening' of polarity zone
E-; this may have been caused by rotation on an Inclined (cylindri
cal) normal fault. In other words, gravity sliding may have produced
a rotation about a near-horizontal aXis, which Is dIfficult to
notice In the dense and homogenous clay.
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Such a mechanism would explain the lower Inclinations. but the
declination would exhibit no or little change. depending on the
strike of the fault surface and a (slight) dip of the rotation axis.

The declinations

The various sections show consistent differences In the direc
tion of their mean declinations. These differences show up In the
mean declinations of the Individual polarity zones (fig. 6.1. table
6.1) as well as In the mean declinations of all specimens per sec
tion together (fig. 6.2. table 6.2).
It has been argued. because the directIons are antlparallel.
that these deviations are not due to Insufficient removal of the
secondary magnetization component. Hence they must have been caused
by some geological phenomenon Instead of being artefacts of the
demagnetization analysis.

The effects of hydrodynamic and graVitational forces and of the
geomagnetic field on the orientation of magnetic minerals have been
outlined above. Depositional currents may cause a deflection of the
declination towards the current. the amount of deflection Increasing
with current velocity and Inclination of the ambient field (e.g.
Rees. 1961; Bressler and Elston. 1980). On the other hand. Rees
(1961) pointed out that It was mainly the ambient magnetic field
which orients the very fine magnetic grains (less than ca. 1-10 um).
This would prohibit a deflection due to hydrodynamIc forces. Rees
and Woodall (1975) calculated approximate values for graVitational.
hydrodynamic and magnetic couples likely to act on magnetic grains
of several grain-sizes. They found that for grains smaller than 1 um
- Which Is the grain-size Involved In most of the Cretan sections 
the magnetic couple due to the remanence of the grains Is the maIn
force In aligning these grains. Although In principle a slight In
fluence cannot be ruled out -

In fact little Is known about the ef

fects of hydrodynamic forces In clays: laboratory experiments are
usually performed with silts and fine sands -

It seems unlikely that

depositional currents will result In offsets of more than a few
degrees.
Another possibility Is that the observed deviations In the
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declination In the Cretan sections are due to local tectonic rota
tions of the sections rather than to depositional mechanisms. The
different degrees of the deviations may Indicate that the tectonic
rotations have been very local. The Kastelll section shows a rota
tion of more than 40 degrees (fig. 6.2), which Is appreciably more
than In the western Cretan sections, which show rotations varying
between 8 degrees clockwIse rotation In section Potamlda 1 and some
15 degrees counterclockwise rotation In sections Potamlda 4,
Skouioudhiana and Kotslana 2. The larger rotation of section
Kastelll may be related to the tectonic history of the basins In
central Crete. An analysis of fault-tectonic phases by Angeller
(1975) shows that these basins are Intensely faulted and that since
the Late Miocene Initially three main tectonic phases took place,
followed by two minor phases of compression and extension, respec
tively.
Although the same tectonic phases have played a role In the rest
of Crete, faulting has been most Intense In central Crete. The
larger rotation of section Kastelll seems therefore related to the
Intensity of tectonics. The observed rotations may be either appa
rent rotations due to the successive phases or may be local rota
tions due, for Instance, to the Pleistocene period of compression.
The latter phase resulted In subvertlcal transversal faults
(decrochements) with dextral (NNW-SSE) as well as sInistral (NNE
SSW) displacements (Angeller, 1975). From the results of Angeller
(1975), Mercier et al. (1979) It can be seen that In Crete the
directIons of tension change from NE-SW In the Late Miocene and NNW
SSE In the Pliocene to NW-SE In the Middle Pleistocene to Recent.
They wonder whether such changes are due to slight counter-clockwise
rotation of the direction of tension, the material (In this case
Crete) being stable, or to clockwise rotation of the material (the
direction of tension being stable). Although It should be stressed
that the rotations observed In Crete may be of local Importance
only, the predominance of counter-clockwise rotatIons of material
suggests a completely different mechanism. A possible solution may
be that a counter-clockwise rotation of Crete (If It occurred at
all) was accompanied by an even greater counter-clockwise rotation
of the extensional regimes.
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The Inclinations

In general the Inclinations are approximately In the range of
40-45 degrees, hence they show values which are 10-15 degrees lower
than the Inclination values of ca. 55 degrees of the geocentric
axial dipole field at the present latitude of the sections.
There are some differences In Inclination, both between the mean
Inclinations of the polarity zones In a section as well as between
the mean Inclinations per section.

However, statistical tests

(McFadden and Lowes, 1980) show that the Inclinations of polarity
zones per section do not differ significantly. Following the same
line of reasoning as for the deviations of the declination, It can
be argued that the generally low values of the Inclinations -

low

With respect to the Inclination of the geomagnetic field at the
present latitude of Crete -

are not a consequence of the Insuffi

cient removal of the secondary magnetization component. The low
Inclination may be due to an 'Inclination error', as proposed by
King (1955). A somewhat different explanation for this Inclination
error was given by Griffith et al. (1960), but both proposed models
are based on the same process, I.e. gravitational couples Interfere
with the magnetic couples at the moment of deposition. Calculated,
approximate values of the gravitational couples likely to act on
magnetic particles show that this couple Is stronger than the mag
netic couples arising from the earth's magnetic field, for graln
sizes larger than 1 um (Rees and Woodall, 1975). Since the graln
size Involved In Cretan sections Is smaller than 1 um, one would
expect the ambient magnetic field to predominantly align the mag
netic grains and hence no Inclination error. In accordance with
this, no Inclination errors have been found, for example, In deep
sea sediments (e.g. Keen, 1963)

The lower Inclination may be a consequence of an off-centred
dipole geomagnetic field. Wilson (1971) and later McElhinney
(1973), the latter using twice as much data, found that Late
Tertiary paleomagnetic poles lie on the 'far side' of the pole With
respect to the site longitUde, whereas more recent paleomagnetic
poles coincide with the geographical pole, I.e. the pole according to
a (time-average) geocentric axial dipole field.
Wilson (1971) suggested that an Important change In the conflgu
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ration of the geomagnetic field has taken place over the last few
million years, I.e. a late Tertiary off-centred axial dipole versus
a more recent geocentric axial dipole. This would agree with the
observation that In the Cretan results the Inclination of the
younger secondary component Is steeper than the Inclination of the
pr Imary component. However, LaJ et al. (1982) argue that thel r
results for similar marine sediments In the Aegean region, of
Miocene as well as PI iocene Age, do not Indicate any correlation
between the presence of the Inclination error and the age or
geographical position of the formation.
Pole positions of polarity zones

...

."'" rJi

w r-+-~~~~-----,<----;~::J<-""''+~~~+--;-----+--+--+--+-iE

••

oa

*

Crete

Fig. 6.4 Equal area projection of pole positions determined from
the directions of fig. 6.3; al I pole positions are grouped on
the far side of the geographic pole (-centre of the plot) with
respect to the site longitude. Asterlx denotes the present
position of Crete.

A plot of the pOle positions per pOlarity zone shows that they
are grouped on the far side of the geographical pole with respect to
the site longitude (fig. 6.4) due, of course, to the low Incl ina
tions. Moreover, the population of the pOles has an elongated shape
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with a long axis at right angles to the direction of the site. The
same phenomenon has been noticed by van den Ende (1977) In Permian
redbeds In the Dome de Barrot. He found, using a chi-square test,
that the population of the poles was not according to a Fisher
(1953) distribution. After a correction for the Inclination error,
using the empirical formUla which relates the Inclination in the
sediment to the inclination of the ambient field (King, 1955), the
distribution of the poles became Fisherlan. However, the method used
by van den Ende (1977) has only effect for very low Inclination
values such as those found In the Permian rocks: any Inclination
error correction for Inclinations In the range of 25-60 degrees
produces absolute but not relative changes In inclination and hence
the shape of the distribution of the derived paleomagnetic poles
will remain essentially the same.
The observed low inclination values could also indicate deposi
tion at lower latitudes and hence a northward displacement of Crete
since the Late Miocene. Such a displacement, however, would not be
in keeping with the reconstruction of the pattern of motion over the
Eastern Mediterranean for the last 13 Ma by Le Pichon and Angeller
(1978), In which the Aegean Region has been spreading gravitational
ly to the SW, In front of advancing Turkey.
An alternative explanation for the Inclination error Is provided
by LaJ et al. (1982); they attribute the low values to the compac
tion of the sediments. According to these authors, the Inclination
error seems to be related to the carbonate content In the sediment,
the error being smaller when the amount of carbonate Is high.
Although they do not elaborate on the process Involved, a possible
mechanism may be related to the shape as well as to the properties
of the clay minerals, but Is Independent of the shape of the mag
netic grains. Lowrie and Alvarez (1975) attempted to remove the
magnetic fractions from clay residues, but noticed that the ferro
magnetic grains were strongly attached to the clay minerals. This
may be due to electrostatic forces between both types of grains.
Because of the platy shape of the clay minerals they will tend to
align (horizontally) upon gravitational compaction, or rather, the
alignment will Increase With respect to the sediment before compac
tion. The magnetic grains, attached to the clay minerals, will
therefore folloW the Increased alignment and hence display a shal
lower (more horizontal) Inclination or an Inclination error.
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The deviating declination OT polarity zone D+

The westerly deviation of polarity zone D+ In western Crete with
respect to the mean declination of the other polarity zones has an
average value of approximately 13 degrees (fig. 6.5). An explanation
for this phenomenon Is not straightforward.
The deviation Is found throughout polarity zone D+ and Is not
due to an offset of specific parts or sampling levels (biasing) or
to the occurrence of transitional directions close to a polarity
reversal horizon. since the latter have not been InclUded.
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Potamida 7
Potamida 3

Potamida'
Skouloudhiana

T

o·

Kotsiana

Fig. 6.5 Westerly deViation of polarity zone D+ with respect to
the mean declination of the other polarity zones. Bars Indicate
circle of confidence (a95; cf. table 6.2). Dashed line represents
the average offset of the declination of D+ (13 0 ).

Furthermore. It seems unlikely that the deviation Is due to dif
ferent environmental or depositional factors: the magnetic proper
ties (chapter 5) are very constant throughout polarity zones C-. D+
and E- and Indicate a consistent and very fine-grained magnetic
mineralogy. It was already shown earlier that an Influence of
depositional currents (hydrodynamic forces) is not prObable
considering the grain-sIze Involved.
It is known that there are long-term variations of the geomag
netic field of the order of 100.000 years. and that these are
probably related to the 100.000 years eccentricity cycle of the
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Fig. 6.6

a) Long term variation of the geomagnetic field:

regular sampling of a complete cycle yields a true average (ta)
direction.

b) and c) Effect of the observed average direction if

only a part of the period is sampled.

Earth's orbit. If a complete cycle Is sampled In a sedimentary suc
cession, the mean direction represents the 'true' average geomag
netic field, provided no biasing Is Introduced, e.g. due to too
small a number of samples (see fig. 6.6a). If only a part of the
cycle Is sampled. a deviation may be found, depending on which part
of the cycle has been sampled (fig. 6.6b,c). Variations of more than
20 degrees have been recorded in the Cretan sections. In fig. 6.7
the average declinations and Inclinations per sampling level are
plotted together with the a95 for polarity zone C- In section
Potamida 1. Especially from the declinations It can be seen that
there are significant variations, varying between 180 and 200
degrees. Coincidental sampling of half a cycle may yield an average
deviation of more than 10 degrees from the 'true' average. However,
since It is known that zone D+ has a duration of ca. 0.2 Ma (chapter
four) it should represent two complete cycles of the long-term
variation and the detailed sampling at more or less uniform inter
vals should always result In a 'true' average.
Furthermore, with an average accumulation rate of 4.2 eml1000
years in the western Cretan sections, one cycle of the long-term
variation of 100,000 years takes place In 420 em of sediment. An
average and uniform sampling distance of 40-55 em (such as was used
in a number of sections) means that 8-10 samples per cycle are
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Mean ChRM directions per sampling level of polarity

zone E- In section Potamlda 1; bars represent a9S. In view of the
quality of the ChRM directions derIved from AF demagnetlzatlonss
in this zone and in this section, these directions have been
Included in the computatIons. Long-term variations of the geo
magnetic field can be seen clearly and are in the order of 20 0

.

taken. A higher resolution would be preferable to determine more
accurately the amplitude and wavelength of such variations, but Is
more than adeQuate to determine the unbiased mean directions per
polarity zone.
The most probable explanation for the observed offset Is that
during polarity zone 0+ the regional direction of the geomagnetic
field has shown a westerly deviation. To our knowledge, no SUch
deviations during a particular polarity zone have been recorded In
literature, although It should be noted that no sedimentary
seQuences have been sampled In such detail. ConseQuently the
recorded deviation of polarity zone 0+ must have had a duration of
ca. 200,000 years.
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ANISOTROPY OF SUSCEPTIBILITY

The anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility of rocks. des
cribed by the axes of maximum (Kmax), Intermediate (Klnt) and mini
mum (Kmln) susceptibility. Is determined by the magnetic fabric of
the rock, which In Its turn depends on the orientation of the mag
netic grains present. Magnetic susceptibility anlsotropies of Indi
vidual grains are related to the grain shape, directly by shape
anisotropy (magnetite, maghemlte) or Indirectly by magneto
crystalline anisotropy (hematite. goethite and pyrrhotite). The
anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility of sedIments Is usually
due to the shape of magnetic grains and reflects the orientation of
these grains. A primary depositional/sedimentary fabric Is caused by
the (statistical) alignment of these grains by mechanical forces
during deposition.

On the other hand. the magnetic grains responsible for the
anisotropy of the magnetIc susceptibility need not be responsible
for the remanence. Hence, the NRM may have recorded reliably the
geomagnetic field at the time of deposition and at the same time the
anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility may be a useful Indicator of
paleocurrent directions.

Gravity Is the most Important force acting on grains larger than
10 um; It results In deflection of (non-spherIcal) magnetic grains
towards the horizontal, and causes a (primary) depositional fabric
with Kmln axes normal to bedding and Klnt axes randomly dispersed
within the bedding plane. In the case of fine grains of less than
approximately 10 um. a depositional magnetic fabric Is most probably
due to post-depositional gravitational compaction, rather than to
gravitational settling (which Is the case for larger grains.
Hydrodynamic forces tend to align (non-spherical) grains In the
direction of the current, causing a grouping of Kmax axes. This can
be used as a paleocurrent Indicator (Rees, 1961).
Another Important factor Is that the ambient (geomagnetic) field
acts on ferromagnetic grains. Magnetic orientating couples due to
the ambient field acting on the Induced moment In anisotropic grains
dominate hydrodynamic couples for grain-sizes of less than ca. 10 um
(Rees, 1961; Rees and Woodall, 1975). Magnetic orientating couples
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due to the ambient field acting on the remanence of magnetic grains
dominate hydrodynamic couples for grains less than 100 um (In the
case of strong remanence such as Is carried by magnetite).

The anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility of one specimen
per sampling level has been measured In the sections Potamlda 1, 2,
3, Skouloudhlana, Kotslana 1, 2 and Kasteili. A limited number of
specimens were also measured throughout sections Potamlda 4,
Episcopi and Vasllopoulo.

Table 6.3 Susceptlbll ity and susceptlbl I Ity anisotropy para
meters for ten Cretan sections. Usually one specimen per sampling
level has been measured, except In sections Potamida 4, Eplscopl
and Vasi lopoulo, where specimens from regularly spaced sampling
levels throughout the section were taken. The number of samples
measured are listed (N), as well as the mean bulk susceptlbl I Ity
(X), the J Ineatlon (L), the foliation (F), the anisotropy degrees
(P and P') and the T-parameter.
section
Potamlda 1
Potamida 2
Potamida 3
Potamlda 4
Skouloudh.
Kotslana 1
Kotslana 2
Eplscopl
Vasllopoulo
Kaste I II

N

94
61
45
14
39
36
41
15
9
50

X

L

306
259
225
300
228
177
349
334
317
436

1.0068
1.0065
1.0082
1 .0109
1.0070
1.0029
1.0068
1.0049
1.0028
1.0069

F

1.0372
1.0438
1.0359
1.0459
1.0484
1 .0342
1.0483
1.0302
1.0387
1.0390

p'

P
1.0443
1.0507
1.0443
1.0573
1.0558
1.0372
1.0553
1.0352
1 .0416
1 .0461

1.0477
1.0552
1.0472
1.0609
1.0608
1.0414
1.0605
1.0382
1.0466
1.0498

T
0.6894
0.7376
0.6254
0.6124
0.7430
0.8394
0.7488
0.7180
0.8650
0.6967

A number of anisotropy parameters can be calculated; Hrouda

(1981) lists some 25 examples used In literature. At the paleo
magnetic laboratory 'Fort Hoofddljk' several parameters are computed
as a standard procedure, among them the lineation L

=

Kmax/Klnt and

the foliation F = Klnt/Kmln. The degree of anisotropy P' and the T
parameter, characterizing the shape of the susceptibility ellipsoid,
are calculated according to Jelinek (1981; see also Hrouda, 1981).
The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility tensor Is calculated
according to a method developed by Jelinek (1977) and Jelinek (1978)
statistics are used to determine the mean susceptibility tensor from
a number of specimens. An AC bridge (KLY-l) was used for the aniso
tropy measurements. Hrouda (1982) reports that the principal dlrec
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a) Fol iatlon versus lineation of ten Cretan sections,

averaged per section. b) Anisotropy degree versus the T para
meter, averaged per section.

tions measured on various types of Instruments generally agree very
well. but the anisotropy magnitudes differ significantly. the KLY-l
AC bridge showing lowest magnitudes. The magnitude difference was
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confirmed by measurements on the same set of samples from section
Potamida 1, measured both on a Dlglco spinner (Gif sur Yvette) and
on a KLY-1 AC bridge (Utrecht).

Table 6.3 gives the mean susceptibilities and anisotropy para
meters of the Cretan sections. The lineation L is plotted versus the
fol iation F in figure 6.8a and the shape parameter T versus the
degree of anisotropy P' in figure 6.8b for all sections. The values
of the latter figure correspond with those compiled by Hrouda (1982)
for both laboratory deposited and natural sediments.
It can be seen that a clear foliation is present of the order of
3.5 -

5.0 per cent, whereas only a slight lineation Is present,

generally less than 1.0 per cent. The foliation In each section coin
cIdes (virtually) with the bedding plane, I.e. the Kmin axes are
entirely or almost perpendicular to the beddIng plane, indicating a
dominating depositional fabric (fig. 6.9). Although the lineations
are very small, there Is a distinct and clear grouping of the Kmax
axes in most sections. Moreover, the average I ineatlons per sections
have the same directions (WNW-ESE) for all sections within their
ellipse of confidence (according to Jel inek, 1978; not shown) with
the exception of the section Potamlda 1, which shows an average
lineation perpendicular to those of the other sections.
In fIgure 6.9 the Kmln and Kmax directions are shown on the
lower hemisphere of an equal-area projection before and after cor
rection for bedding tilt (tc). It should be noted that, except In
sections Kastelll and Eplscopl, tilt correction results In the Kmln
axes being deflected from the vertical. Often this Is hardly (or
not) significant (e.g. sections Potamida 2, Skouloudhlana), but a
distinct deflection results especially In the Kotslana sections.

DISCUSSION

Before we discuss the dIrections of the principal axes of sus
ceptibility, It should be noted that for fine grains of less than
approximately 10 um, magnetic orientating couples (due to susceptl
bi Iity anisotropy In Individual grains) dominate hydrodynamic
couples during deposition (Rees and Woodall, 1975). This Is similar
to the process which occurs with magnetic couples due to particle
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WNW-ESE. correspond I ng to a recent

remanence. except that such couples are more than an order of magnI
tude stronger than those due to anisotropy.
As was pointed out above. considerIng the grain-sIzes Involved.
hydrodynamIc couples were not domInant In aligning the graIns res
ponsible for the NRM. However. since the magnetic graIns givIng rise
to anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility need not be responsIble for
the remanence. It may be that gravitatIonal and hydrodynamic forces
did playa role In alignIng (a part of) the magnetic minerals. On
the other hand. the results from chapter 5 Indicate that the obser
ved susceptibility Is dominated by fine-graIned magnetite In major
parts of the Cretan sections. If we assume for the time being that
the lineations are due to hydrodynamic forces. It follows that.
accordIng to the model developed by Granar (1958) and the results
obtained by Rees (1961). a (depositional) current should have been
present during deposItion In a roughly E-W dIrection In all sections
except Potamlda 1. This Is In conflict With sediment transport
directions for most of the sections derived from detailed strati
graphic studies (Meu/enkamp. 1979). which IndIcate paleocurrents
mainly towards the north. In the Kastelll section a paleocurrent
direction towards the south has been found (Meulenkamp. personal
communication).

A more likely explanation for the observed lineations Is that
these are due to tectonic deformation. The magnetic fabric appears
to be a very sensitive Indicator of deformation (Crimes and
Oldershaw. 1967) and the ellipsoId of the anisotropy of magnetic
susceptibility changes shape durIng progressIve deformation of a
sediment wIth an originally depositIonal fabric (Graham. 1966).
Simulation experiments by van den Ende (1977) show that the first
stage of deformation Quickly results In the Kmax axes being oriented
perpendicular to the compression (or parallel to the extension).
Initially. the Kmln axis remaIns perpendicular to the bedding but In
later stages becomes reoriented parallel to compression. The Initial
stages of deformatIon described above can be recognized In the
Cretan sections: there Is a small. but persistent lineation (WNW
ESE) In all sections except Potamlda 1. The direction of this
lineation Is virtually parallel to the extensional tectonics In
Crete for the Middle Pleistocene to Recent period as deduced by
Mercier (1977) and Angeller (1977). on the basis of an analysis of
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the tectonic deformation of the Aegean Arc. The direction of the
extension agrees with the results of fault plane analysis determined
from seismic focal mechanisms (Ritsema, 1973, 1974).
In almost all sections the Kmln axes are deflected from the bed
ding pole; only the Kmln axes In sections Kastelli and Eplscopl are
absolutely perpendicular to the bedding plane (fig. 6.9). In most
studies deflections of less than 15 degrees are considered as normal
for a sedimentary fabric (see Hrouda, 1981 and references therein),
but considering the detailed and consistent results (e.g. section
Kotslana 2 In figure 6.9) It Is believed that these deflections are
not coincidental. Tectonic deformation of the original depositional
magnetic fabric could explain In principle the observed slight devi
ations of the Kmln axes from the pole of the bedding. Tectonic
deformation has probably reached the phase when the Kmin axes

star~

to be affected (cf. van den Ende, 1977).
One exception can be seen In figure 6.9:

~he
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observed anisotropy of
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